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Youth pleads guilty to murde 
client pleaded guilty to the lesser 
charge. 
George Bliss Hawthorne, 28, 
still awaits a trial by jury in the 
killings on charges of first-degree 
murder. 
Asked ff Williams will testify. 
for the prosecution, Fulmer also 
refused to comment. 
"I'm hate to protect lives, not 
put lives in jeopardy,, he said. 
Hawthorne is alleged to have 
shot 25-year-old Yvon Cosselin 
with a crossbow last September. 
About two weeks later, on Sept. 
26, Williams stabbed 66-year-old 
Jean Gosselin and set fire to the 
anyone convicted of second- 
degree murder. 
But Crown prosecutor Mike 
Fulmer and defence lawyer Dar- 
rell O'Byme, representing Wil- 
liams, told Supreme Court Justice 
Robert Errico they will,make a 
joint sentencing submission in 
October ecommending:~.:Williams 
be elig~le for paroleafter be- 
tween five and 10 years. 
It will be up to the court as to 
whether or not to follow-that 
recommendatiom 
Williams had originally been 
charged with first-degree murder. 
O'Byrne refused to say why his 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A 16-YEAR-OLD Terrace youth 
could spend as little as five years 
in prison for his participation in 
last fall's double murder in 
Thomhill. 
Christopher Charles Williams 
appeared in a Prince. Rupert 
courtroom Wednesday and 
pleaded guilty to second-degree 
murder in the killing of Jean Cos- 
sdin and accessory after the fact- 
to murder in'the crossbow killing 
of the man's on, Yvon Gosselin. 
Williams will be sentenced on 
Oct. 2 in Prince Rupert. 
A life sentence ismandatory for 
man's Thornhill home to cover 
the killing. 
Hawthorne's prdiminary, hear- 
ing resumes Sept. 11. 
Williams has been remanded in 
custody back to a Youth Deten- 
t ion Centze in Prints George, 
where he:.will be , beld :. .until 
sentencing.. - . . - . .. 
After sentence.is passe.d,:court 
was told, :he .will likelY betrans- 
fcrred to the Matsqui federal 
penitentiary, 
Williams -will be kept apart 
from the adult prison population 
until he's 18 - -  in line with re- 
quirementa of the Young Of- 
for lhis yeats  reading club is Flights of Fantasy. The  library 
even has it's own dragon, the green Fireball which Bryan is 
holding, To  sign your child up for the summer reading pro- 
gram, drop by the public library. 
m Summer readers 
. . . . _ -  
THE TERRACE PUBUC UBRARY 'S  summer reading pro- 
gram is proving popular wlth kids and parents. Here Brady 
Mason, Christine Meijer and Bryan Van Dyk share a book 
from the program - -  King Krakus and the Dragon. The I~eme 
other hospifids might,iget,:soine 
Mills suffers budget cut 
fenders Act. The court was told the maximum prisonSenlence un- 
he will likely spend that time at a der the Young OffeadersAct: is
five. years. Youth co6~judges 
were reluclant o raise juveniles 
to adult court on ,second;degree 
murder because there was no 
sentencing option for anything 
ieasthanlOycars; ~ ' , . .  :. 
Bu'tihat is going to be different 
from here on, in .owing to an 
amendment to the Young Of- 
fenders Act given royalassent to 
two weeksago.,- . . .  . . 
The amendment, daub)as the 
maximum :youth court sentence 
from.five yearn to 10 years for 
youths f0und guilty of murder. 
den on local groups. 
For instance, Legion executive 
members ay its giving has in- 
creased. 
"Compared to just a fewyears 
ago, our contr~utious are up," 
Legion donations committee head 
Brian McIntyre said. 
Recent examples include a 
r 
r 
i , /  . . . .  
medical cenlze at the fede~ral 
penitentiary. 
The surprise guilty pleas from 
Williams came less than two 
weeks after a youth court judge 
ordered him raised to adult court. 
Second-degree murder nonmlly 
carries no.chance of parole for at ~ 
least 10 years. 
But the Criminal 'Code was 
amended in 1992 allowing parole 
after as little as five years in the 
cases of youths who are raised to 
adult court. 
The change Was made because 
hdp is the Kitimt.Stikine 
Regional Hospital Disldct. / . , 
That's a little Imown taxatiod: 
authority which, in the past/i.has 
raised between $400,000 rod  
$450,000 a year. 
' it's traditionally opened on the 
basis of providing 40 per cent of 
capital equipment once the i~o- 
vince has commited itself to the 
Mclntyre. 
He did add Legion members are 
surprised nt the high cost of medi- 
cal equipment. 
"Unbelievable, unbelievable,'" 
said McIntyre when asked about 
the cost of some items'. ,'But 
there's no used going out and get- 
Sing junk." 
MILLS MEMORIAL  Hospital is 
more than ever going to depend 
upon the good works of non prof- 
it groups for the pur~ase of 
major items, 
The hospital isn't getting any 
money this year for medical 
equipment from the provinchl 
government 
"There wu no reference to any 
capital equipment money this 
year," said Mills executive 
Miehad LekiaSer last week of 
"No one got any money for hospital equipment other60 per cent, .> to handle theHo~eshoe core 
this year. It waa a tough budget and the ministry The : hospital distrlct coven plus. any in-falling .which oc- 
budget  d .oc.um. eats received #0m decided to meet he payroU first," . Wrinch Memorial *Hospital in cure ~ ~e futu%: . . . . .  
e provmmu government. .' " " ~ton~ the Stewart M~Ic=i  ,, ,~ oratx report on ex~enom8 area., : 
"It used to be $200,000, last . . '  . . . . . .  ~ ~urein'S~A~'t~eJ~mi'~(~os-'~ "service:to other parts of the :' ~#nep~ i i 
year was $60)000 and this year p.hy~-sio.thempy bedand two ape- , Health ministry smokesm~ nell.' heMth ~n~>s; ,  ,i ~t~,  .community vats released last ona'0pl~ ,i :1 
| • . ¢ ~ r  ~ r • . .  ' ' rout  . '  ' t ~ W  ' " ' " ~ " ~ .  ' .  " , 
nothing, 'hesald, c|a,zenwucelchaks. Dave Fraser said Mills wasn't Ab,anah Mills ~,,,,, ,4~ , .a  t month, Tlmt'said,a polmlagon : million1 ! , 
• " W e  " ' ' 7 ) * )  . - . ~ v a ~  . a u t ~  , . . . .  . . That leaves Mills and its sbter . . . diaunel everything singled out for special treatment. , Kltimat General in IGtimat./- , r " ' of 2,000-4,000 Was needed to Dktrlct ~ ! 
institution, Tcmcevlew Lodge, mrougu me R.B.M. Lee Society. "No one got any money for ~ This anthofl~'~ ,eemmt ~m,~ generate." sUfficient f lows,  to ~ Tosh:Yat ~ 
having to look elsewhere, We go down and go over a list hospital equil)ment'this v&r. i t  :*~has:inorethan $"8000~}'Si-~i~'in ':makeany extemlon.,0tme aya- , veywlllbe:em'led OutoV~the(/ 
"We'll be completely relying and decide what we can afford to wasatoughbudgetsnd~emtn, it, savs regional d~trlct ~'~'°dal temfeMible, i,:i ' / :  ~ next fewweelm to de~e; i :  
onlheR.E.M.Lee HospitalF_o _Ira- do," saldM.c~. ~re . . .  . .  lslry,!eeidedto ~neet ~ie payroll" JudyTrace~.' . ' " '  ' '~.e ,epo~ ~)res.ea~i l~ .e  - which of ~e:0pfioiitts.llkelyi;.i 
darien and the assistance oI the rna~ anomabfllty depends upon ~st, he said. "Mills WnO.dif- "The're~n,e has beeh ,-,,~;~-- opuons, eacn:..atvin8 a:'catc~- • t0getpublledupi)o~ , : , .  ~,~,~ '! 
mks andRoyslFurple, theRotary the .mount of money raised by: /fetentthananyotherh~ital,,, because not a lot is be ln~ mentarmlargeenougb, tom~et . " ,T1~[esulmo~tlm*mimpo~:i: 
- -  all the  conununlty minded the Legion at Its blngoea, and' ' Fzam~r sald th~ impaetoffederM., fromit/' she~id: ~: ,.> :~:  ~.., . _  • that m!nhnum r~uh'em~uL i :, tant, he:ii*.xpl!!ned;:,~mi!a~ 
groups: In me past Who l~ve otheract~vitlea, . . - .>~. , . .  ,~ts.in heslth tmn~f~ i)a~cnts: ."-.. BUi :T~cey: asc) .said. ~mt ,  [ ':,°Pti~i" 'one).ii':~ravlty feed i: x~, f~dm,  wotdd :hav*::~.be::~, 
helped us out," said Lelst~'~r, ' ,('We. h~ea ' t  even takes) at .- also the provincers budget'::: h~lth' . ' , re.on~a~n:ni~/:cul i  i |: .isysiemi.w0dld~e in the Eas~ held.:~d :the~.r~iona!idls~eti:{ 
As tt Is, mes  radtml redu~on . least not .ira the iut  three :y~m, i :  ~ year; ,i >.,i °,'~ (':/.')'~i: '.! ,. ('for iid::eadit~::~6nd I[~!;i]t~ , :i/_and~ :~/est ~:Hoh[eshoea,i[: River ::, wants ~ be ie.onabl~su~/~[: I 
in the .amount o f  :ptovinCh!".' tlmtlmaWm~,an !dminlsl~l]on .::::,:,:.: . '.: ~... i, ':: "i .'." '. (/ ":) {;;i: : '~  ~:~oUr:Of~d(i~(~em,,J|'.!ISflv$~n, dPtO~cdm~;d~' . "  ; pro~d"put. '~..the:V~',;h!(. 
guvernment money in..the :pM t fee..Sow~tweg!y.¢in.s.lOOper ./ * *.~i ,,...~... ,:..:.'7 :;iup, W~th.!n~.:~.&-~d:~.[.,hi: I Opm~t l in :~[ 'W.~ds .md : Itkelyto~u/' r''' ":' " ~ °~:' '~':' ' " -'°' ~ I 
few years has put more of a but- ce~t of what we ra~) '  said One area-inwh ~ Mills' ind l~mrdS{"':" . . . . .  ~:". :`~' ""~:~":~::" '~': '*~' ' ' ' ' :  [ " r,:' "~ ';" ~)"'~': '  : '" '' ":(":, "'~ ' : '~  :' ~::':" ' ' ' "  , :' - " ~ H ] ~ ,~ -"~J."1 
,4  . . . . . . . .  , . Q , ~  
Miners gather 
elect i on bucks 
THEMINES INDUSTRY is ness campaign is =non-i)a~n 
amassing a $500,000.warchest_ to and is not tied to any" politicai'~ 
spread its message going'into the ;i party. 
provincial election'-'. ~ . : .::-< .r.. : -- Central: to.the ~!~)ign.~in a
And, it's' developing a com-. n ine -par tquest i0nna i~ '~ 
puterized database0f :at lesst~ issues being sent to p0'litidan~ 
30,000 people employed in the and p01iticidparties ~,  
 in. ,dns -who  as-: - 
"~'e , , , , ,~s ,~,  . .  . gu id .e to .mg issues, that H ~e . " 
the B.C, and-Yukoa Chamber of: d~'=" m-= '~'~-~ ' ~'-"=:;:'~ :'-= 
Min-" - - "  "--  • ' ' - "  " "" uy. mpa~n' msm.'.w.lm .me ann we mmmg ~uppa!erS , dlt,ha~, nf I,~,,~e,~ om.l . , . i - -  
of Br/t/sh Columbia,~ ..... : " " " s " . . . .  " ~ ' ~ ..... ; 
The . . . . .  .,.. ays t, dwawat, . :.~,: .,~... ~. indm~'haS been*a;ners/s.- .W?,~ . ._'- " . ..', ~ "( - -  * - -  
tent ~ "'~,r :L,~. ~=. , . ,  . . : © ~e now up m I!mUt,XY,UOU 
. . . . . . .  , ,m~ eaov-.~ml." - ' -- le'  and---~= -'-'-" "'" : .ove~.~..,+ ".,.. - ~-"..Li ~ .~ . .  : L,y~p .... -:~m.© :etec~on.~ml~e, 
~:,,-,.,_~,,~L E 'TL  "?~ ' . ? ° " ,  we expect o have 30,000 or more 
IJ~-c~ . . . .  ann o~maons. . . . . .arre(:~m~ =.  . p eop'lec0nn ' .  ~ '  d to m~"  '" she 
mmeral development, . ' " " saId¢ "" '"<-~ ' '~ ...... "....... ' ' 
There are two pa~ to the " ' :)i ' :  " '  .- ~,:~ ~".. :. '. They 11 bet  he reorients of a 
campaign _ advertising to pro- constant, i flow " of ,"]dforma~ 
mote awareness of :~-  lead- which~eyl c~n :pass!/0d=id the 
lag up to the :dectiOnl)~and *:In- form-of lettem, fex~'imdi~hone 
tensive coniact with ~lit]cil can, measages topolitical ~dklated; 
didates and more adv~ing  once 
The eampai~).'s t im. ' i s  ~ " ~-~t i t~n~,  1~ the !¢.~ys-" 
to a fall vote and althoughthat is for:~instance, we have;:l~600~to 
now unlikely," the pre-election .. I)700 'people.. ,,. /That'S :. a l a~ 
phase will goahead anyway. " / amount,,: said Kitc~en~~ii,!::'. '." ~;i> 
"We're going tO start the-radio . Those pe'ople will :a~o,be:eX', 
ads now an d start building that pected to l~"al0ng,t0)~psigu 
awareness," says Myrna Kitchen,. urganiZeis" loml.' infO~itiod: at- 
the co-oidina~r of  the'.program ; fecting'ihe ~ g  tnd~t~.,il i : /  
with the Mining Assocmtion of; Kitchen sald~those;~idO~l'.iin 
B:C . . . . ' .  .:."":: . , . : th0.m!nlng,inddslxy-~l~.!,~=... 
If the (election) writ'happens : coung©to,take4hdr, diem~es~to: 
tO be dropped in the fall we'h" be nil-candidates mcet in i@~~o~t l .  
ready for that phase, I f  not) we'll ' line shows• .; , :'r'~':,~::. ' "~ ~:~'~ " 
be on the poli  , ' in 
~w.nen oia say that the'aware- company executives."'. ' . -  :~ 
survey-sub jec t  • 
T H O ~  residenta could IGrkaldy areas, ! 
be . l~king at another The second covers the sameti " 
ref~endum.on sewer service, area but uses a i : ,combinttion Of!i.il 
depending.on the results of a gr!Vity feed a~)dseOfl¢~ef.. i i  . 
survey the regional district:h flUentpumpjng (~;:.i!~,':: :::')i 
about o carry out, :'.. . ".Th.e final one would ~idf ln, i  : 
The sewersyste m being in .  dude the Ho~oes;:~dll~of~.:  
stalled.now only 1ms cai)adty Woodiuds,: 'existtng':develo~:: 
menS snd'Rit:izonl~i/0nly;'on~ i - -  -~  
tue Nmh:eench:#  
velopmeJ: ,in~ "thai '~dy i~.  
e d ttonKmused ~ ' "$4 ,7~ 
 to ~Smllllo~::,:::i,:~:, >~ 
~, Yam ta"sald ' the: ~u), i.., 
/ 
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Remembrance' garden 
aking ==---. STOP plans are t shape 
"D.-.-. WH . , , , . ,  . o ,o  . .  = : I '1 Dev:lopmentCanada ressourc;shu~alnos C ad' 
J .  J L ~ ~  ~ L °£~¢~m¢a~.d? resIdents ch°°se have namca ; :d :2 i~ ~:ed  ~ - -  
;o, 5tudenfs Are Ooen --- - z- ~.'t- : chotces as to hOW mmr erematns ~ng on the style, 1 _ r  
are .disposal...7 discreetly s~t- The fee for a ~che is cheaper • li = I~ '  • q~|  • 
. [ereaorouneomac~emauonpm~ thsnthatofa flstheadstone fcca [] I [ " i~kl~ K I  I ICH I~L~4~ i r l l c  
RD p ianner in the KalumLake Dr. g raveyard ,  . normal graves!to.. And, upr ight  I i V I .  i ,~h~, , ]P l  i l abs ,##. ,  i l l l#  . 
• M acKay~ Fune? i .  S~rvic~ headstones cost aigal l~mtiy [] . .  ' • 
resl  ns  w anmm ouer more engines, more, , • 
g ,.  .... ,. , . . _  ... . ,  . . _ . , . ,  . . . . . . . . .  ~1  1 m m ~r  TOSH YAM ^ ~" ' ' r^ ='- " '  .'?¢°P!e. 10ft-m need,a special "['bose who opt tot burisl =18o il 3u er .  
. . . . . . . . . .  piaee to vtsit those who ve passed have costs for the plot, interment, . - - '  r " ' . . . . .  ' 
re.algae d ~ the planner for the away,',says Maggie MacKay of rave ltncr, installation, coffin and 1 5tudents  can  work  fo r  any  bus,ness, large 
Kttimat~Stikine Regional: MacKay's Funeral Service. more 1 i, ~ ,  . t . t t • 
District r ' "Rvea i f  it's must a -la-ue on a ::="., , . ,  _ _  . .  [] o r  smal l ,  many sruaenTs alreaa7 nave spe- . . . . . . .  * J ~ t l  wBe l~r  1| S l )ec2use  01[ lOWer  • • . '  , ,  . • . '  , . .  F ,  " 
Board:~. chak Joanna lz~¢ by their favoudte fishing costs, or a desire to return mote I c la l  traminq that could benehf you. 
Monaghan Said Yamashita has ' spot.,. ~ . '. ~- quickly to theearth, cremation is . • "~. . - ' 
giyen his notice:.alth0ugh, s e I n  .~,njun.cti~ with theTemc¢ ~owin8 in populadty ti~roughout l [  : Call the Canada Employment  Centre  for 
sald r'" :she did not :  " 1 yet know the - rm~uuucauon, noe~ety, the funer- the,, p r~ in~ , • I Students  at 
..... , ~ , . . .  , ' al homem planning a Garden of Maggie MacKay In Vancouver they can t build I I 
- =al-districthasn tmadeanydeci-:l Fraak'sField-= • LakeRd I ~ " . 7~--'r ~" -3 - . I . 
" " 1 . . . . . .  I " ......... =" ~ : 4 ' :e  ' :': ~ :  : : _ ." . , . . . . . .  1he eagle, oetw~n oremation 1 I 
stuns yet/about replacing the I . "P¢o"le con m --"'-~'-~ . . . .  ~ commoanum ~s a wau-nKe -o  - -  o - -  " . . . .  " . '  " i  " . . . . .  
- , . . . . .  -. y ~t= pua~. ,uma~ a u m ~  unu DuEIa i  i s  0 ' ' " ' . . . . . .  " . • , :,, . . . .  , :  . . . . . . . . .  . Uen apn[  l i e  CUl- . , 
longtimeplanner. : : : : .~:/ :,~ :type of: flower of shrub in structure typ~cally made of stone, nti, t~,,a,,.tu.= ....u. , . . s  I I  ~ : 
~:; ,:"'We haven't i e~/en '  " I . . . . .  :talk ~'L*~ 1 ' :m~o'"  0 f -  ,~ =u.,,=u..~,-----~--" . --" ~ya divided ~to nidzes for. ~remains. '";TX'm xe . " - '~" ' "  ~ " - -= ' ;C  says macxtay,' "~am-:" -- I ~ :•:. , ~ .. . .  •""::u 
• aboutthat;:' she said. - i "= ' , .  =o columbadum . corn.party alice choose burials, East Indians i l I M i ~  
' ' ' "  ~ : ~ sodety would then make sure the woum p.rovm¢ ano ,mstau me. choose cremation and natives i l  I I iM~l~ pw~ 
:u , : : , '~"~: :=~,  .~ :~ /?•: gardea is properly eared for.." ColumoanUl~ zz~.¢ oz cna~P~ ana usually ont for budul. Promt=-t. • I ~ -  - . ~ l a . e  
.~  . _ .  . . ,  . - r t s e  0 " "~ r ~ '. , -~- ! . ,~gF! l !~UU~g/  .... Next to the garden, the funeral . ,k~_ ~re of~.ma,in..ten.anco, have no preference while those I I ' i z  s ¢ u d e n t .  ~ a n a o a  
. .:;.:/.~_¢:.~,: ~::-d:c,~-:;::.s.-.<~ ~. • l. home -lans to ~e6t :a Wall of It s a oi{dke ouilding a con. .:.,._ ~__, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ,  _ II ' ' . . . .  
.... ' =rot  I ' ; f t~Y  I " - i '~"~!~i  " ' ~ ° " " . . . .  ' do  . . ,a  . . . : . -  ^¢'¢ . I ._ . . _~. . . , ,  wao  UOnl. JO iO  eJIuurcll HU 1(0 l l l H l l H l l l l H l l l l l  
: . .~ ,~, / : '~avt .4~.Ve~,~l~ i ememotaneer io t  wh ich  re Ja t ivea  , aJUt. a~;~,tM~ UlUt'MI~ I~Utl~, d l0OSeetemaf innmnn~_nh, . .  ' " ' ' 
" ; , . :  .. ...... CC~'~s£:LTE.  ," pe~~'~is . cou ld :  . . . . .  purchase : plaques of . . . .  ys mackay. "['be funeral home Terrace re.~|d~nl~ will h'tu.lu 
; 'r6'sc~¢d'a hi]~6f%es'daymom: " remembrance. ' would, a?  as the agent for the have to wait until next sum-~ " ~ "  
;,~, ,,;~. o"~.~;;g'~:.::.;~:-4"~= . The  land foi tlie garden would 'commoanum company. ' . before the o~lumbadum could be ' 
.~"~i","~v~'~'~:~':~":~'~ ' ' -"  !be  likely be donated by Skccna _ Depending on which, colum- am>roved and 'e~ ' ~ ' ~  
I@e~ce: :~" : /7  " ,  " ' -7"  '~" Sawmills, says MacKay. : barium: .~e fun=a! home and "AIt'a a lot i,,e ope . new ! IBc 'l 
I . . . . . .  " ' " '  " '  : " .... " " : MacKay s Funeral Service also ' neautincation soc~eff acciac ' c~m= .. . .  ,, - . . . .  v . . ,  ,,.r,,.= z~I J ' J '  ' , I ' ; ~  I I ~ . " ' := ' -  I 
. . . . . .  e ace ..... Search .. and . w~ts eee ' " ' i _  : : ,  ~ , .  _ . to r ta  columbanum upon, it would contain approxi, amount of paperwork vou have to ~ b  
t<escue  s L ;an  Johansen  sa id  the  r : "" ~ " r" . . . . . .  ,, - Y ~ I . . . . .  j e. Gre  McDona ld  ". , .~- _ the existing graveyard on Kalum mately 35 to 45 niches, do is ust incredibl 
I group;s:.clilt rescue specialists - . . . . . . .  - . ' .  ' . . . . . .  , ' 
i~kere ~:hiied.oUt at 9:15 p.m. : i  | : '  ; " / ' ' ' ' I I • ~1 ' ThatWondrousBu "M;~;~:!i/ai'ghti:i!°assi'ti'the H ! g n w a y  WOrK SlOwing ( : town o,,,.,oo, .... step on 'itll But wait a minut gbefore you stomp down, lhink.oft'he 
They .  made voice contact 
with the/,hikerlthat night,,and 
had:! :h~i~ :~opei:l ~ih ':'.and ]Were 
be, ginrfiag ti le decentbaCk: .io 
the Nis'gaa Highwayearly 
Tuesdayinoming. ( "  .: 
'/ ':Johansen: s~d the hiker 
apparently got stuck on a steep 
:slb~:and c0ul~in't find a ;safe 
:r6uie" down: : His companion 
Called for help from the 
RossW~ General:St0re: 
iXeiTacelnn, .... 
" POLICE ARE on the look- 
out for people selling items sto- 
len. from :l;he To.trace Inn last 
week.' : . . 
• ' Meats, cheeses, :'a 
'~ t; ':-a q~rtable ~crowave:. oven 
Stereo ahd.-a pair of ninners 
-wdte:::takeh after-two locked 
" : , I L : ; ' : ' : , '  ', , . ' e :  " ' .  ~; ; ,  - '  , 
doors to the kitchen area IWel'~ 
t'orcgd0pen . : 
Tbe theft occurred the 
night of June 29-30. Those with 
inf0~rmation: can call the RCMP 
at:;635-4911 or Crimestoppers 
at 635-8477. 
' :Semi trailer 
inaccident 
• THE DRIVER of a semi 
traili~r tractor unit is inthe hos- 
pital .with serious head injures 
after a Jtdy i accident. 
Police say. the accident 
occurred 4 p.m. July 1 5kin east 
of Terrace~?., ' ~ : 
" The unit was heading west- 
bound when it left the highway 
and~qanded in 'the eastbound 
ditch.. An investigation 
continues. - • 
to  low net  
SMITHERS GOLFER 
Pierre Butz shot a 230 over the 
weekend to capture the overall 
low grossin ~he Skeena Valley 
Open menls go!f tournament. 
Butz:edged out Prince 
George's Tim Mezaros by two 
strokes; and was 10 ahead of 
Kitimat's J.F. Maienfant, and 
Terraces's Phil Davies, the A- 
flighfvietoi.  ; : 
Terrace's Scott Stewart 
captured theB-flight event by a 
four-stroke margin with 259. 
: And TedFarkv~ won C- 
flight with a low gross of 266, 
two : strokes !:ahead Of' Frank 
Hamilton, 
, Terracgs Jim Rtgler won 
the toumamenCs overall 10w 
net, eight strokes up  on 
Kitimat's ClaytOn : Harris in 
chamPionshtp flighti 
i I 
: i  
TI-IBRB AREN'T any new major• L; ~twc~, ; '  ' Gitsexluecia aud A list rd~seA by ~e Id=hwaw 
highway projects in the Terrace 'IQt6tm~a. , [ 'bat 's  ~ r, straighten ~ l rv  iast we~k ta~'~ ;~.  
area this year.~ :out ~ what's known as Walker's budeet for i~habilltation nmi~,~ 
Information released by the Comer .  ~' ~r  at more than *t0 mll-: 'o--'--" 
• . . . . .  '. " , . ' . , q~ L !  n ,  ie~8 
highways ministry indicates this A planned •81un realignawatt is than the $11 1 mill/on snout last 
isgohig to ben year for finishing being designed on  Hwy16 be- year . .  ! . • - -  
up projects underway and to de- tween (Shandilla and Andimaul And last year's amount wax lex, 
sign new ones. :creeKs e, ast ofKitwanga. Thathas than the $14 million s- nt'-Vm 
' Topping the list of  projects al- :a 1997tentafivest=adate. 19 n~ ._~ .,._ ~.~ ,, , , ,  1,¢ . 
• . ' " . '  . .  _ o 2" ,  , . ;  , , - -  . - .  , . ,  ;,  - . =~ a Ju tu  MI¢  4~JLY .O n n l n o n  spem 
reany unoerway m me two-rune Ano provinctah: z~eraz ano  in1992. 
bn'dge across the Nasa River to Nisga'a o~cials'continuet0 meet Rehabilitation i s  defined' as 
Gitwinkslhlkw. over a plan to balld'a road from zeatodng0r, improving existing 
That $4.2 million project is set Greenville in the Nasa Valley to rums and bridges. 
for completion'this fall. Kincolith at.the mouth of the On this year's rehabilitation 
A]so set to continue is constmc- Nasa:River. • ,, , . . . .  ~. pmjcctl~t is the Dudley on : ca'.:. 
:;;Hwy3'k.lesdlhg'3~i:Belt ~j i~g I T5ere's b6en a ?'~6ff: ~ii' the•: r : ' :=~,2~i .~=,~.c ,? ,7 :~"  .  ~ :  • - -,,Vzuvumc-~ m mmc uow for '  
~::noxth-ofMeziadin,, . . . . .  ~,,, amount of money being spent on increased, safety at the comer of  
There is going to be a lkm repair and fix up wOrk this year in Hwy16 and Kenney St. 
realignment ofa comerofHwyl6 thenmthwest 
I I I I I  I 
A'Little Machine With Many U,ses 
Use It As A 
• Sweeper  
• Backhoe or •~ 
• combination BUckb~!!:~ M ~; 
Lot Clearing 
Sweeping 
Snow Clearina 
Driveways .-~, 
& General Contracting 
Bobcat  753  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
?: :~" .  !~ :~, : :::~.: :: 
:~','~:,~ ~;,:~ :~:~!'::; ~ :, )'.:L '~.: 
& Industrial Needs Serving Your Residential 
N.A.S. Contracting Ltd. 
Phone 635-0295 or 638-1  222  Fax  638-1224 
WOHDEROUS DUG you mlght be I~lling. Yes there ere millions of insects in fact they outnumber 
other ~rts of animals almost four to one, But did you know about the many marvels and mysteries 
of Insect life? . . . .  
,Insects range In size from larger than the smallest mammals to those tiny enough to crawl 
throu'gh the eye of a needle, Many of those insects bave ngen ous strustu~es and strategies that! 
they me in staying alive, moving, feeding and defending themselves~ 
• An Insect's body has three parts and all insects gave three pairs of Isga, The bodies of Insects 
ors amazingly reded in shape and form.end all designs are answers to problems of moving, 
breathing, keeping warm, eating and avoiding beingeaten, For example, the large second and third 
segments of a dragonfly's body are tilted, bringing all the legs forward below the jew where tSey 
form a basket for catching other insects in flighL some diving beeline iJsean air btibble trapped 
between their bodies and their wing cases for breathing under the water.lmagine a scuba diving 
• bugt v o - .  
Many Insects fool predators bit looking like something else or by camouflage ¢oiours which 
match their backgrounds, The harmlecs' hornet moth mimics the stinging ~ Hornet.and birds 
remember being stung and awld i~sectsthet iesemble the wasps, Cate~lllers make]ulcy rn~ais 
but protect bomselvee f~0m birds by various disguises. Some 10ok like bird'dropplngs 0theis like. 
twtga and some match the ooloum of leaves. 
Insects have puny ways of etfractlng and recognizing a mete, of ar0uslng their interest, 
.~¢alnpiog tl'lek fears' end overcoming their aggression; ,M~de and ~emale fireflies recognize~and find 
,,each 9L~ivJoy.light ~gnals..Each. gander of sach'Sl~Osji~[~0wn'p'a~e~ ~f fl~5;$: ~;fe. 
• Queen b~erfllea fly after their faroales an~ gent~ bmeh"th~k'~"tenr~ ~Ith~h;~i~'?pe~'ci s'. ~ : ;  
passes O n e ~mulet~g scent, and females then allow ma~atomdis with them? Next time you ese~ 
and insect in your bockyard, while you are hiking or out at the Provindal Perk, Stop and think; '1 
wormer what is unusual about that bug" then do a flUle research t6 find.out about that 
WONDROUS BUG. " " - 
Here m a couple Of puzzles to th~k about ill next week. ' ' ,., .. 
Answer True or False. - - 
Bumble bees have cereal heating. Some butterfiiss live for only one day, Some small beetles hitch, 
ddes on t he backs of bumble bees. See next weeks paper for the answers to these Puzzleall 
Sea You In the Parkl 
~ AKELSE LAKEPROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
THURSDAY, JULY 6: - 
3:00~m.:'CBEEPY CRAWLING CRITTERS" Learn aboul an~e of the smatler c~ltars in the Park, Youl. 
'also'Mve the oppoamlty to by to find aome of these uitlem, i 
:sio0 I~;~E.E THE WILO'rHmS ARE'. Come ~ a ~k ~ ex~o,e the ~oio.t, div~e, ~;  
~c~plCtfiab~tat Of the oMgtowth forest -; 
FRIDAY JULY 7: . 
3i00 p,m. "WILD WATER WORLO' What lives ~, In ~" near the lake? Come look at tl~e cosystem nf 
~: Lakalss Lake, Ex~n]ne ~ plant and anlmat fife and thdr inte~cunnant~nees, 
'7:00 p,m. "UP A CREEK WITHOUT A PADDLE" A special presentatl~ on water safety and boating, 
satiny by the Red Cross Society. Come adults nnd children alike and learn about being safe around the:.;, 
water ~ summer 
SATURDAY JULY 6: - . . . .  , 
.- 3:00 p,m. 'NATURE NUT' W~at lives on, in or near the lake? Coma look at the ecosystem Of Lakelse 
- Lake. Examine ~ plant and animal life and their intarconnectedness. 
' :8:00/p,rq. "PATCH ME UP' Come a~d loam some first aid which will be uaeful while you are 
• camldng.*Free hal Chocolate, 
SUNDAY JULY 0:. .  
3:00 p,m. "SUN CATCHER8" Come to thle program end learn morn about he sun and find a way to 
catch some Of your ovm. cr~ldren's actMty. 
8:00 p,m. 'HUNTERS BY DAY .AND NIGHT" This prngram w$ show you some of the flying predators 
whlc~ may come to visit our park. Slide show and presentation. 
MONDAY JULY 10: . . . .  
3:00 p,m. 'FLASH FROM THE PAST" ~ome far a shod walk in the old growth forest and learn how the 
Ioo~ Native People lived off the lando Meet at the ~trance sign across from the Sewage Dump Station, 
ALL EVENII~G PROGRAMS ARE IN THE AMPHITHEATRE 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PROGP~S CALL B,C, PARKS 798-2277 
J une  
18 
19 ~ 
2o 
21 
22 
23  
MAX. M~N. ~C~, SUN MAX. 
18.0 9.9 TR 3.6 17.8 10.3 
23.8 : dO.6  12,2 21.0 8.3 
DAILY RECORD$ 
25.9 '  9'9 14.8 17.7 
21:5~ ~i118/.!: : '~: i2,4 21.8 
23 3 121o 28:o 
18.9 : i2,! 8.8 27,1 
~ 190 i; ::;; 24.4 
PCPN SUN MAX. 
TR 3.1 33.3 
• 1312 32,2 
34.4 
8]9 ' / " " ' '  :' '~,,, ,-1,.4 31.7 
10.0 ~ : 29.4 
1219 30.0 
MIN. 
1969 5.6 
1969 3.7 
1958 4.3 
1958 4.1 
1958 3.3 
1958 2.8 
1958 3.9 
' ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS' . . . . . . .  ; 
Please obey all traffic control signs and persons. The highway will be busy with 
patching crews, sign maintenance, bridge repair, mowing and centre line painting, 
Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638. 
8383 during office hours. After hours, please call 1.800.665.5051. 
Y.Fa~ 
1972 
1978 
1989 
1988 
1968 
1961 
1974 
[ 
P.BIgP., VEAR 
7.0 1984 
27.4 1993 
7.6 1956 
• 7.6 • 1957 
19.8 1977 
35.4 1993' 
1!.2 1971 ~ 
eROUGm TO YOU e',': • / 
N E C H A K O ~ . -  i 
~,,. . . . .~~/~ NORTHCOAST ! 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES [ ]  
" / /  I 
- ,= , , ,  Your Road Maintenance Contractor I 
Call for 
halt on 
new lots 
NO LARGE new subdivisions 
should be approved for Thoruhill 
until water and sewer system 
plans are in place nnd a 
referendum on restructuring held, 
says a Terrace director to the 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district. 
David Hull was one a minority 
of directors who voted against ap- 
proval of the Farkvam sub- 
division at the board's June 24 
meeting. 
Farkvam proposes an 82 lot de- 
velopment between Hsaland and 
Clots Avenues in the Copper 
Mountain F, states. He has also 
given n verbal undertaking to in- 
stall sewer lines that could be 
connected to a Thornhill system 
at some future date. The board 
decided to recommend the sub- 
division be allowed to PrOceed 
once it has that in writing. 
While conceding the dry line 
sewer is a good idea, Hull pointed 
out people building on these lots 
would still have to install septic 
systems. 
And, having spent money on 
those systems, "how do you then 
convince them to spend more 
money to hook up to a com- 
munity system," he asked. 
Although the septic systems 
would cvcntuaily fail, Hull said it 
was unlikely they'd all go at the 
same time so it would be im- 
poss~le to ever get consensus on 
the hcok-up. 
He also noted that at a time the 
city Was working to eliminate its 
remaining drainage ditches, open 
ditches would be a feature of the 
sub-division. 
Compare that to the city's 
regulations regarding new sub- 
divisions and Hull warned there 
was a danger Thorahlll would be 
"the poor sister of Terrace 
forever." 
And with the uncertainty sur- 
rounding the local government 
restructuring question, Hull said 
it only made sense to hold back 
on sub'divisions such as this until 
after the referendum. 
(NOTE" The approving 
authority for sub-divisions in 
Thomhill is the Highways minis- 
try, The ,regional ¢istrict cap 
make recommendations but can- 
not veto such projects.) 
!• 
n Baby seal rescued 
PERCY, an orphaned harbour seal, was discovered two weeks ago on: a Kitlmat beach. He 
was brought into Dr. Elorza's vetednary clinic with theumbillcal cord still attached. Dri Elorza's 
wife Cathy (above) brought the seal home, and fed'him by ddzzl!ng goat'smilk on herarm for 
him to suck up. Not knowing any better, Percy adopted Cathyas his mom,'and started follow- 
- ingheraround. ~So last/week Percy Wasflown to'the rehabilitation centre of lheVancouver 
-Aquarlum,.whom he'li d~y~for:~ree tof0u['montti~; !~i~mi~.h0w to be a seal; . ' ' .  
f "1 ' I . . . . . .  I ~ . . . .  i . . . . . . . .  i 
FAMILY FASH! *"  
AFTER THE I-IOLIDA¥S SALE/  
C"  - - : -  
ALL REGULAR PRICED ITEMS 
In Ths Farnilg Fashions DEpartmEnt  
DAYS ONLY - FRIDAY E, SATURDAY.  JULY 7 & B. 
I TERRACE CO-OP HOME CENTRE TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE I |  
I I  
2912 Molitor St. 4617 Greig Ave. • | I! 
• ' Groceries "~ 'S~ORE . . . . . HOURS." • Lottery Centre 
J l STORE HOURS.  ,cafeteria I~"~. .  w .a  . . . . . .  J* Hardware& I I  
II MONOAYTHRUSATuRDAY *Family I ;;,';r;,::;=;~,:::::::::::::::::::;;;;;':;;;;;' I.ou.wara I I  
I I e a.m. - 6 p.m. Fashions I s=tur~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i.:.~,:m:- ep:m: I" Spo,~n, Oso~= I I 
I I OPEN SUNDAYS 11:00 AM - 4 PM * Poet Office J Sunday ........................... 11 a.rn. - S p.m, J * Appllancee & l i 
• . Electronics 
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News In Brief 
Specialist arrives 
TERRACE IS now home to second internal medicine spedalis.:~ 
Dr. Michael Kenyon, a South African immigrant who !most 
recently practised in Moose Jaw, Seek., ts working with DL Battle 
Phillips. 
Kenyon is a rheumatologist and nephrologist, specializing inkid. 
nay and nrthritic work while Phillips focuses more on heart, lung 
and allergy problems. 
Both internal medicine specialists will be moving into the new 
Park AVe. Medical Centre when it opens next year. 
Other new specialists on the horizon:here include Dr: Tom Nagy, 
an ophthalmologist n Ottawa expected to arrive in September, and 
Dr. Loni Almas, who is expected to return to Terrace as the city's 
second obstetrician/gynecologist next spring. 
Hospital gets cut back 
ONPAPER It sounds as if Mills Memoflnl Hospital did receive a
budget increase - -  .2 per cent or $21,000 ~ this year over last. 
In reality, its budget was cut because 1996 is a leap yemr and the 
$21,000 isn't enough to cover that extra day of operations. 
"It costs us $34,000 a day (to run the 5ospital)," said Mills offi- 
cial Michael Leisinger last week. "We've actual|y been~cut by ~ 
$13,000. So in reality I can say that this isthe fourth year in a tow 
Mills has had zero budget increases or been cut." "" 
The hospital's financial year runs April ~1 to March 31, meaning 
that Feb. 29, 1996 comes within that 12-month period. -. 
T'aose budget fxcezea h~_ve been a cc0mpanled bya gradual redu~ 
tion in the number of beds at the hospital. From 89 at the stsrtat~the 
decade, the hospital now has 52 beds. ~ * .* 
Murder squad wanted 
A REQUEST by theRCMP to cxeate a specbl murder squadv.'6dl(i 
be good news for the northwest, says Sergeant PeterMuntague,, ~: : ' .  
Police have suspects in one-third of ~e  325, unsslved-murder~¢.~- 
cases in B.C and the north has its share, he saidlast week.' '" : 
If we can get these officers, we can send the/n out aitd W0rk the; : 
files until their finished," said Montague of the request~tol ~e, /  
provincial government for $500,000 to form the. eight-mem~~ ~ ~:~ 
squad. 
The RCMP is also waiting for 'a new lawgoveming DNA to Wbrk 
its wa ~hrough Ottawa Officers will be able to ask for search war.- ;
rants modng suspects to give them DNA samples for;oompsris0n 
with sam~ "4; found at crime ~es .  " 
"Wh~ x "NAs ampies do exists, I'd say' we iiow: ha~,e 80 ~ciseS.~- 
As soon as we can I knowwe'll be asUng for almost 50 w ,m~i i  
immediately,,' said Montsgue. "We plan to act rndzer swiftly wh~ ~ 
all of that comesrtogether~ '' "' : * " ' '" ~: ' :~* '  ~'~ 
Tours have bla o im act 
DON'T H~_BITATE to shake the bdnds of the next t0dr'group yOdL', 
encounter this summer.- : " - * : :~: "~ :~. ~!'~ ://~"~ : .. 
Each person In.the group.represents heady $143 a day of e xpend|~:i: 
tures, says the North by Northwest Tourism Association;/m'd;s~i ~ 
the averagetour g oup numbers 38, the daily impact b $5~420; ! ~e.: ... 
association continues. 
• "Our region generally hosts a motorcoach fo~ third daya'generat- 
. . • , ,  . . . .  . 
• Terrace Co-o p- 
Garden Centre 
Loosens soil and takes out weeds Complete with ~ ~:r: ~ *~ " 
*~ two different length!handles. ,4 i~ ,~*,~, ~ 
ale Price: " ~' ~"  ~'~~" '  
$8" 
om. 
ii SHREDDER- CHIPI 
irind upal l  your leoves and small 
;6 for mulch. Electric and gas models to choose ~ 
% OFF 
:LAY STRAWBERRY, PLANTERS., 
:ets (reg. s28"] 
"ice: 
roses and shrubs'still " 
availabiei 
i i 
TERRACE CO-OP HOME CENTRE -TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE 
2912 Molltor St. .. 4617 Grel~l Ave.,' ' " '- ,~ / ~ . - " :  
* Oro~odoe - S * , Lottmy Cor~o O . . . . .  STOR HOURS. ,  ~,,  ,. ST RE HOURS. ,C=fmda, M~n..W~d . . . . . .  o~m'.a ~ I .H.ml.B=a, . 
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY *Faro  y "l~t~,~ Pd"~ ................ Sam' -SaP 's  ' I .~a .a~n I 
OPENaUNDAYS l I :P ,  OAM-4PM a ,~, tOm. ,  g Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11|m. .ap~m.  I o ~ M &  ' I 
635 '9595 , "~ ' ~ ,635 '6347 ~ : 
i i . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
J 4e21 H~. lo I 4ElTarotOAve.i .... ~ I ' 482t Hwy. 16 "' , - i  i'i,"ii'~"i~'~'i'~i'~'!i ~: 
I I  BULKPLANTHOURS I I I  ST 'OREHOURS/ -  I I I 'QAOBARHOURS~J  -~:' -.'~.'.~ 
- | i  MONDAY- FR DAY I I I  .o...1~,... ~, ." . ,  ellen 6pm I limos, "n..,. &w,~ a~oa.m,~ep,m, li ~\ ,~  
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Suite and sour- 
THERE'S PROBABLY no more vexing prob- 
lem facing council than that of illegal suites. 
Forget freebies•for spouses of  council members, 
gno.re that stuff about a second sheet of ice. 
Squire,ling away people inbasements ~ or corners 
of houses is •where the action is. 
That,s becauseeouncll, as with others around 
the province, have turneda benevolent blind eye 
to illegal suiteS. I Faced with high demands for 
housing and little or'he Oilier sul~ply, particularly 
lower cost accommodations, councils have more 
or lesslall0wedtlie problem to develop. There 
was no Way any ~council member wanted to be 
seen as tossing anybody out on the street in a city 
where accommodation was elmost non-existent. 
But that was ibef0~e tougher building and fire 
code regulationscame in and before people who 
lived beside :houses with suites wanted better 
definitio~ '/if what :was allowed in their neigli- 
bourhoods and what wasn't, 
The cit~ •~is now embarked upon a correct and 
prudent course that,s seeing it ban suites from 
the prime Residential 1 .zone and gather informa- 
tion on existing but hidden suites. 
But the danger ests in thecity,s zeal in pursu' 
' n  " " ' " " l g its objective, Some reszdents sent letters 
about illegal suites feel ~they are assumed to be 
guilty without .first having a chance to defend 
themselves. Others worryl about the tactics 
employed to gather iiiformation. ~ ; 
The (~it~,:i Which representsaH people in the city, 
has aspecialobligation to treat everybody equal- 
ly addi~/iirly~ ?,,.~.~ /i .~, . . . .  ~: i , . i :  ~. 
• ~,~.~r  L ;~ l ' ; :~ l :~ . ' :~q.~:~: ,  ~. , . ,  . . . .  , ; , , , ,~ , . , , v ' , "  ,~ ; ; , ,~ . .  ~, ;~, '~F~: , . , ,~ ' ,~:5~.~ .... . - .  
. • . . . .  
OUt 
FIRST IT was a bunch of 1950s 'B' 
. -, ~-'.':~.:~L " ' ' ' ! ' .  . 
handsomemale Mounties in scarlet anddamsels 
in distress Wearing buckskin skirts, The6it :w'~s a 
slightly ridiculous TV show featuring a Mountie 
in Chicago whose best friend was a dog named 
Diefenbaker. 
But the latest effrontery is too much. We're 
speaking, of course, about Walt Disney scooping 
the righ .ts to market the RCMP's trademark red 
uniforms, Stetsons and other paraphernalia 
around• the world. What's worse is that the im- 
petus comes from the Mounties themselves. 
To: haw such a venerated piece of Canada 
reduced to aHollywood-prompted image on cof- 
fee mugs, ball hats and T-shirts is to put the 
Mounties on the same level as Batman, the 
Flinstones, Rambo and all the other cartoon 
characters of today. 
TO: be•sure, the RCMP says it'll return any prof- 
its from this enterprise to community polieing. 
But has the level of police financing descended 
to the point where the RCMP must sell :itself to 
provide an operating budget? Why not put a sur- 
charge onto fines handed down by the courts in- 
stead. At least that would be more honourable. 
In the end, the marketing move leaves ob- 
servers thinking it is - -  to borrow a Disney 
character-- Mickey Mouse. 
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What's up with down there 
VICTORIA-  "Codd you 
possibly overcome your reset-r 
vations about a holiday in 
Mexico?" 
I have a l ist of countries I
refuse to visit because Of their 
dismal human rights reheard. 
Mexi~ ,son that list, although 
lhings, have been improving 
lately, and.the, one-party Sys= 
tom that has ruled.the country 
• with an. iron fist,and sta'te-of- 
the-art corruption for more 
than four decades is slowly 
crumbling. 
The phone call from my wife 
had come from the uravel 
agent's office, and:thetOne in 
her volce told me that, maybe, 
it was~ time to  fold my hand. 
What With NAFTA, which 
_ I -e  t~ "i -' . _z - __, t 
HUBERT BEYER : 
plimentary drinks, the works. 
On arrival at Puerto Vallarta, 
a bus was waiting to take us to 
our hotel, which turned out to 
makes Mexico a close trading : be  not everything a vacatlo~ 
partner o f  Canada, a tid,.~a..i 'hoteilsii611id be like. ' ~. ', . 
week's holiday in the sun , '  The  Wliole plac.J~ was not 
which was nothing the sneeze 
at, Mexico it would be, Puerto 
Vallarta, to be exact~ 
To top it off, it seemed like a 
' g~eat Vacation package: Return 
ii ' "ii:" ~ , Flight from Vancouver, seven 
|ights, at a beach re~ort hotel 
called Las  Palmas, all meals 
and unlimited drinks included 
: for a grand total of less than 
• ;900 per person. Hard to beat. 
The flight aboard Royal Air- 
lines, a MonU'eal-based charter 
company, was everything a 
holiday flight should be. Good 
food, great service, cam- 
very Clean, even allowing for 
the humid air which gives 
everything a bit of moldy smell 
and  look. The only public 
men's washroom off the lobby 
was downright ~ffithy. 
The meals could charitably 
be deser~ed as slop, the un- 
limited drinks applied to a 
third-rate beer - -  Corona was 
out - -  and a wine neither of us 
were able to drink, available 
only in plastic cups you had to 
pick up yourself at the bar. 
Service was non-existent. 
Once I was able to wrestle a 
gin and tonic from the 
bartender, but only,after some 
talking. He didn't like my 
choice one bit. 
The first day, neither of us 
got up the courage to say to the 
other that this was un- 
acceptable. The second morn- 
ing; thinks got interesting, 
however. When my wife 
turned on the air conditioning 
in our morn, acrid smoke bil- 
lowed out of the unit. A fire 
seemed not far behind. 
We turned the thing off and 
called thefront desk. Someone 
would check later that 
afternoon, and if the air con- 
ditioning still smoked, we 
would be moved to another 
room. Great I could see *he 
obits back home now: ~¥ictoria 
• ,:journalist andi.:~ife..perish, in 
fire. 
It  was a queation of staying 
and ruining our holiday or 
moving. We decided to cut our 
losses and moved to the 
Sheraton Buganvilias Resort 
Hotel, blowing the vacation 
budget right out of the water. 
We didn't regret it. 
Headquartered in a beautiful 
hotel with a couple of good 
restaurants, good food, superb 
service, and air conditioning 
Units that didn t blow up on us, 
we were now ready to enjoy 
Puerto Vallarts. 
For all the tourists who flock 
to Puerto Vallarta by the 
S . ' 1 f "  hundreds of thou ands every . ,  ./ 
year, the 'town .has Somehti~ 
managed to remain untouched -: 
by the progress foisted on it.' 
Tourist traps selling T shirts :/~" -! 
and souvenirs are pretty, wel l~i ;  :~ 
confined to the main stre~:t: i i 
meandering along " 'thai- ~ . 
shoreline. 
From there, the town's nar- 
row streets wind up a steep • /: 
hill, the red-tiled, white~,'./~' ~' 
washed •houses representing !! 
the epitome of a Mextean "~~ 
townscape. ' ~ ~: .... 
We took a tour of Vallarta~"i 
and our. guide, RamOn, toldus':::" 
that locals dlvld e the tOwn,s'i: / :? : i  
history into 'Before-and-After- 
the-Movie,' the movie b'eiiig':~i: 
John ! Houstbnis ''Nigh't ofliiit:;~ ~:: 
Iguana. , • . , ~,~ 
Before' the movie, RumoR .... .! 
said, Vallarta was a sleepy 
fishing village, and very. few.. ,~ 
tourists found there way the*re, i ~I:~ 
The movie changed that alm6st~ ~i 
overnight. - . - 
One more thing: Acouple o f  i:~ "i!!. 
days before we arrived in Mex- " 
ico, a judge who had been an ;: - 
outspoken supporter Of trade i 
unions was shot to death by an :k ~, 
assassin, and while we were . :: 
there, a busload of tourists got ' 
held up and robbed near Val- ~ 
iarts by some banditos. But '  -- 
hey,give it time, amtgos. ;.i 
All children need to know 
UNDER B.C.'S proposed 
new Adoption 'Act  adopted 
children will finally be.given 
as much rights as a poodle: 
parents who put their children 
up for adoption w i l lhave  to 
register their names and other 
biological information. 
B.C.'s privacy commissioner 
says the proposed Adoption 
Act takes too many rights 
away from natural mothers. 
How's that? The rest of us 
have admitted we gave birth to 
the teenagers who try to dis- 
own us in public by lagging 20 
feet behind• It 's time for a 
level playing field. 
Until now, mothers who gave 
up their offspring without so 
much as a name lag on their 
wrists avoided all the 
respous~llitles that go with 
motherhood - -  sleepless 
nights, diaper changes, anxiety 
over playground bullies. 
,,, | 
i i  -= I " la l l l t l  • [] : l  i ~IoIt.lF_.! Ig ' J  
CLAUDEITE  SANDECKI  
mind over skinned knees, 
tonsillectomies, or science 
projects. And they never baked 
muffins at midnight, ac- 
companied their kids trick or 
treating, or cleaned up after 
sleepovers. 
The least they can do is tell 
the kids who they are. Adop- 
tees never asked to be born, or 
They sidestepped expensive r tO ~ given up like unwanted 
daycare, driving lessons, and kittens. :As one adult • adoptee 
grad. They 
i a/ 
like walking into a movie 15 
minutes after it starts." The 
child never knows the full 
story. 
Nor should adoptees be 
responsible for whatever fix 
their birth mother was N or is 
- -  in. The least mothers can do 
is arm their babies with basic 
knowledge of their biological 
background. 
I 've suffered this lack of con- 
nection in a child. 
In 1952, five-year-old Kenny 
was dropped offat our farm by 
his social worker. He arrived 
wearing washed out overall 
with suspenders lengthened ,to 
the max, a striped jersey with 
the elbows out, and frayed 
canvas neakers• 
He was undersized, with the 
flat facial features typical of 
fetal alcohol syndmr ~* tr ,  h.a 
against he wall until exhaust 
tieR stilled his underweight 
body. 
A wobbly, fiddle-sized 
cardboard suitcase held all his 
possessions, with room to 
spare ~ threadbare underwear 
and jammies, shrunken socks, 
and a wheel-less toy track. 
He had no family photos, no 
fond memories of Christmas or 
birthdays. No  visitors linked 
him to his first years of life. 
He stayed with our family 
until he was 13, when social • 
services moved him halfway 
across Saskatchewan to a tam- i:! 
ily where he would be rite i/.. 
oldest. We never saw him '" 
again, except Morn and Dad~f ~ 
ran into him at a farm auction, i!: 
He was 30 years old then. 
Rick OusteR, in his book( ~ 
various nervous ha' 
bly stonuning from 
self-esteem. In bed 
rocked violently fo 
lost no peace of put It, I I L Iv~]~ as. an ado ptee ts . side or thumped 
Ido'~t, 
coul~r 
L IKE .  
FISH, 
PICKET UNES went up ,several times over the early spring in 
front of the Terrace Inn as employees protested bounced 
i paycheques. That appeared to be just the tip of a financial 
Iceberg for the establishment as the number of unpald creditors 
grew. Rnally, the previous owners of the hotel mo,~ed in to take 
over as receivers. That company is now asking that the eStab- 
lishment be formally returned. Several court hearings have al- 
ready been held Inthe matter of the bankruptcy application. 
BOOKKEEPER DESCRIBES fNN CHAOS 
'Maximum cash' 
Sidhu ordered money " 
transfer in final days 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A BOOKKEEPER at the 
Terrace Inn admits she mis- 
lead creditors and the bank 
on the orders of hotel owner 
Amarjit Sidhu ~ and now 
wishes she had just quit in- 
Stead. 
In an affidavit sworn in 
bankruptcy court, Wanda 
Raposo details' how the 
finances of the troubled hotel 
des~nded into Chaos.,after 
Sidhu bought it last fall. 
,To my knowledge, Sidhu 
ran his business in an unethi- 
cal and dishonest manner," 
Raposo says in the affidavit. 
The affidavit will be part of 
the bankruptcy action brought 
• against Sidhu by former owner 
John Ge0rgilus ~who holds the 
mortgage on the business and 
is the single largest creditor. 
The case is scheduled to be 
heard in Prince Rupert court 
on July 24. 
hotel had to pay the employees 
on April 7, and had to buy 
beer and liquor. Sidhu told me 
not tO worry about it, he would 
'take care of it'." 
"I deposited $10,900 to his 
personal account just before 
April 7. On April 7, none of 
the employees were paid." 
While waiting at the bank 
that day she learned that Sidhu 
had already withdrawn all the 
money deposited t6;~his ac- 
counL , . " :: 
The bank refused to honour 
paycheques the hotel was 
planning to issue, she said, and 
Sidhu refused her request o 
transfer money in from his 
personal account o cover the 
payroll. 
That day she walked off • the 
job along with the other em- 
ployees. 
Undeposited credit card 
vouchers worth more than 
$17,000 and $8,000 in che- 
ques payable to.the hotel were 
gone when she returned to the 
"'To my knowledge, 
Sidhu ran his 
business In an 
unethical and 
dishonest manner." 
? . . .  
Zi:i 
Sidhu bought the business 
from Georgilas last September 
and fled town in April, leaving 
~:behind numerous unpaid sup- 
pliers and a hotel shutdown 
by Striking employees and cut- 
: off utilities. 
In her affidavit, Raposo 
recounts how in those 'final 
~days Sidhu took money for 
himself while the employees 
went unpaid. 
'/During the first week of 
April, 1995, Sidhu instructed 
me to deposit 'maximum cash 
into (his) personal ac~unt a t  
the TD (bank).' I told him the 
TERRACE INN owner Amarjit Sidhu peers aroUi~d ~m~:bfpas -  
senger waiting room at the Terrace aiq)orton~the~iday he lelt 
town in April. Sidhu took the morning flight out to V~ncouver 
amid confusion over who was in control of the hotel and whether 
or not employees and ¢reditors would get paid, 
l l C o  " ' hotel onApr. 13. account at the Bank of nstantly dealing with 
• Raposo says things tarted to Montreal, she stated, irate creditors, helping Sidhu 
go downhill in October after "There were even more NSF mislead them, trying to cope 
Sidhu laid off an employee cheques written during that with hopelessly disorganized 
who helped her with the ac- period to the hotel's creditors record keeping, I V;,asunder a 
counting. She complained to on other accounts," she said. terrible strain," she says. 
Jim Markle, the hotel's direc- The Bank of Montreal Raposo'did not receive mudS- 
tot of operations, but nothing stopped honouring the hotel's cal benefits while on leave be- 
was done. payroll cheques in February. cause the premiums to the 
Sidhu fired Markle in No- ~"As early as December, hotel's insurer had not been 
vember, Raposo says. "Sidhu !994, payroll cheques were paid. 
said Mr. Markle had been em- issued without: sufficient She agreed to come back to 
bottling from him." funds, but Gordon Oates, man. : work forSidhu at the end of  
The financial situation grew ager of theBank of Montreal, 
worse as Sidhu became more honoured them anyway, until 
closely involved in theday-to. February," Rapos0said. 
day operations and cheques In January, she says, Sidhu 
began to bounce, was negotiating with the Bank 
"Sidhu repeatedly wrote of  Montreal for a $50,000 
cheques on the hotel's bank overdraft line of credit. 
account without elling me he At the request of the bank 
had done so," Raposo said. manager, Raposo prepared~-a 
The hotel issued bad cheques list of the hotel's unpaid bills, 
for a total of $285,506.57 from which totalled $118,000. 
October to January on its main But Sidhu saw the list and 
directed herto reduce the total 
to about $70,000 ~ roughly 
Bookkeeper details hotel the same incurred monthly bills under the 
bill-dodging tactics Georgilas. "At f~t,  I e " .. r fused, she 
• said. "Sidhu persisted. He told TERRACE INNbookkeeper Wands Raposo paints a pkture me we really needed the over-. 
of hotel ownerAmarJ|t Sidhu as being more interested in draft. He said he w0uld sign 
avoidIng m~ditors than in pnying the bills. 
"From flmetoflme, IwanldgiveSldhellstsofbms tl thad 'the hst, and that I would not 
to be paid," Raposo says In an affidavit flied in sourS. "He be doing anything wrong." 
was uninterested In my request that he attmd to these matters 
and he actually threw these lists in the Karbage." "I did not want to do it. But 
She said Sidhu's ta~tks for aV01dlogor stalling creditors in. I am a single mother with a 
eluded: child. Finding work inJanuary front of staff members," she , 
• Directing them to fax their invoice, even/hough t e hotel . in Terrace Is hardi" ,~r.: '~;': .,: ' " said' :ffHebiamedMr. Markle, 
already had It. .She prepared Sldhu's Talse andhe blamed(fornt~er g nemi 
• HavingstafftelithemhewasnotavaHableeroutoftewn. list and gave it to the banl~ : . : :  m~ager) Iv i r ,~eedy andhe i 
• Giving ereditars who aeeostad him in the lobby a ~ue,  .... " I '  reg}etted doing lhts, 'she : bla~ned the banks;" • ~: i~.i(:: 
~4 ~t l  whleh often would later bounce, says: It wei .ghed on my con. • However,I do  n6t /~11 
II Writing cheques payable in Canadian funds drawn on a 
bank account in the United States. "These cheques could not ' science and still d6~. I Wish I Sldhu ever suggesting that he :  
be esshed," says Rapeso, "but ltwouldtoke~eeredltors had justquit." was ever to blame fog any, 
several weeks to discover this. ' / i  By:the ~ end of Febru~, . -  thing. As f~ ~he was con-~ 
" " - " Ral~OSO: had. gOne" -on~s~ Cer~-/~"nb~ikk>,i~tiWmt:'~ 
...... l  ,oonherdo ¢sadVi=, :, wtOng a ev h t=iit:. 
Match; 
Rapos 0 found the cash float 
down to $120 from $6,800 
• when she left. 
"While I was gone, no one 
kept track of revenue, credit 
card vouchers :had not: been 
deposited :at:the bank,' pay-, 
ments of accounts receivable 
had not been recorded, 
deposits that had been/:made -} 
were made seemingly at r~n- 
dam invarious bank accounts, 
andlth( hotel's uppliers h]~d 
cut Off all Credlt,,! she says in 
the affidavit. ..... 
. "It was impossible for meto 
establish what revenue had i~ 
come in or what had happened 
:tO i L "  ~! ' 
• Rapososeys Stdhu's actions 
"made it impossible to  carry ~ 
on business successfully.!' ': :' 
"Sidhu blamed me for the 
problems with.the NSF che-! 
clues, irate creditors, eto.;in • 
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• CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Got it incorrect 
Dear Sh': 
In response to your editorial, "Bad Laws!' in the June l~ ,  1995, 
issue I submit that your analysis of Bill 48 Access to AbortienSer- 
vices Act is incorrect. Abo~on services remain a lawful medical 
sewlco in Canada. 
The Bill simply ensures that anyone accessing the lawful medical 
service may do so free from intimidation or harassment from those 
who disagree that it should be a lawful service and insist on deliver- 
ing that message. ..... 
The courts have said free speech does not include the right o have 
one's message listened to. Where people are captive listeners or 
viewers to an tmwanted message, as they a~ when theyseek access 
to a lawful medical service, one of the fundamental assumptions 
supporting freedom Of expression sometimes leads to abuse. 
The kind of "in your face confrontation" some people call free- 
dom of expression is nothing more than harassment. 
Bill 48 does not take aWayr the right to protest orspcak. It erestes 
limited areas around select locations where protest and persuasion 
are prohibited. Anywhere lse the activities ~n be carded out. 
We even limit the persuasive activities of candidates forelections 
at polling stations and no one has ever said it was an infringement 
on freedom of expression. : ' : •  ~- • ~,~; ~ ~ : 
On the issue of the Elections Act limiting the election spending by 
special interest lobby groups, this only applies during s provincial 
election. Any other ti]ne they could spend millions. They could 
even field a candidate for election and they couldspend $50,000 
minimum. Naturally, they would be subject to the same aecoun- 
tability rules as other political rlsksand they wouldthen get a yew 
clear answer from the public on voting day. : - : 
A candidate has spending limits yet it is expected that those 
limited resources must hen be used to counter the debate from.the 
sidelines and from all kinds of special interest groups with un- 
limited spending capability according to YOUr editorial. Thereis 
something seriously wrong with that suggesti0~ ... . 
... Far from Ihniting free expression the Bill Crouton,that ci izens can 
:make clear Cliolces between political p~es  ~ and i~dlda~t :when 
present ' heir policies and Visions Oh all:~relevanf~ues ~du~ an 
: ,Z  ' t 
: our  
. auuw,,,auu[uu, :to COl[u3lnue, wnlcn gWus me 'moUlcr. Ule r l~t  
choose. " .. , '." "" ..... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ As~an adopted child, I was very fortunate ogrow upwitha loving 
"mother and father and I find this.new legiSlati~ill m~t  disie~in 8.
Y/hat rights have the children in all this?. 
. I believe God his a plan- We are part of it whenwe formed In our 
'mother's womb (Psalm 139:i5). What fight haY= any of us to 
- t - _ - ' _~ ' - '  ~s  • n -~  . . . .  - " .~"  - " "  ~ - 
I otmmcourse. 1 ~eived:an~7 
:: :i w .  led to b ieve that 
uacmrs. 1,am !~ow+tolo-aner a month anda half that. our"of 20 
people si~aedul)'~st only four have been taken onto the iiext level. 
As I w~s not one of:lhe f0ur; I am ~pseti +N0;:down right sng~yl 
This is an excellent course and I think ~at itisa Ciime in ~,aSte ax- 
payers' money on training if it is i/0~ going to be Used: I can llot eat 
or paybills with~this certificate. " !/ .. /'i~/.~"~i . /~:~,/::,~-:,'/! 
I don't lmow if the local contractom a~just~?~o greedy Or they 
just don't realize ~ that by lraining people" the~ are h~elping them'- 
Salves:as well a s the pe0ple~ey tra~. D0 they think someone else 
will d01alllthe training 0r:th~it t~ained~dpiewill ju~i:sii~p 'when 
, : F rom ~hat I und~tand this p~am was i)ut in :p ia~hse  the 
local conlta~rs: W~ comp!~dng that ~e~e W'~':s hortage of 
Skilled workers in the are~i~;:~! ...... ' :,' ....... /:./ ~ ,, ~::2. " 
The Start 
Students need work 
IF YOU have any odd jobs this summer, ihink about hiring a 
That is thin year s message being sent out by students, .
It seems there is not a lot of full time work for studeats.So 
I ) 
~L 
FLU•ALERT ,, 
|! 
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News In Brief 
Artists want to paint hydrants 
WHBN DOGGH~S do what they do to fire hydrants, they could 
soon have a colourful choice of leg-lift argets. 
A.pa i t  of local artists want to paint various images on local fire 
hydrants: : . . . .  ' , ' . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  . 
':/eunieKeating and Jeanne Thomson want dry council to relax the 
bylaw that sets out bright ydlow as the only perm/tted fire hydrant 
colotur~ : i  : ,' ' -  ' '. - . " " .... -:,, 
I f . they  get :thegn ahead, they'll be pain~h~g a •logger, kemodel 
be~r~ a ~honnan, a pioneer woman, ahockey player and a salmon 
on lke hYdranl s downtown. :- " - 
Adtsts f~0m the Kttselas band have hg~eed to Join in und depict a 
totempole~s:daucer, or a Chief on hydiants. " , ' - 
h i  :fx0nt O'f the fire hall; they woidd paint a flreflghter on a 
hydnmt.:And hi front of ctty'hail, they'd epict City freeman Vents. 
Douglas in a led dress holding the key to the ctty. : , " 
Tl~ey'd use strong enamel paint hat would be resistant to any, or, 
stains. Thomsou and Keating say volunteer labour and donation of 
supplies meaa the project will cost he city nothing. 
The ideats bein 8 debated at today's public works Committee 
meeting at noon in council ~:hambers. ' 
!NDP planners piotcampaign : 
:~sotrr 2o of the ~e '~ key o ;~ a S~na met wo Sun- 
days ago in Terrace to begin preparing fo r the ne=,provineisl dec-- 
So far there's ao  date.chosen, for a -nominat lng  meeting,, ma in ly  
because they're no longer expecting a vote until 1996. -, 
,'Everyoneishoping - -  and ussuming - -  the election wilt bc next 
spring," said constituency association president RobGofftnet~ 
"But we would like ta have an early rather ~kn late'nominating 
convention to highlight our candidate," he said. "We would like to 
do it before Chrislmas in this~calendar year." 
Lighting up their lives 
NE W. REMO.resident~are' going tO get street lighting at the corner 
ofHwyX6 diid~Gagno~R~ad. ~: ' ; ,  ' . . . .  " ' 
N ,  riy ~ qua'frets of the 59 property owners tn the area signed 
a petition"Calling for the lighls to be installed and agreeing to pay a 
share of the cost .. - ' 
Three standards eqfiippedwith high, pressure sodium lights will be 
erected at the interesectlon. 
The totsl estimated cost of the project Is $10,000 with the High- 
ways ministry paying two-thlrds. The remainder will be covered by 
residents through a regional district parcel tax Of $79. Ongoing ol). 
ersttng costs for residents will amount to an estimated $7 per year. 
- - 6 ! -  " " ' ,  ~ • 
Riverside l o ts  can berebUilt I 
ANYONE whose:h0use burns down on Skeen,~ St. will be al- 
lowed to rebuild it, ;in environment ministry 6fficlal promises. 
Homeowners there Were alarmed when the city tabled its new 
zoning bylaw aiid included a section that prohibited conslruction 
within 60 metres of the Skecua River. 
That encompasses most or all of many riverfront lots along 
Skcena nd Kerr streets. 
The requirement, was directed by the environment ministry's 
wate~t  management branch,i but engineering head Reid White says 
it's aimed at preventing new construction there ---~ no~ preveniing 
someone from rebuilding. 
GET A 
FUTON!! 
:. COMFORTABLE 
, ,~ ,  AFFORDABLE , , ,  ~,,~ 
:/:,':':i VERSATILE i; 
Your one stop futon 
[~N~ v P¥) l~\  4501 Lakelse ~ 
._.___J ~ ~ L-.. -- Terrace, BC ~P i_~ 
1 800-8131158 
COUNTRYWIDE " " ~ "¢~ 
FURNITURE &APPL IANCE 638.1158 
(since 1963) ~ ~ ~'~ 
Owned and Operated by Totem Furniture i ApPliance Ltd. 
E 
Tou 
STOPS AT the chamber of com- 
merce's Hwyl6 lnfocentre are 
down drastically this year be- 
cause of the bridge re-decking 
work, says chamber manager 
Bobble Phillips. 
:And that in tam has cut the 
number of hours the infocentre is 
open: ... .  , : 
"In Sune o f  last year, on a 
normal day; we'd have as many 
as'45 pa~es. The flint Tuesday of 
the work We had 22. Then it went 
down to 21 to;19 to i3,': said 
Bobble'Philli~. 
"On O~ie..Ffiday we had nine 
l ~a: ties stop ~=~ inthe 11 hours we . r~'0p=L, wiih thos= ~d~ o~ 
numbem,, it just doesn't pay to 
stay.open." 
Instead of the normal U hours 
during summer months, the in, 
foccutre is down to an eight-hour 
shift. 
Phillips said the routing of onc- 
way traffic during bridge redeck- 
i ~ work makes it inconvenient if 
i o~ impossible for tourists to stop 
in for infohnatl0n. 
Tourists will either get routed 
through and ndss the infecent~e 
or not want to risk further delays 
by getting out of lineups to visit 
the infocenUe and then have to 
wait to get back into a lineup, she 
said. 
"City hall has Offered to take 
some literature and act as a 
temporary infocentre. That might 
help," said Phillips. 
The chamber did have a plan to 
open a temporary office in a 
mobile unJt in Thornhtil to attract 
tourist raffic before it was muted 
over the old bridge. 
But that stalled when costs 
mounted past what the chamber 
could afford, said Phillips. 
- :  . 
" " " . . . . . .  i ,:.~ : 
be d'p r s  ! 
IT'S MORE difficult to fill the guestbook pages of the Terrace and 
Dis~ict Chamber of Commerce infocentm nowadays. Vicki Cor- 
rela and other chamber travel counsellors say business is down 
because the Dudley bddges' redecking work makes toudsts 
reluctant o drop In. Hours of opening have also been cut, 
 ;BC Radio cutting back 
CBC RADIO is cutting the num- 
ber of employ.cos in the north be- 
cause of budget reductions. 
One of the six positions at- 
tached to the morning current af- 
fairs.show coveting northern B.C. 
is being shifted elsewhere. ~' 
That'll leave five jobs, likely 
three in Prince George and two in 
Prince Rupert. 
Prince Rupert CBC producer 
Mark Harvey said continuing 
:reductions in the federal broa~ 
easter's budget made the job shift 
necessary. 
"I do know we'll be at five 
people'for the morning show," he 
• sa id .  : , i 
:,',-Theloss,of the sixth position is 
flie latest"in:~ts for CBC'S north- 
urn radio presence. 
A seventh position, vacant for 
some time, is also set to disappear 
because of budget cuts. 
Last year the CBC merges 
what was two morning shows - -  
one based in Prince Rupert for the 
northwest and the other ia Pdnco 
George for the northeast, and cen- 
Iral north - -  into one show. 
- That happened when thexe were 
seven employees:and the corpora- 
tion said a merger would reduce 
on-air workloads and put mote 
people in the field gathering 
stories. 
Don ' t  delay -
get your flu shot oday/ 
l 
u Bev will :
Z ~ wash 
~dry&:~l  
; your l 
< c lo thes  m~l 
=! fo r  $5 o0>i 
u " rZ l  Z pe  1< double l 
I u r 'oa I 
t z nt 
I~  Ke l th  Awe.  ~1 
vo,.,.,,,=o, B.©. >1 
IU  ,.;~o..ooo.ho.~;,o,i ZI  
ON LAKELSE LAKE 
15 km south o f  Terrace 
• Marina, launch ramp 
and moorage 
• Gas & oil sales 
• Boat, paddle boat and 
canoe rentals 
• Fully furnished 
cottages . 
• Winter storage L ~  
Pit. (6o4) ~ 
WE DISCOUNT C 
Your Key to Saving  
Watch for this feature in the first issue of 
every month to see where you can save in 
your everyday shopping! . 
~~: SHARP CUTS 
BARBER SHO 
,¢/ ~ir~t Come, F,rst Seme easls :, ,/~ ' r - - -  ~.u 
.~ ~ RSDAY IS SENIORS DAY~'~'~ 
" 4617 GrOg ~ 
We Can 
~ake It McEwan Happen At 
: Terrace Ihe Bright 
T~.ace I]~i~ Goodwrench spot o. 
635-4941 ~ _. _ Highway 
Kit imat ~r~(e /~ 16 West it0 
632,4941 m,u~nvm'Ho"mpmcu Terracel 
OUt" Of TOWr( cusTOME~ ~ (1-80o-s0='39=e) Jrts 10% off service 
, ,~" rers 15% 
~ unSCOunt to  Sen iors  
Monday to Thursday 
. . . . . . .  $keeno Mall i 
, , , . .  . . . . .  
4708 Kelth 
Terrace, B,C, VSG 4K1 
Tel: (604)638-8746 
Fax: (604)638-8715 
i1 l 
, 1 
~ ~'-~m~ -%, 
o ff u rchaseOf  anyd i  p , 
10 Vo o P _ ! of water  tooter  ~ 
15'/o . . . . .  Ave ,Terrace, B . .  i 
o off  annual  ren.ta _ C L 
C'S  GLASS 
3720 River Drive, Terrace 
Terrace ~ ~  
638-8001 Kitimat 
632-4800 
I 
TERRACE TRANSMISSION ~,~ 
~.  General 
I 
~ ,~-~. .~ Automotive 
Repairs 
635-2600 
AFTER HOURS PLEASE CALL 635-6937 
I f  you  wou ld  
l i ke  to show 
your  suppor t  
for  Sen/ors  ca/ l :  
Montque  a t  ' 
638 '7283 
FEATURE 
HOME 
HORSESHOE L IV ING 
Great living in this +/- 2300 square foot basement entry 
home. Located right in the Horseshoe this home offers 
convenience and space, 
Upstairs offers a large tivIngroom with hardwood floors 
and a walk-in bay window. Go Into the kitchen and enjoy all 
the oak cabinets w i th  built-in desk and patio doors off the 
eating area to a 23x lO  patio. The dining.area I sa l so  
combined to make for great family and social gatherings. 
The master bedroom has double;mirrored closets for his 
and hers and has a beautiful Jacuzzl tub with tile set in a 
bay window in the ensulte. 2 more bedrooms anda  4 pc 
main bath complete the upper level. 
Go downstairs through the large entr+y foyer with skYlight 
and discover 2 more bedrooms, a 3 pcbath, storage room 
with access to the back yard and a spacious family room 
with natural gae fireplace: The double garage, paved 
driveway, garden shed and fully landscaped and fenced 
yard complete this fabulous family home. 
Call today for appointment o view this MLS listing. 
L ISA  GODLINSK I  638-O371 DAYS OR 
' 635-4950 EVENINGS.  
o r  CHRIS ' rEL  GODLINSK I  638-o371 DAYS OR 
635-5397 EVENINGS:  
sundeck 
.,-_BEDROOM 
11' x 13'2 
.rolling 
9'B 
LIVING 
ROOM 
15' x 13'8 
sundeck 
DINING 
ROOM 
10' x 12' 
TWO-CAR 
-+• GARAGE 
21'6 x 21'6 
+r ~ . . . . . . . .  
• ' r  " . ,  " + ' .  
r "  . . . . . . . . . . .  " i '  I "  . . . . . .  
FOYER 
covered 
ent~ 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
. /  
L . 
.:/: -: . ~ :  
+. ~.iii:: A:~-::i~- -.+,-, 
l PE N:So!: 9 1 re '~ ~ J' " " " m 
MAIN FLOORPLAN 
1229 SO. FT. (114.1 M ' )  9 :i:: ::~:;~ ':Z: . 
TOTAL: 1 29 SQ. FT. 
i WIDTH: 50'0" (15,2 M) 
DEPTH: 50'0" (15.2 M) 
F-mr  F. 
F-FFF  
r-r- r- 
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SPECIAL  FEATURES:  
:7" eye-catching exterior features appealing 
stucco detail. 
7" central foyer is enlarged by th e open, ralied 
staircase. 
7" extensive use of glass captures view to ' • 
+ 
.rear of l o t . .  ,. -. 
7" master .bedroom and d in ing  room offeri~-...i.-.-: 
access  to large sundeck .  ' ,. :, ~:.- ..... +:- 
7" th is  home is complete  with an unfinisheci- .  ........ 
: "% %,  ,. + : "  
walk-out basement plan., ~.: :".:,:.~,:i+~ .. .... ~:-"~:::-~ 
,~"Sun'deck increases  the overall  .d( ~"*;:~+::':+,:':'~'~',::"~ 
!~ : -?  
--:12; 
, :~ . ,  . :  ~ ,  
r - i - - l - -  
r - l - - I - -  
I House Plans Available Through 
Ten'ace 
BR-MA  
M EMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD. 
3207 Munroe,  Terrace 
635-6273 
:GOLDEN 
. : . -  . 
iTo:: SA E:: :[: 
" " i -  + . "  
Quality, Custom-Made 
Mini Blinds: Availabtaiin 90 . 
Designer Co ours: :::~ . + ~ 
,.::;.:. ~ .+;. +::.-....., t~.., k~"~ 
G~DLDEN " ~ ~  ~ . .  
• ®. ,b'-~ ~:~........' Touc. 
F~o~ 
  verDrape o:'-. - 
Connect i6n  Des igns  :!.i. 
the  COlour  . i : '  " 635 ,7466!1  
By Appo intment  
i l~l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i l  ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL  LEPAGE BROKER 
Im~l~m!llllllllllllllllllllll NE'P.~,IORK 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday, July 9,1995 
4824 HamerAvenue Time'. 1 - 3 p.m. 
Bert & Rusty Ljungh in attendance • 
IDEALLY LOCATED • 
Right in the Horseshoe, close to schools on a 
dead end street and privacy. Attractive 3 
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, n/gas heat, maln floor 
laundry, rear patio with hot lub, finished 
basement with 4th bedroom, large rec roam, 
bathroom office and storage area. Mature 
landscaped lot, fruit rees, garden space, paved 
driveway and garage. EXC. $157,900. 
HOME & ACREAGE 
New home on 1.98 acres in town +/-2100 sq. it., 
2 stow home with 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, double 
garage, Formal dinlng, concrete patio and the 
list goes On. Priced at $214,900. ML$ 
Rusty L]ungh. 
635-5764 
• ..I . , :~ . ,~ ' I  : • . ~ . -  :,.~':." 
, . ' t .  • • " , 
PAINT UPA STORM! 
In this vacant home with your own colours and 
you'll have plenty of great Horseshoe living. 4 
bedrooms, 2 washrooms, 80x132 lot, double 
garage, family room and 2 fireplaces all add up 
to a great home with lots of potential. ML$. 
REDUCEOIII 
4627 TUCK AVE, 
1250 sq. it, home with 3 bedrooms, 3 baths 
and full basement kitchen unit downstalrs, 4th 
bedroom and family room. Great home for a 
growing family. Usted $159,951. MLS 
A UNIQUE COUNTRY HOME 
A charming 5 bedroom home on 2 acres, 3,200 BEAUTIFUL LIVING 
sq. ft. finished, full basement, 2 baths, open Well built 2-storey home in a new subdivision 
vaulted foyer, twin seal windows throughout, near Uplands chool, 3 bedrooms 3 baths, with 
main floor laundry, bright large living and dining extra features throughout Including ceramic tile 
areas, patio doom to sundeck screened porch and skylights. Reduced $189,500. MLS. 
garage and much more. Priced at $189,500. 
MLS. , " . ; 
IMMACULATE & SPACIOUS 
1500 sq. ft. home located inthe ho rse'Jhoe area 
on a 104x122 ft. lot, 4 bedrooms up, ensuite and 
walk-in closet in the master bedroom. Built-in 
dishwasher, fridge and stove included. Family 
room, games room, storage room, freezer room, 
5th bedroom and 3 pce bath down. A great 
home with alot to offer. Listed $!56,g00~ ML8. :i 
HORSESHOE SPLIT LEVEL 
4 year old 2048 sq, it, home with 1/2 bsmt., 3 
bedrooms, 3 baths, n/gas fireplace in sunken 
living room. Skylight In the foyer,.oak itchen 
cabinets, large family room and a spacious 
sewing !corn, Great location with great extra. 
Uste d $219 951, MLS 
NEW HOME IN UPLANDS AREA 
Lots of good things come in this 1,367 sq. it. 
homo with full basement, nat. gas heat, 3 
bdrms., 3 pca, ensuite, sundeck off kitchen, oak 
kitchen cab!nets, double garage $179,500, 
MLS " ' .~ : :  ' .  " : 
FOUR ACREAGES IN ROSSWOOD J.:: . IN ToWNACRE~GE :: :: : I : :~::: ' USKA~I~EAGE: :: !:: ::: Each parcel approx. 40 acres in size, all fronting 
on Egan road, great mountain views; small 8,21 acres located across from the college 
creek through all lots, land mostly cleared. Nice i Possibllffy to subdivide Into 2 acre p'arcels 1 2°49 acres located on the ~ raJiway dlde 0f Usk. 
building sites on all lots. Call in for map end Properly has been cleared. Listed MLS GreatWookend retreat. Listed MLS$8,500,00. 
directions to property. " $156,000. : '"'' " . . . . . . .  + , , , , . , . : .... , : • 
m 
I Jsa Godlinski 
,6354950 
Ralph Godlinski 
635-4950 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday, ,July 8,1995 
4626 ScottAvenue Time: 1 .3  p.m, 
Bert & Rusty Ljungh in attendance. 
ATTRACTIVE STARTER ' 
~% . . . . . . . . .  ; , ,= : :~:  Up-dated three bedroom home, nat. gas heat, 
. . . .  : :: i PT~ carpeted, wood-stove, single garage situated 
on landscaped lot with greenhouse, garden 
shed and sundeck. Asking $109,500. MLS'. ~. 
SOUTHSlDE RESIOENTIAE. :{: 
On a large 60x200 lot c/w;gree iuSe~end 
~.had denSlve 
HORSESHOE HOME" garden ,thlsi home. has~ nac redecoratlons on the main floor m~l lit a must 
see, With twobedroome anddde'l ianotwo 
Great home and a great price for this 5 bedroom bedr~0ms:ani:l ~=roughed'ln famil~ 0md0wn; 
home. Full basement, 2 bathrooms,.nat, gas livtngspacelsabundant;.Purnacee hotwater 
heat make this home just right for you. Upstails tank recently replaced, Vinyl 8!dad ha great 
has an open floor plan and downstairs has lots 10X12 deck for;barbeculiig:and i . ~rtalnlng.: 
of potential for developme'nt~ Us ted to sell at ~ Realistically pdced dt $98,357, M~:;I : 
$124951.MLS ' "+~'  " .. 
: :  co'uN . o  . . . . .  1 I0S6 sq, ft;wlth,full b=ement, NeW 
Set up y6ur dream honiestead'on ~thiS iare 79+ I year warranty, :Newer. gas fur 
acre parcel just Nodh of TerraCe In the K]tselas | renovations on jhe main level. Very! i 
Canyon. The framework is in place, for a decor. Patio doors lead to 
spectacular home with immense possibilitlesl I Satellite.dish Is Included; I 
Callnowforfudherlnformatlon, ML8 ! .  : :  : MLS ~. ; ;~  :!~:~, ,:<~ . . . .  ' " '  l 
: :::: 5 BEDROOM HOME~I, i:,:. : 
rhom~ h  I~t~iiff ~Uld0Or: space, : 
)f with SO 
furnace recent' 
Very !ight in~i I 
doors lead tea wrap around eck, I
dish Is I cl ; Listed~at $129 900 :; 
, ; , ,  " ; i • !  + • 
Christel Godlinski Joe Barbosa David D. Hull ' 
635-5397 635-5604 , . 636-1327 . . . . .  " :~ ':
% ~.!~i:?. 
" :  .::: 'Bert' Ljuhgh '~':: 
~?~?L, 635-5754 +,,~.::; 
:i 
~..' : : i v 
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Police 
I, Employers can benefit • r~ , ~ '~ °~ 4"  1" ~1 " " " "  F : - :  ~"  ~ . . . .  
Beat 
Man drowns 
inSand Lake 
A 43-YEAR-OLD Rosswood 
man is dead after he drowned 
last Tuesday night in Sand 
Lake. :. 
David Frederick Spencer 
couldn't swhn and was the 
onlyoccupant of the capsized 
power boat who was not 
wasting a/ l i fe Jacket, said 
RCMP Staff.SgL John Veld- 
man~i ;  
The otheY two adults and 
twochlldreu in the overtumed 
boat made it to shore. 
Although it was a shallow 
lake;:Veldman says it's proof 
yoii ~!tbe  too careful. 
'~Pe~ple say it won't happen 
to me,!', he said. "The reality 
is it e~ii lmppento any6ne." 
TerraceSesrch and-Rescue 
div~m ~eCavered ~ the body 
Wednesday. 
Police probe 
rash of thefts 
TERRACE RCMP say 
they're investlgattnga r sh of 
thefts from vehicles and 
homes in the horseshoe area 
eve:the last few weeks. 
Most bfth~ thefts have hap- 
parted'after midnight, while 
residei/ts were sleeping, Staff 
Sgt.'3~ohnVeidman s id. 
The' bet' Weather has 
homeowners leaving windows 
open, and giving thieves easy 
access to valuables within. 
Close Carl h, 
A-.L/PILOT escaped w a 
turned out to be a very close 
• call just west of Terrace last 
ThU~day.: 
The plane had lost engine 
power and was preparing for 
an emergency landing, over 
the Skeena ~ River along 
Hwyl6 West 
RCMP~id a . spotter, plane 
Was sent out and loeatc~l the 
:-ais~raff~ Just,:as'. :it,~ regained 
power. 
The dbtre~ed akcraft was 
then escorted to the Terrace,- 
Kithnat.: AJ~po=t where it 
landed without ncldenL 
Students need Work 
DO YOU have a fence that 
needs, painting, a lawn that 
needs mowing, or perhaps a 
stack o f  typing that's been 
piling up,? 
Then the Canada Employ- 
ment Centre for Students 
wants to hear from you. 
They're hosting a casual job 
promotion, from July 10-21. 
"Students are willing and 
e~ger to do any type of casual 
job," says summer employ- 
ment officer Carolyn Livad- 
nay. 
She says its been a slow 
summer for full time and part 
time jobs, and more Students 
are relying on finding casual 
jobs throughout the summer. 
"So far the employers eem 
very happy with the quality of 
work they* get from students. 
Many have recommended stu- 
dents to otheis, or have 
promised to hire them again 
• whenever possible," says 
Livadney~ , 
All employers who put in a 
casual job order between July 
10-21 will be entered in a 
draw. Winners will be treated 
to lunches and dinners at vari- 
ous restaurants amend town. 
in addition, the student 
employment centre will be 
holding a carwash on July 15 
from 10:30 a.m. - 3 p.m. at the 
Mohawk gas station. Car 
washes are by donation and If you'd like more informa- ment centre at 635-7134, local 
proceeds go to the Terrace tion, or want to place a job or- 220. 
C~ild Development Centre. der, call the student employ- 
Weekend meeting in doubt 
IF THE Talfltan bami council tives in that community. " board, the opportunity was there 
wants., to meet with Kitimat-. "As the regional district "and they should seize it," he 
Stikine regional district dn'eetom represents the area of Telegraph said. 
this weekend, it will have to Creek, the Tahltan band council •Northern area director Dave 
come to them. feels it is only appropriate that Brockelbank said the band coun- 
The board decided last month to you are able to meet with them on oil should be reminded the last 
hold its July T-8 meeting ln Dease stte," she added. . northern meeting was held in 
Lake and Iskut, the idea being to 
give residents of the northernmost 
• part of the district an opportunity 
to meet with them. 
However, in a letter to' the 
board, Tahltsn band manager 
Evelyn Humbler said there is an 
elders conference,scheduled for 
this week in Telegraph Creek. 
The band therefore requested 
directors meet with its representa- 
PARK AVENUE DENTAL CLINIC 
DR, RICK TABATA 
DENTIST 
201 4619 Park Avenue 
LOOKING FOR WORK is Grade 11 student Ryan Spencer. He's 
having difficulty finding a full time Job this summer and is Instead 
relying on casual Jobs placed through the Canada Employment 
Centre for Students. Here he paints a garage door on a house 
on Soucle, just one of the odd jobs he's picked up. 
their community and all residents 
ofthe~ area"deserve a kick at the 
: caL'.' 
i The, .b0~aM. agreed to send an 
"informal and non- 
confrontational" letter to the 
band declining its request. 
Noting arrangements had al- 
ready been made for. the 
weekend, Stewart director Andy- 
Burton suggested the, band coun- 
cil be told a Telegraph Creek 
meeting was not possible. If the 
band wanted to meet with the 
OF JOY 
Wheeler 
Court 
HERE ARE convictions resulV 
ing from recent cases heard in 
Terrace provincial court: 
May 30 
Johnny Lee Quash pleaded 
guilty to assault He was given 
a suspended sentence and one 
year on probation. 
Dale Tashoots pleaded guilty 
to assault. He was. given a 
suspended sentence and one 
year on pmbatio¢ 
Kore Nels Hugstedt pleaded 
guilty to obstructing a peace 
officer. Hugstedt was fined 
$1,2oo. 
May 31 
Jacques Daniel Banville 
pleaded guilty to dangerous 
driving. He was sentenced to 
three months in jag, was fined 
$800, and is prohibited from 
driving for three years. 
Cesario Francesco CiffolHll 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit of 0.08. He was 
fined $300 and is prohibited 
from driving for one year. 
Tal Brunt Robinsonplesded 
guilty to assault and was fined 
$2O0. 
Shayne Braid 
i . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  i ''~ .... ~ ~ :~P *N~ '~* '~* 
"20 years of our Family Serving your Family" 
4648 Lakelse Ave. u Terrace 638-8581 
hease tar ~ , 
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,er'S a~e ~;rers . . . .  
• ~o~e r rfl 
-fltO d 
--toC~, ~ra~e-~ .~"ru~se co'ntr 
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~ .~ Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Ocean &nestasia Kruger-Russell 
~ /  Angel MontanaLaura Henyu Date & Time of Birth: 
I ] [  Date & Time of Birth: June 17, 1995 at 10:44 am 
]~]  June 15, 1995 at 10:15 am Weight: 6 Ibs 13 oz Sex: Female 
~; I  Weight:8 Ibs 1 oz Sex: Female Parents: Ms. Clara J. Kruger & 
~'~ Parents: Frankie Henyu & Clare Ann Mr. Richard A Russell 
B a b~'rs Name: Gregory Gordon 
Oscar Tuckermar 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 15, 1995 at 5:40 pro. 
Weight: 6 Ibs 15 ozSex: Male 
Parents : Carole Haworth k Gordon 
Tuckerman 
Baby's Name: 
Elizabeth Courteney Lynn 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 20, 1995 at 1:43 pm 
Weight: 6 Ibs 4 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Ivan & Verna Lagace 
Asister for Jen, Kiki & Emi 
. 'A  
lgger~gg t~a~, co Nga~es 
............. a olters e~fl . . . . .  oetlaus costing , 
" It, IS u~c°~Ptu"" " . . . .  
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at .  _ =-_  _ _ __  Brmsh ( ,oh jmbla  s Best  
| "11" . . . . . .  ~ TERRACE 635-4941 K IT IMAT 632-4941 
OUT OF  TOWN - 1 -800-8MeEWAN.  
• • • (1 -800-862-3s26) - -  
We can make it happen at the Bright Spot on Highway 16 West m Terrace 
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"Out & About 
Orenda opens office here 
ORENDA FOREST ]Products has rented office space in town. 
The office, located in a far comer of the building which houses 
the provincial access centre, is for vlsillng Orenda employees who 
.need aplace to work. 
• "Otenda'Official John Sparks said the office has no bearing on fu. 
ture plans the company has in the northwest. 
Thrilled with drill results 
INTERNATIONAL S ~  Gold Corporation says its happy 
with partial results from two holes drilled on property in the lskut 
River valley. 
The two holes in the Bmnson Slope gold and copper area show 
higher grade ore extends farther than first thought, says a company 
-news  release. 
International Skyline estimates there's enough ore on its proper- 
ty to develop an open pit ndne containing gold, silver and copper. 
The company has drilled seven holes in total and will prepare a
new mineral inve~ttory when all the results are in. 
CN workers claim award 
EMPLOYEES of CR's north line have won a company safety 
award for the third consecutive y ar. 
The award is for having the lowest ratio of main track train acci- 
deals. The award comes with prize money o f  $15,000. Worker 
committees will be meeting to decide how it should be spent. 
"A safe railway is efficient an d reliable, and able to provide the 
competitive, low-cost transportation services that help keep our 
customers inbusiness," said CN senior vice president Rink Boy& 
Second bench no smoking 
THERE'S NO smoking on two of the three pedestrian benches in. 
side the Skeena Mail.. 
The second of ~e benches went n0 smoking just recently at the 
request of customers and business owners, says mall manager 
Lynds Lafleur. Any move for a complete no smoking policy in the 
mall would only be undertaken after an extensive preparation peri- 
od, she said. 
• B.C. beauty on screen saver 
A GRIZZLY BEAR In. ,he Khutzeymateen is one of 20 colonr 
photographs that showcase the beauty of B.C.'s scenery in a com- 
puter screen saver. 
The Super, Natural British Columbia Sateen Saver - -  which 
operates on any IBM computer that runs Windows - -  is being 
given away free by the B.C. government asan innovative new way 
to attract tourists. It displays a different image very 45 seconds. 
The screen saver is being f~eely distn'buted throngh the I~ternet, 
where government.officials hope copies will proliferate quickly, 
putting Images of B.C. on computer screens across the globe. 
Internet users can find the screen saver on the province's World 
Wide Web site at /~p://www.tbc.gov.bc.ca/screensaver.html. 
Disks With the screen saver on it are also to be distributed free 
through the Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce. 
Or call Beautiful B.C. magazine at 1-800-663-7611. They'll send 
you a copy for the $5.95 cost of shipping and handling. 
1 
L"  " 
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hits Rupert 
• Expand ing  ent repreneurs  reflect our bus iness  spirit . 
THE TRENDIEST part of Prince 
Rupert seems to be flourishing 
thanks to the business minds of 
Terrace. 
The tourlsty Cow Bay area - -  
home to Smile's Cafe and 
Breakers Pub - -  has developed 
quickly in recent years, and much 
of it seems to consists of Terrace 
businesses expanding to the 
coasL 
Sidewalkers, owned by Ter- 
race's Loft Merrill and Cindy 
Marleau, is the latest local busi- 
ness to add a location in Cow 
Bay. 
It joins the Cow Bay Gift Gal- 
ley - -  owned by Kermodei Trad- 
tng's Glen Saunders - -  and the 
Cow Bay Cafe, which is owned 
by Terrsce's Don Diego's 
restaurant. 
Merrill says the Rupert 
Sidewalkers opened June 21 and 
is being operated by local resi- 
dent Elaine Oborne. 
"We noticed that a lot of our 
clientele was from Prince 
Rupert," Merrill says. 
So far they've been received 
well in the city of rainbows. 
" I  hope Prince Rupert never 
imagines we're stealing busi- 
ness," she Says. 
Customers will find different 
things in each store,' she added. 
"We don't want to done," she 
says. "It's not a chain. It's ex- 
pression." 
The Rupert store is a little big- 
ger than the Terrace outlet, and 
will carry a small section of 
men's wear as well 
The latest wave of Terrace 
businesses to expand into Prince 
Rupert also includes Drifter's clo- 
thing, 'Oemma's Boutiques. 
Going back a few more years, 
you find the expansion to the 
coast, of Terrace-based" Tolsec 
security, Sight & Sound, Mnnti- 
que's fashions, Wllkinson's Busi- 
ness Machines, Northern Drugs, 
and McDonald's owner Malcolm 
Hilcove's takeover of the Prince 
Rupert McDonald's franchise. 
The Terrace chamber of com- 
merce's Bobble Phillips says 
most of the businesses expanded 
• . • - .  
Terrace has been built more on 
small bns~eas and retail, with 
relatively little blg Indmtry to 
depend upon, 
That, plus Tenace's cenlral 
location in the north, has fm~red 
a more advanced small Imslnms 
sector and entrepreneurial spirit 
here, he added. 
By contrast, Prince Rupert and 
Kitimat have relied more upon 
heavy industry, and consequently 
have more of what Veldman calls 
s mcga-project labour base. 
"That brings up two different 
cultures," says Veldman. "You 
can feel that through the dty, 
through citizen, through the 
labour force, through the politics 
the whole bit." 
Municipal governments in 
Rupert and Kitimat have always 
taken a more hands-on approach, 
and carried out more intensive 
planning than has Terrace. 
To •some, Veldmun says, that's 
produced a laissez-faire business- 
friendly climate here. To others, 
it's c~eated a mish-mash of hap- 
hazard, uncontrolled develo W 
menu 
Even the polidca of the north- 
west mirrors that cultural dif- 
ference, he Says. : 
The bigger indusidal labour 
ase in Prince RUpert and 
timat, meant stronger unions 
and a polltieall spectmn shifted 
further left. 
" ."Kitlmst and Prince Rupert 
have~, h/stodcaIIy..been NDP 
strongholds," he says. "Whereas SIDEWALKERS opened its Rupert Iocatlon June 21. Store . . ; _  : t . : , . .  
terrace Bus always ~enaeo to oe a operator Ba lne  Obome has gone into parlnership with. Ter -~ . . . . . . . .  ' 
race etore ownem Lori Merrill and ,Cindy Marleau: I t ' s  the l i t t iebitmo~etother ighL,  
latest In a wave of Terrace businesses expanding west  Prince, Rupert econondc deve.I- 
opment olBcer :.Ermlnlo ~ Tucci 
to service customers coming here 
from Rupert - -  and capture more 
market share by going straight to 
the customer. 
Gain 8 a'fter that market of near- 
ly 20,000 is simply smart bnsi- 
ne.q& 
The reverse • - -  Rupert 
businesses moving into Terrace 
- -  just doesn't seem to be true, 
however. 
The Jeans North/Universal also poln~ to the. muskeg: and. 
Work Wear franchise is a rare ex- rock midedying Prince Rupert as, 
ample of a Prince Rupert business a major reason why Terrace has 
that expanded into Terrace;~ . developed faster. - . .... 
Why the d/fference? "The cost  of: cons/ructlon is 
Terrace conom/c development way higher in Rupert han in Ter- 
officer Ken Veldman.has :a rsce," he said. ~: 
theory." - - A prop0salto build a large new 
:"I have always considered Ter-;.~ Ovenvaite~ grocery :stOre there 
race tobe a. bit more"entrepre. has-been:stymied t:~.~us~ a five- 
neurlai than Pdnee Rupeg," am buUdhig site downtown can- 
.Veldman says; . . . . . . . .  ded.:.• 
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7 he traii north 
T 
HE LOGGERS who lived on the 
Meziadin River a few miles north 
of VanDyke Camp have packed 
their belongings and left like a tribe 
of Bedouin. All that remains i  sand and gravel 
and the excavations marking the spots where 
their trailers tood; Webb: and I walk down the 
hill to the river side. Aside from the two space 
craft sitting ,in the river about a hundred yards 
above the bridge everything looks pretty much 
the way it's looked for the last few years. 
"What d0you make of that7" I ask Webb, 
who looks perplexed'as I am. 
There is a stout wire cable spanning the river. 
From it, one every foot for the entire length of 
the wire, hang thosegaudy, triangular flags that 
are generally found flapping noisily above used 
car lots. From this well advertised cable two 
pontooned contraptions the size of speed boats 
are tethered by painters of braided steel. 
"Fish wheeis,".I venture, knowing full well 
the Nisga'a have been experimenting success- 
fully with selective fishing devices for a number 
of years now.- . 
Webb scratches his head, "No. Fry traps." 
While we're hurting our heads over this co- 
nundrum a white Chev 4x4 comes bouncing 
down'the rutted hill we chose to walk down. A 
friendly fellow :who looks genuinely happy for 
some company gets out and greets us warmly. 
We fmdout he' space craft are his, or under his 
command, atleast. ; 
"They.'re smelt raps/', he tells us. 
Itturns out our host works for a firm con- 
uactea ov the N~:ga~a ~to enumerate 'the fish 
*: stoc~ m me area encompassed by their land 
claim. Here on the Meziadin the target are sock- 
eye ~smolts, but the traps, says the consultant, 
are not catching very many this year. The other 
bit of interesting, but disappointing, information 
he gives us is that the fiver is closed until the 
middle of the month. To offset his bit of gloom. 
he gives us directions to a road that leads to the 
spot where the river leaves the lake. On am way 
there we notice that Alaska-bound tourists have 
filled the campground at Meziadin Junction to 
capacity. Long RVs fill some of the spots to 
overflowing. Small tents sit in others. Tennis 
shoes, polypmpylene and small dogs are 
numerous. Most of the campers look as if the 
cold weather has caught them by surprise. 
We're ready for cold weather but not for the 
mosquitoes that pounce upon us as soon as 
we're out of the truck. Stroking between swats, 
we make it otlt into the lake. There are some 
handsome fish waiting for us, but not a lot of 
them. spored river fishermen, we crave action; 
on lakes we need a hatch or a big catch to stave 
off boredom. The next day we've teft the 
mosquitoes behind for Derrick Lake, where 
Webb has derricked out some fair sized trout 
years ago. 
I'm happy to bug out. I've heard a lot about 
this little lake, principally from Art Mooney, 
who spent a lot of time on it before he gave up 
flyfishing for a short wave radio. When we ar- 
rive at the lake there is only one other camper, 
not a fisher, apparently. It's a pretty spot. The 
water is warm and full of insect skins - -  the 
kind of weedy place that grows fat trout. 
There is an island two thirds of the way down 
the lake. One adult osprey peez.,, over the lip of 
its nest while its mate prowls the shoreline. A 
golden eagle is perched on a limb at the far end 
of the lnke. Two beavers begin work as the 
night wears on. Midging trout are gently rising 
leaving widening rings with bubbles at their 
centre all over the bay where Derrick Creek 
leaves the lake. 
Before long we have assembled long wispy 
leaders and fixed minute chironomid imitations 
to the ends of them. If trout were us, these 
midget midges would be potatoes. On most 
trout menus these little "true" flies are the dai- 
ly special most days. Because they are so small, 
the fact trout ake them always eems abit of a 
miracle, and because the take is so gentle but 
positive, chironomld fishing is great fun. Webb 
and I have fun doing it even though the fish all 
seem to be twelve inches or smaller. 
According to Webb and confirmed by Art, it 
wasn't always like this. It's not hard to see why 
it is now. After the side of the lake that wasn't 
swamp was logged virtually to the edge, 
deciduous growth went wild, and so did the 
beavers that have completely dammed the beau- 
tiful little spawning creek denying fmh access to 
it. While, on the other side of the lake some 
well meaning foresters carved out some camp- 
ing sites and a boat launch. With the boat 
launch, power boats and the gang troll came to 
lake too small to withstand them. Too few 
people understand the dynamics of lakes. A lot 
of wonderful ecosystems have been lost because 
of that fact. 
We leave Derrick Lake and its tough little 
trout and make our way home, a little wiser. 
All action at the track 
SATURDAY night's rain out 
may have been a downer for 
stock car fans, but they got 
ample compensation the fol- 
lowing day, June 25, as drivers 
gave them an afternoon of 
thrills and spills. 
Corners one and two proved 
popular offramps, says Sadie 
McCallum,, judging by  the 
number of vehicles who flew 
those banks. 
One was Dawn Tomas pilot- 
ing #97 in  the C Hobby 
Trophy Dash, but she bounced 
back to win both the Heat and 
Main. 
Then there was John 
Cloakey getting grey hairs as 
he watched his car, loaned to a 
C division driver, go out of  
control on the back stretch. It 
came to a stop facing the 
wrong way, 'but McCallum 
added it was still on the track 
and finished the race in one 
piece. 
Behind the wheel himself, 
Cl0akey continued his attack 
on the A Street itle with wins 
in the Dash and Main, claus 
Wolnowski taking the Heat. 
There was more excitement 
in the Sportsman, or Super 
Stock division when Brent 
McCarron got turned around 
on the grandstand stretch. 
Although #81 sustained 
some damage, McCallmn said 
it could have been worse but 
for i the fast reflexes of the 
drivers in this, the fastest class 
on the track. 
ning of the day, got caught up 
in traffic once too often leav- 
ing Reinhardt to take the flag. 
Gary Mccarthy had #92 fly- 
ing in the other A Hobby 
races, driving to a sweep, but 
McCallum noted he was 
pressed in every race. 
In B Hobby, Elizabeth 
Cloakey again underlined the 
move up from the C division 
was no mistake, taking the 
The rivalry between Cloakey and Was Patterson 
Is proving to be one of the entertainment 
highlights of the season. 
Albert Weber took two of 
the Sportsman Trophy Dashes, 
Ernie Perkins the other. 
Competition was hot and 
heavy in the A Hobby Jam- 
bores race where Dave Rein- 
hardt and Jules LaFrance 
duelled throughout. But 
LaFranco, who'd needed to re- 
place a manifold at the begin- 
Heat and Main. 
McCalhm said the rivalry 
between Cloakey and Was 
Patterson m he took the Dash 
w is proving to be one of the 
entertainment highlights of the 
season ,  
And in B Street he honours 
were shared, Paul Wolnowski 
taking the Dash trophy home, 
Jack Osborne winning the 
Heat and the Main going to 
Dave Storey. 
That division saw newcomer 
car #351 and drivers Richard 
Meyers and Len Me, Arthur get 
in their f'LrSt full day,s racing 
of the season. And what a day 
it was: over the bank once, 
black flagged and in serious 
contention the other ace. ,* 
"These drivers are just get . . . . . . . .  
ling better and better every 
time," McCallum said of the 
B Street class. 
Finally, in C Street, Morwyn 
Woinowski guided #406 to 
victory in the Dash and Main, 
Margo Normandeau taking the 
\ Heat. 
It's all happening again this 
weekend with time trials going ~ i 
! 
at 6 p.m. Saturday evening, 
racing at 7 p.m., trials at I ' 
p.m. and racing at 2 p.m. on 
Sunday. 
Sunday is also Kiddies Day '. 
when youngsters can take a - 
spin around the track - in the 
passenger's seat. 
Stage set for fight to the finis.b, 
~ , .½~%,Z>.  " .%. A month to go in the 
season, some of the title 
battles in Youth Soccer have 
been proving as hot as the 
weather. 
-- In : the  Under-12 division,.- .  
Overwaitea remained~' ':un- - ~' 
defeated going into last week 
but even that impressive 
record gave them only a one 
point edge over Copperside. 
The teams tied when they last 
met two weeks ago. 
In the Under-16 and both 
Under-19 Divisions, the situa- 
tion was deadlocked. 
A & W and Constrictors had 
identical 5-3=0 records in the 
Under-16s, Constrictors hav- 
ing the edge on goal average. 
Councillors and the Bavarian 
Inn shared top spot in the 
Under-19 Boys but both have 
to keep an eye on Takhar who 
are just three points behind - 
and a win is worth three. 
And in the Under-19 Girls 
Northern Drugs and Pizza Hut 
are 4-2-0, five clear of their 
nearest pursuer. 
Centennial Lions continued 
to boast an undefeated record 
among the Under-10s, three 
clear of Surveyors with Car- 
lyle Shepherd two more adrift. 
And Brady's FC had pumped 
in 37 goals in its 5-0-1 un- 
beaten streak to open up a six 
point gap over Carpenters Un- 
tied in the Under-14 division. 
Meanwhile Braid's Insur- 
ance had dropped only one de- 
cision to keep a win ahead of 
Rossco Ventures in the Under- 
14 Girls standings. 
That could change tonight as 
the two teams go head-to-head 
beginning at 6:30p.m. at 
Christy Park. Other interesting 
matchups in the coming week 
see A & W face title rivals 
Constrictors on Monday eve- 
ning while Councillors takes 
on the Bavarian Tuesday. 
THE EXPRESSION says it all - -  winners. Braid's goalie Amy Mason lets out a whoop as the final 
whisUe goes to cap a come.from behind victory over Wilklnsons in Under-14 girls action last week. 
Mason also had a personal triumph t o celebrate, tills being her first stint between the posts. 
Skeena 
turn 
tables in 
Gold Cup 
SKEENA HOTEL saved 
the best for last this minor 
softball season. 
After a slow start which 
put them deep in the Squirt 
Boys basement, Skeena 
rallied late with four wins in 
its last six to finish the regu- 
lar season with a respectable 
point tally. 
The team then carried that 
momentum into the Silver 
Cup tournament, knocking 
off divisional rivals 
Safeway in the final, the 
lone Terrace title. 
McAlpine came close in 
the Mites division but 
couldn't quite hold off 
Rosaries of Kitimat, 
The remaining Silver 
showdown was an all out- 
of-town affair, Kitimat 
defeating Smithers, 
Raiders were also domi- 
nant in the Gold Cup where 
Terrace Totem Furniture 
were the only homers to 
capture a title, defeating 
Wee Geordies of Kitimat in 
the PeeWee Boys final. 
Blue Ridge Graphics lost 
out to the Kitwanga Steelers 
in Bantam Girls and Over- 
waitea fell to Kitimat in the 
Midget division. 
The PeeWee Girls final 
saw Pharmasave of 
Smithers defeat Aiyansh. 
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Sports 
Menu 
SECOND SHEET 
Thursday, July 13 
SECOND SHEET of Ice 
Society is holding a public 
meeting, 8 p.m. in the board 
room at the Coast Inn of the 
West. All interested in work- 
ing on the project are urged to.. 
attend. 
GOLF 
Saturday, July 8 
SKEENA VALLEY Ladies' 
Hawaiian Open 36-hole 
toruney begins, final round 
Sunday. 
GYMNASTICS 
Ongolug : I 
PEAKs GYMNASTICS -is | 
accepting registration for its i 
Summer Camp which is now 
under way in weeHy sessiom. 
Open to: youngsters 3 years 
and up, all skill levels. Phone 
638-0447 and leave message. 
HIKING 
Sunday, July 16 
CLUB HEADS for Bomite 
Mountain. Rated moderate, 
but a long one. Meet at library 
at 9 a.m. Kelly (798-2535) 
leader. 
ROD & GUN 
Sunday, July 9 
IPSC CLUB Match at the Rod 
and Gun on Rifle Range Rd,, 
Thomhlll. 
YOUTH SOCCER 
Tonight 
UNDER-14 GIRLS (6:30 pro) 
Braids v Rossco 
Terrace Shell V Wilkimons 
UNDER-10 (6:30 p.m.) 
Skeena Sawmills v RGB Ter- 
rabytes 
Centennial Lions v Skeena 
Cellulose 
Surveyors v Webbs.Weavers 
Elkers v Carlyle Shepherd 
Shoppers v Wildwood 
Thursday, July 6 
UNDER-12 (6:30 p.m.) 
Terrace Travel v Copperside 
Cedafland v Sight & Sound 
Finning v Ovenvaitea 
UNDER-16 (6:30 p.m.) 
Constrictors v Bandslxa 
Saturday, July $ 
UNDER-7 (9:30 a.m.) 
Philpots v Tilden 
Kinsmen v All Seasons 
Northean Motor Inn v 
Safeway 
Vic Froese v Rotary 
UNDER-8 (10:30 a.m.) 
Remax vTerrace Ch/'ysler 
Crampton Cubs v McAlpine 
Dairy Queen'v Totem Ford • 
Monday, July 10 
UNDER-19 GIRLS (6:30 pin) 
Pizza Hut v Richards 
Tide Lake v Northern Drugs 
UNDER-16 (6:30 p.m.) 
A & W v Constrictors 
Tuesday, July 11 
UNDBR-14 (6:30 p.m.) 
Terrace Builders v Kerby, & 
Sons 
Carpenters United v Irly Bird 
UNDER-19 (6:30 p.m.) 
Bavaflaa Inn v Mannels 
Takhar v Councillors , 
(All games at Christy Pavk) 
STOCK CARS 
Saturday, July g 
TIME TRIALS 6 p.m., racing 
at 7 p.m. at Terrace Speed. 
way. 
Sunday, July 
KIDDIES  DAY at the Speed- 
way Itack. Bring the kids and 
a helmet and they'H get a ride 
round round the track. There's 
also racing, ~ais at 1 p.m., 
racing at 2 p.m. 
TERRACE TENNIS dub 
nights at HaHiwell courts, 5 
p.m. until :dusk, Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Sundays. 
For information, phone Chuck 
Cey at 6356166 or Richard 
Kriegl at 635-5440. 
TERRACE ROD & GUN 
Club meets the first Wednea- 
• day of every month, 7:15 p.m. 
• at the dubhouse on Rifle 
Range Road in Thomhill. 
New members are welcome, 
•:  For lff~ormatlon, contact Bill 
Watson at 635-5109. 
I 
To get an event on 
! Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the off ice at 
i 4647, Lazelle Ave., 
phone Malcolm at 638-]  
7283 or fax them to 638- ] j 8432 by $ p.m. Fr iday. 
Drag race Plan draws concern 
PLANS FOR a drag race 
down Kalum St. on Riverboat 
Days weekend have hit a 
speed bump. 
The Terrace RCMP have ex- 
pressed safety eonceras about 
the location of the planned 
bc near the tennis courts. 
Kalum would be dosed off as 
far back as the Terrace Shell 
station to allow space for 
deceleration and turnaround. 
Leblond says they've gotten 
advice from the opemtom of 
to the sponsors arranging suf- 
ficient insurance 'coverage. 
Some councillors were con- 
cerned ~bout whether the race 
would damage the road in any 
way. 
They were assm-ed that the 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 5, 1995 - A11 
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whose owner says the gas sta- 
tion and store would be cut off 
from its customers. 
Lions club spokesman and 
race organizer Ray Tremblay 
predicted the event won't 
cause too much disruption.: 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School 
SUMMER HOURS 
DATE HOURS 
July 4 - 6: Tues. - Thurs. 
9am.3pm 
July 10 - 14: Office C loa~l  • 
July 17 .21 :  Office Closed 
July 24 - 28: Office Cloeed l/Sth mile race on Aug. 7. 
Organizem are meeting this 
week with RCMP Inspector 
Steve Leach in an attempt o 
address'those c~ncems. 
"He's conc~'aed if some- 
body's brakes fail if it'll just 
run right through the middle of 
Kalum St. and kiU some- 
body," sai0, Don Leblond. 
The ra~ would start beside 
the Trig0 building on Kalum 
St. and the f'mish line would 
the Molson Indy in  Van- 
couver. 
They received inslnctions 
on how to build large safety 
walls out of tires to stop a car 
without injury to the driver. 
RCMP Staff Sgt. John Veld- 
man said police don't object o 
the event - - jus t  the location, 
which he called one of the 
busiest parts of town. 
City council approved plans 
for the race last week, subject 
I I  WOUND UP 
T-BALL baseball dosed out its season last Wednesdayi  Ih t  
with trophy presentations andspecial'events, Above, oneyoung, 
ster shows the concentration of a pro, and a wind upt0 match, in 
the ball throw competition. Word is Minor Baseball is thinking of 
extending its season next year, perhaps to Ihe end of July. 
SPEED IS 
K ILL ING US. 
sRoad ense  
Part  o f  ~ i~ Prov inc ia l  Road Safety  Program.  
race cars ~port smooth tires "The city of Vancouver 
that won't chew up the road. doses their streets for two 
Ruth Halleck predicted noise weeks for the Indy. So I'm 
complaints from area resi- sure wc can do this fora day." 
dents, noting such complaints Tremblay predicted the race 
usually accompany concerts in will bring more tourists and 
the park as well. visitors into town for River- 
"Are these things going to  boat days and generally con. 
be outfitted with big-time "tribute to the weekend'S suc- 
Midas mufflers or what?" she cuss. He said the location is " 
asked, ideal because spectators could 
Also opposed to the Kalum watch from atop the arena hill 
St. location is Terrace Shell, or in the l~rary park. 
July 31 -Aug 4: Men - Frl 
' - " 9am.12Noon 
Aug 8 -11: Tues,.  Frl 
9 am ~ 12 Noon 
Aug. 14 .18 :  Men. - Fd. 
9 am - 12 Noon 
,Aug. 21 - 25: Men, ~- Fd. 
9 am - 3 pm 
,Aug. 28: Regular Houm 
Men, .  Fd. 
8:30 am - 
4:3Opm 
Phone: 635-6531 
Fax:,  635-5390 
Score 
Speedway mul l s  June 25 
SUPER STOCK 
Dash: Albert Weber (6) 
Dash: Ende Perkins (5) 
F INAL STANDINGS GP W L T PTS 
SQUIRTS - Girls 
Minute Muffler 15 7 6 1 15 
Kitwanga 15 6 8 1 13 
Norm's Auto 15 6 8 1 13 
Dairy Queen 15 .•- 5 9 1 11 
Gamma Bath 14 ~ ~ 4 9 !. 9 
SQUIRT- Boys ~::.. ~ 
Almwood Contracting ~"~,-! 15 ~ 1"4 i: '~ 1 "" ~ ~ 28 ' 
Safewsy ' ' ~ ~" :~':a:''kr :15~-. 10 : ~ : 20  " 
SkeenaHotel: .... ~i. : : 151"i '~. :16 '~9 :~ " l'l " 12  ~ l ' 
PEEWEE-Gifts - " -~': ~i' . . . .  
MiddletouTmcking ~ 16::11 4 ~ I 23 " 
Dash: Albert Weber (^) ~ ~ RemaxReslty 15 - 9 4 ~ 2 20~ 
. Bayviewl~els,, .. : =~: .16:  ~7.16 i  :3  :: .7.~: • r : 
: Ke~0deFdendship c, ei~tre !!1i . . . . . .  2•  ' ..6 ~!':::: , ': AHOBBY i :  7 7~ , :i: 
Dash: Gary McCarthy (92) LazdleMiniStornge 16 2"  14 0 " ' ~ 4:: ' 
Heat: Gary McCarthy(92) ~:.BANTAM, Girls&: Boys ~ :: " ~,~ :-: 
Main: Gary McCarthy (92) Tanner Drywa l l "  .14 i13 1:~ 0: ) 26 ' : 
• BlueRldge Ventures ~ 15 !:: 7 5 3 ~i 17 
B HOBBY AM 59 1~ ,~ : :; ~ 
Dash: Wee Patterson (55) "Vie Frees, - 1. " ] i:-ii 
Heat: Elizabeth Cloakey (37) Totem Fm 1"1~ ":'~ i 
Main: Elizabeth Cloakey (77) i Bankof~ 2:/i:'.12 " :  " 
-- A l lSeasm ~I :'~ 'A'~ : : : ' "  
C HOBBY ' " Cedadand r, "=.. : 9 " :' "=~:' : "'" 
A STREET 
Dash: John Cleakey (776) 
Heat: Claus Woinowski (406) = 
Main: John Cloakey (776)/ : 
B STRBET : 
Dash: Paul Wolnowski (406) , .  
HeabJackOsb0me:(226).,: . . ,~ 
Main: Dave Storey (101) ~,. : 
Dash: Morwyn Wolnowsld 
(4O6) 
Heat: Margo Normandeau 
(101) ' . :  . 
Main: Mmwyn Wolnowski 
(406) : 
J A M B O R E E  
• Hobby: Dave Reinhntdt (55) 
Street: Randy Clialifoux (101) 
To getyour esults on the 
SCORE BO/dCD 
• FAX638.8432 
MODEM 638-7247 
To make next week's paper, 
results must reach us by 
5 p.m. Frlday. 
': Bandsl~aTransport : . ' :  91:-.~:4 5 :0  8 
. .  : I 
liP' TIME 
"OUT FOR 
SAVINGSi 
20%o  
all reoul~', ' 
priced 1 ootwe~ r
July 5 -, 15 ": 
' NIIke. Reebok. Ad ldea  .~  
Just to  name a fewl  
ounce  For Sp0~ts  
.= Ave. 
m 
/" 
. , :~ , .,,~. . ~ .,, . . ~ .  ' .~. - . , .  ~ .  ~ .~,  
,' i CAR ASSOCIAT ION 
l 
| 
a 
l 
| 
| 
II 
1 
l 
i 
i 
I 
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I 
| 
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SECOND SHEET: 
Criticism nan 
WITH AN ice arena "busting than just an additional ice sur- If a list of the pros and cons 
at the seams" and the prospect face. of a second sheet were to be 
of continued population The plan included a small made up, Park was confident 
growth, Bob Park cannot un- leisure or tot sheet hat could the positives would outweigh 
dersland why some city coun- be converted into a banquet 
cillom Oppose the second sheet 
of ice proposal. 
Park is on  the executive of 
the Rick and :Paul King Form- 
darien ex~t ive ,  a group 
which •~'iil'be raising money 
for the project. 
"They,re being very narrow 
minded,', he said of council- 
lors Gordon Hull and Ed 
Graydon's attacks (see story 
below): 
Pointing out, other north- Bob Park  
westem:~. :~/.co~tmities of time in Terrace. 
similar sLzerhad two sheets o f  The lack of extra ice was 
ice, ~k~id 'ev idence  of the costing Terrace in terms of 
need here was overwhelming, being unable to host major 
"We have people transfer- 
ring fr0mPrince George and 
they find their kids can't play 
hockey here," he pointed out. 
And it wasn't just minor 
hockey players who were feel- 
ing it. There was the team of 
15 adult, hockey playerswh0 
drove to Kitimat all winter be- 
cause they couldn't fred ice 
events. The recent B.C Cup, 
for example, was~ held in 
Kitimat because that com- 
munity could provide the 
facilities. AMTerrace cannot 
host the Winter Games 
without having to ask Kitimat 
for help. 
Park also emphasized the 
.proposed facility offered more 
room. With the ice removed, 
the main arena could be used 
for concerts, conventions and 
to handle the overflow from 
the annual Trades Fair which 
was already at capacity/ 
"How many conferences are 
we turning away, how many 
concerts do we lose because 
we don't have a proper facil- 
ity?" he asked. 
Park also denied suggestions 
the project would be rejected 
at referendum. "We have an 
awesome chance," he said. 
"Why do they have to be 'so 
negative about everything?" 
He also derided claims the 
money would be better spent 
on paving city streets. 
"How far is :$2 million 
.:. going.to go?You'd need $100 
,:/million to fix our streets.,' 
' He suggested the city could 
do both if it took advantage of
federal infrastructure grants 
that were available. 
"i ' L '  • '• ; '" ' . . ,  ,: . 
' THEIh~ 
NORTHI~;  
FACE l l l  
Ice referendum said waste of 
money and doomed to fail 
DON'T WASTE money going 
to referendum on construction 
of a second sheet of ice. 
That's the position of coun- 
cillor Gordon Hull, who spoke 
out in opposition last week 
when council approved an 
agreement topay a third of the 
cost of doing preliminary 
work. 
Adam Engineering was hired 
last Wednesday ~ carry-out 
concept development, budget, 
detailed conceptual design, 
preliminary s~f icat i0as  und 
~epmati0n for/referendbm'-:- 
Thecity; the KJtimat-Stikine 
regional district and the "Rick 
and Paul King Fo~dation will 
pay up to $10,000 each for the 
work. 
The work will be aimed at 
the site adjacent to the existing 
arena, preferred because oper- 
ating costs would be an 
estimated $37,000 cheaper 
than building a second sheet 
anywhere else. 
Some councillors have ex- 
pressed reservations about the 
project, but mest have con- 
ceded the Second Sheet of Ice 
Society should have a chance 
to sell their idea to the voters. 
Gordon Hull and Ed 
Oraydon were the only two 
who opposed the plan to 
prepare for referendum. 
"If  it goes to some so~t of a 
vote it would fail miserably," 
says Hull. "Why waste our 
money on these studies and 
having the vote when the com- 
munity support probably isn't 
there? ' ' 
He points to the ice and pool 
user groups that successfully 
fought council's plans for stiff 
fee increases. Council was 
t~ying to make the users pay 
more of theirshare and reduce 
the amount by which the city 
subsidizes recreational 
facilities. 
"The community as a whole 
can see that the people who do 
use the facilities don't want to 
pay any more,"  Hull said. 
"They're saying we can't af- 
ford anything more, but build 
us another arena." 
He predicts going to 
referendum will be a waste of 
everyone's time and money. 
" I 'm pretty sure if you asked 
the question 'would you like 
to spend $1 million on a new 
arena and spend $100,000 a 
year to operate it, or spend it 
on roads?' - -  I'm pretty sure 
how the vote would come 
out," Hull said, 
"I'm against it until such 
lime as I feel it would be af- 
fordable and that the average 
taxpayer ~ especially the 
non.users - -  don't have to 
foot most of the bill for it.'" 
Graydon says it's just plain 
dangerous to be borrowing 
large amounts ot money to 
build a new arena when many 
city streets need repaying, the 
city is contemplating taking 
over a money-losing airport, 
and Lanfear Hill is expected to 
collapse at great expense some 
day. 
"How do w,~ pay for these 
needed service~ or handle a 
crisis if our credit limit is 
maxed out from borrowing for 
a second sheet of ice?" he 
demadded. 
"Our priorities should still 
be water, sewer, and road sys- 
tems." 
Graydon predicts more costs 
will fall on the city in the 
years ahead as federal and 
provincial governments of. 
fload responsibilities. 
"The city's going to have to 
act'sharp and smart like a 
business," he said. "'The 
gravy train days are over. We 
can't be borrowing money on 
luxur ies . "  
the negatives. 
"The trouble is people get 
tunneled," he said. "They 
should look at the add-ons, not 
just the negatives." 
Boosters 
needed 
THOSE WHO want to help 
make /he second sheet of 
Ice a reality are being 
• ursed to attend a public 
meeting next Thursday 
night, July 13 in /he 
banquet room of the Coast 
Inn of  the West beginnin8 
,: at 8 p.m.~ 
Bob Park, Said the need 
for volunteers fell into two 
categories: these needed to 
help the local money- 
raising efforts and those 
needed to work on 
promoting the project 
particularly with a view to 
getting a positive vote in a 
future referendum, 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
JULY PALACE 
MONDAY .' . TUESb/~Y:' .. WEDNESD, ~ 
Parents coal~on 
. for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
bTerrece 
16 
Patents Coal~on 
~the 
Advancement 
of Education 
InTerface 
2 3 
Parents Coal~on Terrace 
~the Minor 
Advancement 
of Education Hockey 
~T~ Association 
9 10 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
1 7Terrace 
4 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
11 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
18 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
Minor 
Baseball 
Association 
, , 
Terrace Peaks 
Gymnastics 
12 • 
Community 
Volunteer 
Bureau 
19 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
26 
Terrace/K]tlmat 
2#,j~ P~'*~C~ Terrace , . ,~  24 ,.~ 25 ' Hock 
30 ~"~- 3 .a.a. ~err, o~e ~.=- 1 Minor Friendship o~a~= Hockey ~r=, A~o~a~o~ Society 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Terrace 747 "7 Canadian 
• Air Cadet ~ l Paraple01c 
• Sodety AssoclatTon 
Terrace ' ; Nisga'aTdba( 
Anti-Pove~y Council Terrace 
13 Terrace 
L~le 1 4 Canadian 
Theatre Sodet~ Paraplegic 
Terrace Nisga'a Tribal 
Anti.Poverty Council.Terrace 
0 ( '~  Order of rt.iBlg Brothers 
r_.~./ the Royal ~ / & Sisters 
Purple Terrace 
Terrace Nlsga'a Tribal 
AnU.Pove~J Council-Terrace 
2 
--~ Tenaca f '~n  Canadian 
/ Rlng~a ~"~ Paraplegic 
ABsolution ~v  ~n0e, 
JULY  1995 
Terrace Mine 
Soflba]lAssoc 
Kinsmen 
TerraceSkating 
Knights of 
Colubus 
Youth Soccer 
Search & 
Rescue 
1 Terrace Art 
v Assoc. 
Paces~ 
Terrace Skating 
t.]l Youlh 
~. Ambassador 
K i t lumka lurn  S l l l e rho(x l  
Hospice Society 
2 (~lTotem Saddle 
Club 
• I 
Shrine Club #10 Terrace i Nlsga'a Tribal K]nettes 
Shames A nti'P°verty i Council.Terrace Terrace Skating 
Mountain Ski Club 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
I 
GET INVOLVED 
BE AN AQUATIC FIRST ALDER 
• • • , ~ 
t .¢ t,~,*< 
EMERGENCYCARE .... ~ ..... 
~ School District No. 
88 (Terrace) 
NOTICE 
All playing fields in the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
schools will be 
Fertliized Monthly. 
This program will run from" 
May throug h
October 1995. 
Thanks to our new Quick Pitch" system, you can 
avoid unforeseen storms or winds in under a minute. 
At 3 Ibs. 12 oz,, this 2-person, 3-season tent offers 
.anyone amazingly lightweight, efficient protection. 
,¢ / ' t ) ! t7 '  va: II ;f;ItL# 
Smithers Terrace 
3711 S. Alfred Ave. 4712 Keith Avenue 
847-9333 635-9555 
UNBEUEVABLY PRICED... 
I HOSTESS 
CHIPS 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  -_ - ,Z~T~ ~C, - .  . . . .  
Customer__.] Limit 2 Per 
WIlY I)AY Ml)l{ll  ? 
• 
Hurry In And Check Our Ever Changing 
Assortment Of Great Merchandise At The 
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN 
4647 Lake lse  Ave .  
Ter race ,  B .C .  
. ~ .  _4 ,  
/ 
i 
INSIDE: • 
•COMMUNITY 
,EVENTS B2 
• ; ,  - , , 
i. 3': 
?..  
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OMMI__IN s,c,.o,. CRIS LEYKAUF 
638-7283 
i - :~  ~/~,~ 
,!il- I 
The lost art 
of loafing 
r T'S TAKEN me nearly four 
I decades of summers to stum- ble upon the perfect vacation. I realized this recently while 
listening to my friends talk about their 
summer holiday plans. One friend 
counted the hours she'll spend waiting 
with three fidgety children, both in-flight 
and at various airports, to get to her 
destination. Another mapped out a com- 
plicated web of hot pavement he'll soon 
: manoeuvre in a mini-van to travel cross 
i , r f i~unt ryo  : .,- , . . . . .  ',• - 
~il :~d n~e? After picturing my fr iends. ,  
~: 'it@peal in choked traffic snarls and:I~eat~i. " 
',iiiila,~ort l ine:ups,i was relieved to recount 
:::my own plans. I 'm doing absolutely noth- ' 
;::-rag.:!.:; :"- ". "., " '.. 
~'-:~: This summer, I plan to rind a shady 
.. plaee to park myself and then sit perfectly 
"still;: Better yet, I'll lie. down, The impor- 
: 'rant thing is, I won?t DO anything; 
i . :  Doing nothing has long been ignored as 
" 'awort iay pastime. These days, people 
seem to feel ns though they have to be 
constantly doing something - -  playing 
'.. vo!leyball , tang  Karate classes, or tour- 
~ .It'srtimewe gave sbme sefibus thdd~,ht 
: :to! loafing. Tltere;s a lot more to it than 
: meets the eye, you know. When your 
oody goes slack, your mind turns inward 
and backward. You can mentally step 
• back from the planet and digest your life, 
• something most of us rarely take time to 
-~ Why, you d be surprlsod at ,the grand 
tnfihs that are brought to mind by a good 
" bout of shiftlessness. You.can ponder the 
.way the trains sound different atnight. 
Figure out why Aunt Martha was so 
craot~v when you were a kid. Snicker to 
: yourself because the phone company sud- 
. . .enwwants to make friends now. ' 
Dedicated navel.gazers know 
serious slothing takes more 
than a sofa and remote control. 
$ 
. . . . . . , _ . .  . • . 
~i ~. The world looks new from a horizontal 
..... i View. An honest sketch of sluggishness i
as bracing as a trip to the moon, yet the 
- only effort you've made is to park your- 
~ " self like a spud 
'. ~: There was once a time when our society 
~: was much better at genuine summer 
/ ,,li~isure. We once had common back'yard 
:, nxmres built for the sole purpose of lying 
!i:!!around --h mmock , porch sw ,gs, and 
i i p~dded chaise lounges. " 
i 7 ,  ~?"i:~ou hardly ever see hammocks any 
: )more. A~ d very few people have porches, 
let alone porch swings. And while I 've 
' seen the odd chaise lounge around town, 
: /rve yet to catch anyone lounging', in one. 
~'~i : i~By and large, the world today is a far 
~ ~: ~.itiOre~ fevered place than it used to be. 
i ! !!/!~!iT6day we live longer and have more:. 
: i le isure time on our hands than any pre- :  
/ i  ~ iA;ious generation, butwe're compelled to ,' 
.... !ill ew ry minute of it with activity. When 
• ::i: i :, =t comes to doing nothing, many of us a re '  
:-~ : at a complete loss. We simply •don't know 
~ ,  ~ howl 
: :_ Not  that we don't try. Some people.~ 
: make a respectable effort at it by watch- 
" : ingt.v., which is not quite doing nothing; 
: r ~ : [ it's actually doing something. You might 
. . . . .  say it's the lazy man's way of doing noth, 
-~  .But dedicated navel-gazers know that 
' : .  serious slothing takes more than a sofa 
~ and a remote control. It takes all of a wide 
• . ,  sky and a stark, white calendar square; I t  
i ~ !! 'takes open time and space, enough for 
i: ~:you to l ie back and let the afternoondrift 
iby in acomfortable haze, " . " 
~, :/:,Y0u should try it. JUSt find yourself a 
' patch,0fgr~iss.T~nere~tiseasv. / :~ : /~ ~ 
i i  
' Community effod  h e ips woma : .... ",~ ,~ | - |  
:~;~,/:: i : ~ BECAUSE Of the gefierous h~ip :: own.They were told they needed 
~;~!iii bf Terrace and Kitimafresidents, ~ approximately a ton to raise 
"' :  'u local elderly woman ow has enough money for a wheelchair. 
i;iiii'i)i !~the ~ freedom to enjoy activities Holly started collecting pull 
m0stofustake for granted, tabs in earnest. Then the neigh- 
..... i,~Sandy Norman's 85-year-old bourn' children started saving 
mother Alice Sleeth is a cardiac them, the legion contributed a
paf ientwho suffers l~0marthfltis, large bag, and the pull tabs 
aiid has trouble moving around, started to mount up. 
Two years ago, the possibility The family was saving them in 
of getting a wheelchair seemed Sleuth's room and she joked that 
remote because she is on a fixed every day the pile grew!urger. 
income, and doesn't get Canada "I was worded theyv}ete going 
Pension. to squeeze me out of my 
Norman's mother lives with her bedroom," jokes Sleuth. 
daughter and her f~mily, but after Two schools from Kltimat 
purchasing her necessities like a Ncchako Elementary and Mount 
bath chair and a walker, they Elizabeth ~ also heard about he 
couldn't afford a wheelchair, quest for a wheelcha.ir, and con- 
The only other medical as- tfibuted alarge amount of tabs. 
sistance they could receive was "It's been a real Community of- 
temporary, fort," says Norman. 
"Then my daughter Holly Ann Finally Norman joined forces 
heard about how if you collect with Shirley and Graham Mid- 
pull tabs (off aluminum pop cans) dleton, the owners of the Terrace 
you Could get a wheelchair," says Bottle Depot. 
Norman. The Middletons had been col- 
The B.C. Lions Society for lecting the pull tabs 6 n their own, 
Children with Disabilities collects and had amassed a large number, 
pull tabs from all over the pro- which they added to the 
vince. They then sell the tabs, Norman's tabs. Still, it  wasn't 
which are pure aluminum, and anywhere near the amount the 
use the money to buy wheelchairs B.C.LionsSociety had specified. 
fordisabled Childrenand adidhi. ::!So w~:jUSt advaaCe¢] her the 
If someone wants a wheelchair 'm0ney f0~ ~ the Whcel~air," says  
from the s0ciety, he or she haste Shirley Middleton- :" I t  would 
apply and be put on a:waiting list. havet aken all summer to collect 
1;lle~ theLions review thelist to thatmanytabs. ,,~- ~ : ~ ,  
decid6whoshouldreceive wh el- ' Her ~ husband Gi~aham had 
chairsi:~= - .  " - . struggled ~,Vith,cance~in thepast, 
BUt"Norman didn't want her and received .help . when .he 
mother to wait.an indefinite purl- needed .it. Shirley says they. are 
ALICE SLEETH~eiged a newwheelchair two weeks ago, after : i 
od of time on a list. both glad tz: give somet ~gb~ad~ ~ her family and the Community jo|ned together to raise money. 
'!My molher finds it very dif- to the community. 
ficult to even go.for a walk or go "I can't see why she, (Alice: wheelchair' "~for her fi~ i~'~!i i~r. ' ,  o:<~r~   other med~eal, " equipment that may " ; ~ ~: :
shopping. It was Such a shame Sleeth) should have to Stay in the  " I t 's  made such,,a~auge dif- be needed around town. 
witli the nice weather outside to house all the time," say Sliiriey. fereace," she says. "I just want If anyone lse has collected any 
have her housebound,.She "She deserved to have r wheel- 'to thank everyone for all:the hdp  purl tabs, theywouid be happy to : ~ 
doesn't have that much time left, chair" thev-av ,~ - ,  " . . . .  • a^...:^., v . . . . . .  a- - .  
- ~ - - ~ " ' - ' a n ~ r w a n t  uer~o en  o at." ' "  ' ~ "  . . . . . . . .  ' ..... - - ~ - - ' " ' - " " : -  - "  - - ' "  , , ' -  ' "~ .= '  - • . . . .  q• Y..,,~:, . ~ .With the dona~on fi~om ',the.-" • .Tlie M~tldletons phin tO keep :" the~t" off ~t thi~ T~i:-~Bo~t~e ::~: : "  
., ~o sue ann net [stuffy aecidee Middleto~, Sandy .Nornum•was co l ie~ th~ pull: t~t~:t0 ~aise De'i~t, behii~dth~ l |6~;6n~i l J  • ' .,: 
to collect the pull tabs on their able to buy abasic model $450 .money for m0xe~Whedchai~, or iwayAve.; " : : - " .. . .  
F"  
. ,  , o  
Singing 
the Rain 
EVEN pouring rain and hail 
couldn't stop people from 
taking off their shoes and 
dancing In the mud, during 
Smithers' Midsummer Fes- 
tival. Cloi:kwise: Terrace's 
own Magpie treated 
audiences to a mixture of 
folk, blues and gospel. 
That's Ched Reidy and . 
Judy McCleskey at the 
mike; country favourite 
Verne Barge played a few 
musing tunes on the fiddle 
and guitar; tots, seniors 
and all ages in between en- 
joyed dancing in the rain at 
the Main Stage. 
• t 
/ ,  
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Powe h vi it t reat  • . . . .  r ouse  s a 
CITY S'CENE ' 
Ak CRIMSON MOONgets '  youon the dan~ f loor this 
week at ~rge 's  Pub,  in ,he  Nor thernM6tor i~ .  • 
A KARAOKE N IGHT is every Thursday ~d Sunday 
at Ge0rge 's~b in  theNodhen iM0t0r  l~ i  every Sun- 
day  and M~nday at  Ha~ Par i s  ~d every i~day  at i 
theThonih i l l  ~b '  ( : i  i ~ : 
wonderful outing to Kemano, 
YVONNEMOEN 
RECENTLY I had the o1>" 
per,unity to take part in  a 
iRosa McWilliam and Tins 
Brouwer arranged a lrip to the 
, . . . . . . .  , . community by boat.If  you ever 
And at~:7,15: p,m; ~t s BATMAN ~]~EVE~ rs tar r ing  a :,:: have a chance to  ~0 on a similar 
new batman cast. o f  characters - -  Val  K i lmer,  ' J ~ m : C a t -  . ~p, don t pass it up. I d also like VISITORS to the Northwest were treated to a trip to Kemano recently: Pictured here are Jenny 
roy and;!:iT0mmy)Lee J6n~.  •At 9~30 th i~ fast; : l~k  : to thank T i~ for the opportunity 
a l i ve ' !h~6"qe  D iE  HAI~I}~ ~- ~"-=Z:. --- - - - - ,  w indsup: thev , 'eek  at: the tg take part in the ldp' DoVes from Belglu, Peter Vrba of ~ormany, In town to do some fishing and Car and Roely 
Groeninger from Holland, visiting a relative In Terrace. Also piclured are Jimmy McKenzle, Rita 
• " ':~' : ' - '  :::': •::: : :,::' ~-' ; ~" "~ ::::~ ': ~:: 'A~up of361~ople fromTes- ' T l lhcum ~m Theatres,~ : ~:~ :: : , . :  ,,: .:~ :::::~,:, '; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . Hoekstra nd •Louise Hendriks. 
: : . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  " : . . . . . . . .  ~ pie f r o m  K i t i r a a t  
r ._ l . !~,  ng trip was underway, roadsid', schooling to grad' 7, a non . • 
The weathermanwas certainly Before our tour began we were denominational church, a )day 
~ I~L~" ~ [ dS good to US - -  we had a beautiful, treated to a delirious lunch and n care centre, a sporting complex 
' A SUMMER '~!:~ ;~==: ~S,a sunny day. . . . .  greatdesert a the Kemano guest and ofcoursebesutiful scenery.  
......... . ... s Our captain, Ralph Kerman, house. . ' H L Everyone was very impressed 
ea l  art ists present  a .co i lect ion o f  paintidgS;:?iphotog=:, : ; well as s0me visitors to this area. . drove us at a leisurciy 25 miles an The tour took us to the Kemano with what we saw. On the way ~ 
raphy, ~t~,  etc. at the TemeelArtGal|e~i~i~h~e,a~ - ; Jenny  De:Yam from Belgium hour - -  or 22 knots - -  and we Powerhouse, 427 metres inside back home we once again on- L 
gallerg: ig~o~nTuesdav to Saturdav ~mi12-3 b m and / :was  visiting her cousin in  enjoyed coffee and cookies On the thebase ofM0uut Du Bose. joyed the beautiful scenery. : i  
Sunda ;'y ~0m 1-4 p.m., andre located m the lower l e v e l ~  : " :  " ' "! " ~~'" " ...... ....: GermanKitimat" Andwas - -  " °or  O Peter Vtba . . . . . . .  from way down. , _ .  :. And as the president of the Ter- Add to make a perfect end to I 
~ @ h = ~ k ; ~ ' ' H * a ~ t ~ : ~ ' ~ O ~  " H ' . . . . . . .  " " : " '"  : L * " " "  y m m n rmwes~ wnenweamvmac~emanowe race Beautifies,ira Society, I theday, apod of eight o l0 IGl- I 
,~t ,u~!~uL~y, ' tu~uf~ot .  with h i s  ~ur  guide were metby a number of friendly would certainly give them a first lerWllaleswassitexi.Assomeone 
. .  ; '.i~ ."~t... : .: i~"':i. ": .' :" ~': Smith. Also on the trip tour guides. Jenny Schmidt, Ann . . . .  place prize for being litter bee, or on the tour said, it was like the 
.~ageme ~¢ene/:Call 63~ mr and Roely Greeninger Hill and a couple of polite gentle- should I say dust firee, icing on the cake. i '  
add your  event,to the Standard s ~e e entertamment~list . ,  ~.: from Holland, m Terrace visding men were very kind. ~ . - We were also shown around the We would like to say thanks to . 
rags ~"  The deadl~e " ~s . . . . .  5 p.m.: Thursday for ...... thefollowing;'~ • :  theirB,, relatives0.30 Ritaa "-H°¢kstrs'-,e has ~" It was a 10 Inn drive into town little community of Kemano. Its everyone in Kemano, and to the 
week's,,a~er. ..... . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  fzom the shore, and on the drive features included modern hens- fellows on the boat for this lovely 
~ : : : ' ~ : boarded the Alcan boat~ 'and our in we saw a black bear along the ing, a smart shopping centre, day. 
BIRTRRIGHT volunteers meet he 1st Monday of each month at 8 
p.m. in their second floor office at the Tillicum Twin Theatre. Call 
Linda at 635-6849 or Betty at 635-5394 for info. 
DAIKO J I  SOTOZEN CENTRE hosts Zazen meditation every 
Tuesday evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets the third Tuesday of every 
month at 7:30 p.m. at Stepping Stone ~ubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
Contact: 638-3325. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT committee meets, the second T'ues,, 
BIG ]BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold a board meeting the third 
Monday of every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 p.m. They're 
looking for volunteers and board members. Contact Lois at 635- 
i n fo .  : " 
Wedne~lay, July 5 
THE FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE at the Chumh of Jesus 
Christ Latter Day Saints will only be open Wednesday and 
Thursday from 7-10 p.m. during the month of July. For more 
info call Unda at 638-4224. 
• ' ~ ; day of.eve~ month at the.Terrace pool board room.. :;. - 
RAVING trouble )eeing YO~ grandchildren. Call' "'; . . . . . .  "-' . . . . . . . . . .  .... ' :: ::~" :-'~:'~ 
7421 for info. T & K SINGLES meet every Tuesday for coffee night at Mr. 
" ' " " L ' - Mike's at 7 p.m. Call Ben at 635-3238 or Carroll at 632-3547 for 
~S MEMORIAL Hospital Auxiliary meets the third Monday. mote info. • .. 
'~ monthin the board room at 8 p.m. Everyone iswelcome. , SHAMROCK 4-R CLUB meets every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at 
[ ]~-~l~ A]~ ][~]'~.]~.]~A .ql,nnnrt o'rat, . . . .  t¢ .t t ,, ,, Cassio Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635-9401 for more info. 
Friday, Ju ly  7 
PROMISE KEEPERS, an ir 
men's ministry, meets at 8 ! 
Free Church; 3640.Park. 
, . ' . Satu. 
B.C. SEN~ORGAMES'2~NE 10 Cenem] Meeting Is inthel : 
Prince Rupert Sanlor's Centre at I p.m. The busieaves : / '~ 
Kilimat at 8 a.m. and Terrace at 9 a.m. and all members are 
encouraged toattend. : :  i i i  " 
" : 0f =ch mon~ 
• AL~]]EIMER AND DEMENTIA support group meets at I p.m. 
, On fine last Monday of the months at the Terrace Mental Health 
: Centre;Call 638-3325 for more info. ' * .  :.: Wednesday, Ju ly12 ' " i  ": ' / ' '  . : : . -O ,. . . 
MULTICULTURALYOUTH AND ELDERS CLUB' meets: : :  ~:,:' i *~ : 
every mid Wednesday of the month at1:30 p.m. at the: :::.~. . .... - r '  : :  ~"." ~ ' :  : ' '~ " '*" *"'"" I TUESDAYS . . ' " . . 
Kerm0de Friendship Centre. This group is open to any elder ';~: !TERRACE & KITIMAT SINGLES meet for Coffee everyTues- ~
of youth in our community. For more info call Benitaat 635. -: .'~: day:at 7 p,m. at Mr. Mikes. For mote info phone Johnat 638-8894 
7670. i ~ " ' K J " ' r " " K ; " = r "  ' : 4"." :+~: 6r Cartel at 632-3547. " " . . . . . .  , 
~Tw Terrace Standard offers the What's Up community calendar 
as a public service to its readersand community organizations. , 
This column is intended for f~on.profit organizations and those 
events for which there is no admission charge. ' . 
Itert~ Will run two weeks before ach event. 
_We a~kthat~et~s be submitted by 5 p.ra, on the Thursday before ~: 
• : : ',/' : Saturday ,  Ju ly  lS :  " " " " " L : : " 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE FOR STUDENTS hosts : 
a carwash from 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. atthe Mohawk gas s ta -  , 
,tion. Washes are by donation, and proceeds go to the Tar- 
race Child Development Centre. 
,; :WEEKI ,Y  MEET INGS . . . . .  
.'~ '* ' "  THURSDAYS . . "  
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith- Call Bob at 635-9214 for 
info. : 
LIVING WITHCANCERSupport Group meets the second and 
fourth: Thursday o f  every month fzom 7:30-9:00 p.m. in the Step- 
ping Stone Clubhouse at 3302 Sparks St. For more information call 
Diane at 638-3325 or 638-0296. . . . . .  
AIANON meets every Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in the Mills 
Memorial Hospital conference room. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sens~ly) meets every Thursday at 7:30 
p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. Weigh.in at 6 p.m. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets every second Tuesday at 
7:30 p.m. at 3302 Sparks. . 
the issue in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be lyped or printed neatly. 
N,S ,  Jg ,SP . 
B 
i spend,ng your days flsh,n  "--y°ur boat, ,.;= . step you from 
Don't let the fact that you donlt ow 
.... v, wa, er-s,,,nu. 
! 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month. They get started Oct. 14 at the Legion. i 
Call P~t ~ 635-2537 or Ethel at 635-5046 for more info. 
TERRACE HIV ~ILMATION SUPPORT Group (T.HJ.S.) 
meets the third Thursday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in the Mills 
Memorial Hospital board Zoom. Contact C.arde at 635-4885., 
SATURDAYS 
BREAST SELF-EXAMINATION dinics take place at Emerson 
Medical CliniC the last Saturday of each month. Free instruction by 
qualified nurses. Call Lita Flynn at 635-6263 or Emerson Clinic at 
FAMILY El,STORY LIBRARY at the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints is open every Wednesday and Thursday from 7 
p.m. to 10 p.m. during the month of July. 
MONDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL. FAIR Association meets the second 
Monday of every month at 8 p.m, at Thomhili Jr. Secondary in the 
library. 
VOICES ,,,~ ,,~=,~ VALLEY  commu-:'-.,,y choir holds ~c,,~r~aas--"----'- .... " : :"~"" ~" :7 ..... ..~': .- . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . .  
" " ' , [en 's  Mar in , " ;  
each Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Christ Lutheran Church. Contact * 
638-1230. " . . . .  "' ~ " i Ken Gibson | 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE meets the 2nd and 4th Mon- 
moreday ofevexy month at,7:30p.m, at the Elks Hail. Call 635.5121 O r i n f o.: 4946 Greig Avenue 
' • • I 
, i i  , ~ m m m m  ~ . - • - .  . _ . • 
We Have Boat Rentals: : 
: ~• : .  ' Princecraft !6'  with 40 Yamaha Jet Drive (River) 
: :: ,~':, ~:' Princecraft 16' with Prop Drive (Lake or Ocean) 
• ~, ,~:~:  .:,~:~:~:,~ ~: , : ,  y The  Day Or By  The  Week ,  Call Us For  Complete  Detai ls  ~' ~ "r L~' q ~C~ ;~; ~'~  ~ ~:'~;;; : ~ ~ "" ' 'q " 
Trevor Gibson 
Terrace, BC 
"fi 
GUNTER LIENARDT carefully tends his pepper, sage and basil 
ants. He and his wife Alley are well known for their tasty fresh 
products they sell at the Farmer's Market. 
erb creations 
delights., cooks 
OUNTER and Alley Lcnardt are 
known as 'the herb people' at the ___  
Skeeaa Valley Farmers Market. 
Pcrhal~ some of you remember 
Camietlfzora his column on herbs, 
that:he used to write for the Ter- 
rac e Standard and other area 
newspapers. 
i Ount~ and Alley came to Can. '~ 
ada in 1951. Gunter worked for 
Eurocan and Alcan in Kitimat 
and then moved to Terrace in ;:'£~ 
1972: 
Now Gunter is retired and he 
ki~ii his Wife live with their son 
Ud  daughter-in-law. This past 
L year: , their family was blessed 
. ~lth tWin grandchildren ~ a girl 
and a boy, now 11 months old.: 
G~ter and Alley enjoy" being 
~ose by. " 
~ Ounter comes from Bremen, 
• Germany, famous for the Bremen 
musldaas. When Gunter visits 
hi)me, he checks out the Bremen 
Farmers market. He guesses there 
must beat least 100 vendors, with 
a 'good variety of products, honey 
fish; Vegetables, fruit, etc. . ,  and 
~fta. ~?~liSts can be seen at work 
with their easels et up. 
Gunter  is planning to visit 
Bremen this year, so you won't 
sac him at our market for a few 
Weeks this month. 
,:Gunier,s interest in herbs 
s~rted When he ~etired. He 
sbrted growing herbs and then 
beganLto really study them. He 
has volumes of information on 
hand. Then he started looking for 
~ys  to develop the culinary uses 
of herbs. He looked tlh-ough old 
fmnfiy recipes and did some ex- 
Ikrimenting. 
:~Gunter and Alley have devel- 
9!~1 four different types of 
mustards, salad dressings, herb 
~egsrs,  antipastos, chutneys and 
pastes. 
:Gunter started at the market 
abeut~four years ago, meaty sell- 
ing bedding plants and fresh 
hi=rbs, Now he and his wife are 
very busy keeping up with the 
demand for all their specialty 
5erb products. 
=i 
: TLT  p lays Kamloops  
LYNNE CHRIST IANSEN 
The Lenardts have. to work 
within the health board regula- 
tions of course, which means they 
can no longer let people sample 
products at their stand. They are 
also required to use new sealer 
jars and can not recycle any other 
jars, which is unfortunate. 
The Lenardts grow about a 
dozen different culinary herbs. 
Most herbs are in large pots So 
they can be moved in doors for 
the winter. 
Visit the Lenardts under the 
centre canopy section at the 
Skeena Valley Farmers Market, 
and see their Interesting sdection 
of herbs and herb products. 
The latest" B.C. Direct Farm 
• Digest has an article on market- 
ing ideas, suggesting that vendors 
give out samples of their produc- 
ts. "Once they try it, they'll buy 
it," it says. 
But vendors need to check 
whether or not their product is 
classed as non-hazardous. Certain 
products require a permit. You 
can contact your local health of. 
rice for information. Call 638- 
2220. 
The Farmer's Market starts 
every Saturday at 9 a.m.: in the 
parking lot across from George 
Little Park. L )~ne Christiar~sen is 
a vendor at the market and a 
member of the market board. 
• ~ TERRACE Little Theatre's race Truck and Diesel for . 
{ '  award winning per- loaning them a new five- 
romance Escape from ton truck to help transport 
• Happiness, takes to the cast members and props to 
stage tonight - -  the Kamloops. 
Mahistagethatis. "We owe them a' big 
As  the winner of the Lhank you," she says. 
" Skeena Zone Drama Festi. "They basically saved our. 
~:~ val, Escape from Happi. necks." 
'.!~ nesscompetes this week in She also thanks Canada 
!: ~ the Mainstage drama festi- Safeway. The play uses a ~ 
val In Kamloops. Nine huge triple layer chocolate 
other plays are competing, cake, and she didn't know 
and two more will be how she would get one 
workshopped, down to Kamloops intact, 
'i !, ' TLT held benefit per- or be able to afford to buy 
, ;:' formances last month to the cake. But  the Safeway 
: / help pay for the trip, and in Kamloops agreed to pro- 
director Marianne Weston vide the cake free o f  
says they barely raised charge. 
::" enough money to squeak While in Kamloops the 
}{ by~She and the cast are cast and crew will also 
:", grateful for* , the support have the chance to:. take 
:j~:' ~q~ by  the con~.unity. :r part/~ workshOps and lec,  
"~WeS~n also credds Tar, .,tures. " L " " " " ~ ~ i ' 
Thank You 
Dear Sir:. 
The Caledonia Senior Secondary's career preparation department ' 
wishes to thank numerous employers for permitting students into 
their workplace. 
Without employer support and cooperation, the work experience : : 
portion would not be possible and many students would not be in- 
lzoduced into the world of work. 
In the next school year this program st Caledonia will be expand- 
ing. Additional employers will be needed, 
If Interested, please contact hat Erasmus, Norms Van Raalte or 
Gerry Sharplea tCaledonia at 635,6531. ~: ~ , . . . . .  
Gerry Sharpies 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 5, 1995 - B3 
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FOUNDA'nON 
RADELET & COMPANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, B.C. 
Companies , Family Trusts • Tax Matters 
James W. Radelet Phone 689.0878 Fax 689.1386 
I 
Box 22, . 
IMPROVING Teriace B.C Major Credit Cards 
YOU"  'i L ' V8G 4 ~  ' : r A = 0 p t ~  P 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation Is 
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
~ ~IL'~ER . '  
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send your 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 
address and the name and address of the next-of.kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
Value and qualltyh[]]  
g at. selection. 
., ~ ~: :', : 
• ,} /~} .......... : :~  
L. %: ~ ,.,.~ GEHERIC 
ICE CREAM 
FRESH 
CHERRIES 
4 Litre ~ I I L ~ ~  a.29 k~nb 
UMIT OF 1. .~. No. i Grade, 
• ,n  
N'  
--19sj LOIN Fresh, Whole or Haft. 
• 4.37 kg/fl~ 
,- : ~$t~o .'~ 
,,,u,..,oo,., ]4 9 SOUP ~ F 
Campbell',. I~  0 
2~4m~ 11 R 
!:: ,~.,~E 
CHICKEfl / 8 LaSS i~' 
Book oll~ch~d. Frozen. I ~  
Sold in a 5 kg Box ~ i 
for $6.40. ' a~, 
1.28 kg/Ib ~ 
! 
STAHDIHG A AAOICRAGMOHT ~i= 
she ROAST"~I - IX  I ISOFT DRIHKS 11[11 II:]ll 
Bee|. Previously i'rozen. ~ ,~r~l~ I I ~e~. or Diel. Plus depo,il ~ 
UMff OF 2. d ~ J  I & envir°" lax °r levy ~ ~  
7,23kg/ib ~ [ iwh°reoppli¢°ble'[ 21 ,~ ~ i ~ ~ J ~  
iTRAWBERRI j~  A A  
F,=o ur Bo~.,,,,. O J l f  N 
e~nch 
JU ICE  $T~WBERM$~UUI  
Frozen concon l ro le .  No .  I Grade•  n m i 
LIMIT OF1 PER CUSTOMER. V I 
~ , ~  ~.t:~:,,~T~ .~ 
CHEESE ~AaI~IITASTETELLS i~L I  PUNCHESor ~,~1 BATHROOM*Aa~A 
T,m m=uu wmoor- m=,,mown_ nn ,  nssu= 
,,u.oo. . _  ,, _ .  1.1  ro--.oo. oo 90 I e,~.,~.,o ,ood ~ 7 7  II ~,0o, 00~ P,eces.' H M ~olch Buy. P T, ulyFine, g g  
I ~'  " "  II ~"~ ~ m I ~ ,m~en/ I  "~ ~-  I 
CALL FOR ~- ~" 
Customer Servlce..635-7206 Manager...;; ....... 635-7280 I M0n. ':Frl...:~.:::.: ..... O-O II 
Dell. ..................... 635-1374 Bakery,. .... ",.".-635:1372 / I ~ - -  .......... ~ ; I I 
t FI0ral; . . . . . . .  ; .  . . . . .  ,...635-1371 Pharmacy..;,,.',.'635,1375 
, ,! 
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RATES 
: 638-7283 
" " FRIDAY 5 * DEADLINE: P.M. * 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: Wheii a'stat:holiday falls, on a 
Saturday, Sundayl orMonday, the deadline :lsThiireday:at 6 p.m. 
for all displayrand:classlf], :d ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE, i 
TERRACE B.C, V8G1S8 L! / !  :; , 
All classified and classified display:acis must beprei~aidbYeither ~cash, Visa or 
Mastercard, When phoning in ads please have your Visa or Mastercard number 
ready~. :.,..~:~..:;:~-;:;_.: :~- j . . .~ . :  .:::.:-~.:-, ,:.-:: ...-~ , , . .  
CLASSIFIEDWORB.tiDS : . "  " - ~GALADVERTISING' 
20 words or less 
1 Insertion- $5.00 
3 Insertions - $12.00 
6 Insertions-SIS.00 
*Additional words 15¢ each 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$10.30 per c01umn inch . 
$11.34 per column lncll 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
$2125 for 3 Inches, includes 1 photo, 
*Add~tional t $6,01 per Inch 
$2135 for 31ni:hes -11 -: .,, :.*;" 
*Additldnal t $6.01 per Inch 
CONFIDENTIAL  • BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2;00 Malib= $5;00: • 
For regional Coverage' place your ad in the weekend edition of the Skeena 
Marketplace. / :-:i_ " : . . ,  :" . . . .  " -- ..... .; . .  ! --.. 
OVER 30-CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate ' ~. 12. M0torcycle8 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25: BUsiness 
3. For Rent 114. Boats & Marine - OPl~ortunities 
4. Wanted to Rent,/: :15: Machinery- 26. Personals' 
5. ForSale Misc; ~ t6~ Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. , !7. Garage Sales 28.Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 181 Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. CatsforSale ;": .19/l:bst & Found ~_ 301 Obituaries. 
9. Trucks f0~Sale ;-. 20, Pets& Livestock i: 31. ,~uotion Sales 
10. Aircraft i"  121,: Help Wanted 321 Lega Not ces 
11. Recieational :: 22,careers 33,:Tiavel/:: 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted -. - 
" ; 'L ~:, ' " " "" 
The Terrace Standard reserves"the right to c ias~:ads  under appropriate headings 
and to set rates therefore and to determine page lacatlon.- , . , . , 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisersthat Is Is against the provincial Human 
Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children marital status and employment when 
placing ForRent" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. • 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify .or reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the.News Box Reply Service, and 
to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold' Instructions not picked up within 10 days of explry of an 
advertisement will be  destroyed ~unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
answering Box Numbem are requested not to send original documents to a, yold loss. i. ~ 
• . All Claims Of errors In advertisements must be received:by the'pUbllsher'wlthln 30 
days after the~flrst publl~tlon:i~ ),< .~ ,,~ -,..; ........ . . . .  ~.+ . . . . . . . . .  ..,-...~,,.~ ~, " 
I t l s  agreed:by,,thi~. Sd{,effl§~r~.:re~i~tlng,,space thai-the'liability ~ ~f:tho :Terra~ 
Standard Inthe event of'failure to publish an advertisement as published shall be 
limited to the amount paid by the adverUser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the 
portion of the advertlstllg space occupled by the Incorrect or omitted Item only, and that 
there shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising 
1. REAL ESTATE 
. Lo. 
PINE or MILLED or 
SPRUCE HANDCRAFTED 
CUSTOMIZEDTO YOUR NEEDS 
REASONABLE FREE PLANS 
RATES & PRICES 
CALL 638-0520 
(Rear View) 
Quality 1344 b. home horseshoe 
area. Full finished dry basement. 
Luxury master bdrnq & ensuite. 
Deluxe kitchen wilh nook. Nat. gas 
heat & hot water• Rear patio, 
garden, fruit trees. 
4623 Soucie. 
Appo in lment  only. 
635-4474 
See. to appreciate, 
New Custom Home 
3507 Gordon Drive 
FEATURES 
, Approx.  1850 sq. ft 
• 3 beds, 3 baths 
• Master  bedroom has 
luxury ensuite 
• Full basement  
• Landscaping complete  
• Nat. gas f ireplace 
• Mountain v iews 
• Large windows 
• Modern  decor 
• Open floor plan 
• Large modern kitchen 
with 8-foot island 
• Living and dining rooms 
have vaulted cei l ings 
For Sale By Owners 
$195,000 obo 
638-8809 
7~ i ' m i ~  w mmnlt 
• ~'~. OFTERRACE reliableservlce today .  
2397 HEMLOCk STREET 2374 HEMLOCK STREET 
Just I~led. Great family home tastefully renovot~ wilh e Why ~ toni when Wu can own Ibis good stealer home 
counl~' Iloirl f'oi~I ivf~ro~ end pine wells. Counh'/elite dfordobly pdcod at S79,900 MLS. Ibis mobile hm been well 
kitr.hen is lhe hect of the home with parquet t'ooring, eok minthinod end is Ixight end cleon Ihroughout. Home bes a 
cob~ne~, sunshi~ ceilinp and large lecture v,.T~ow thor large ddil~o~ w~lh o sunken den~mlly oreo, 2 bedroo~, 
hrf~ lhe o~ldoon i , New sunken forni~y room has o cozy sol, tel gas beet end k locked on o good did lot wirn o 
woo~ov~ od wtte~ (eiling~. Godeners will be delighled 20x3~t wired shop wi~ (erneot Iloo~. Indu~ frtdge nd 
w~th I e ~dv.oped yod end ertobl~h~ flower ~d~ ~f~o 3 - stove. J~ move im end en oyl (o]1 ~zonne hx~yl 
good sized I~dn~m ~ui wi~d ~0p w~ loft n~o t, rtl ~ ' .* ' 
!:,,m n ~U~T to i~i ;(!~ ~n le moAot, $t26 500 ItS 
TERRACE 
. . . .  , . . .  • .  
CTION AiDS 
. . . . . . . .  < . -~ ;',~? . . .  : .. " . 
1. REAL ESTATE 1. REAL ESTATE 
  Ted Garner In Attendance 
635-5619 
3524Th0mas St, 
Thursday, July 6/95 
6pm,8pm 
635-6361 
I ndependent~/  Owne d and  Operated  
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 - 
WE WORK TOGETHER FOR YOU! 
J oyce  F ind lay  Shei la  Love  
635 .2697 635-3004 .... 
OPEN HOUSES 
Thursday, July 6, 1995 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. 
4947 Twedle 
Avenue 
:> $159,500 MLS 
Saturday, July 8, 1995 
• ..~-., ~l l :  . . . .  . .~, :. ~ ',~ I 
• . ' "~'t:',~-., , . .~ i~ ' : '~z~-~:~ m+' .~: :  m .  . "~<'~ " " • ". ". ~, : ;~ ~i l i ,~ l . ,~ .~ 
~ ' ,;.:~ , ' :  , .~ . . . . .  ' " - - ' . ~ ~  ~ :~- _ ~ W 
10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 
3463 Edlund Avenue 4721 Soucle Avenue 
$89,900 MLS $99,500 MLS 
11:15 a.m. - 12:309,m, '  11 : Ida . re . -  12 :30p.m.  
4708 Straume Avenue 4722 Homer Avenue 
$112,000 E×C $112,500 MLS 
1. REAL ESTATE - li REAL ESTATE ::::t; ~iiT; ' ;;• 7:i:i i 
FOR SALE OR TRADE - -  Ocean view 850 SO' 2 BDRM. OLDER character'.• ~..;;{ 
home on, Vancouver Island, 2 br up, full home on large private lot. Full ppritail~, i ~i': 
bedroom suite in basement. Quality built . finishedbasement. N,G.- Heat hot water 
home, One hour to Victoria, 1/2 hour to, and firePlace, C/W 4appliances. ~16x 2~' 
Nanaimo and ferry, Will consider trades detatched garage, 638-0040. - ; 7,,,i!~ :•i: 
down or across with the house ,with 
acreage or waterfront in Francois Lake 1060 SQ.FT,^HOU,SE FOR, SALEi~!!N. i ; i  
area Vaue  I$ .¢1K~ ~nn t.RnA 9,~"/~,~ ptcuturesque L~ranlsle. u oearooms, new . '  
after'6 p m or  JimHaflRFl#4~..a'~c~sm'~th : ' ,carpei .In masterl bedro0m. Fresh pa st' r i 
Be VOR'2r:0. ' Ins!de ~kyllghts.in kitchen and bathroq,m: , *:- 
3 BEDROOM HOME WITH:1750 sq, ft, *.$58,000; Call 697-6326. -;i~':',:L . 
finished living area, N/G and wood heat DESIRABLE . LOT IN•  THORNHILL • 
with large detached shop 24 x 30 on 3/4 suitable for'modular home. Call 635~7447~ 
acre at 3882 Mountainview avenue 
(l"hornhill) must be seen to appreciate 
size $139,900. Call 635-3i33 (Days) 635. 
7264 evenings. 
GRANISLE TWO FOR ONE 3 hr. home 
i with veranda, finished basement, shop, 
' i  garage. Great view. 2 br, home, 1 acre 
lot, shop~ landscaped. Both houses 
recently renovated. Bablne Lake at your 
doorstep, Will sell / trade for home in 
• . Prince George or will sell separately, 1- 
604.697-6341] 
2300 SQ; FT. HOME.FOR SALE at 3511 
Gordon Drive, 4 bedrooms, ensuite in 
master bedroom, oak fioodng and 
cabinets, N/G fireplace, 2 car garage. Call 
635-7497. 
2 ADJACENT LOTS, 2 ACRESEACH in 
Jack Pine fiats. For sale by- owner 
$27,000.00 each 635.4261. 
160 ACRES CLOSE TO VANDERHOOF 
on pavement with power available. Nicely 
treed property with a mix of Poplar and 
immature Pine. $65,000.00. Call Dave 
Philpott 567-2312. 
150 ACRES ON SMALL LAKE NEAR 
Vanderhoof. Beautiful og cabin set In Rr 
trees overlooking lake, Drilled well, power, 
phone, furnace, fireplace, creek: Call 567- 
2312, - ' 
~"NTED.TO BUY. 25 ACRES & or 1/4 
section preferable •with house;, creak or 
lake, NO calls Fri. eva. or Sat. please 1- 
3 YEAR OLD_ SIX BEDROOM LARGE 
family home with suite potential:a!!~ady: i 
plumbed and w red for basement k ti:hen; 
Six bedrooms, oak cabinets m0-1d~ 
ceilingsl fddge stove, built-in dishwasher, 
N/G, garage, large lot, 5119 Medeek: 
Phone 635-9116 for appolntmeni 
$162,900, Open house form • 1-3 p.m. ori . "~ 
Sunday. : ' " . 
LAKESHORE PROPERTY AT LAKELSE i• i '.~ 
Lake. 600 ft. beach frontage on 3 acres.'. :~!ii! ~ 
D,L683 1200 sq, foot, 3 bedroom home; i :. 
1 1/2 baths. 2 bay garage and Iot:Seilin/] : 
price $325,000. Phone 635-5021 ~ 
appointment to view. , . ~,'~ - 
IMMACULATE '92 1460 SO.  FT. 3 ,i:'i~;ii:! 
bedroom mobile, home situat~d~.~n': :::7: ~ 
developed 2.5 acre lot: Cathedralcelllng ~-;=~/-;:;, 
large bathroom •:with oval, tub, a i r .  ;~i 
conditioning, large kitchen with bla~/i .''L ;L>.!;!~ 
window & sliding glass doors, 14,x 24 
cedar deck & Storage. shed. Asking.,  ,<:~t~! "~
$132,500,00. Open to offers. 0a111i635! : :.!~-!i::-: 
9592 to vlaw~ : ' ::>~:~  ' :i/~/:~ 
3 BDRM. TRAILER WITH 2 ADD TIONS, ~ ' i!ii~ 7
fireplace, N.G. Heaton 80 x 200 fen'~ed - :_:i::!i/ 
yard, wired shop, storage She&'~il~ ~-••!-~: 
• ~ornhill. Asking $97,500,00 638-1587;!!: ~ : ;*.! 
GRANISLE COMM ERCIAL PROPERTY; !i :-!ii~! i 
Large corner lot wiih trailer comp!ex. !deai :,i :~!i~ ~;,
location. $50 O00, Call: W, Jeffrey at 697 -~'' : .;. :=~!i!~,: 
2337 or J. Smith at 697-6353,. ~ :::~::i~;: ~i ./.::~:,:,:: 
• 4 BEDROOM HOME CENTRAE[.Y :: 17!'i:! ]ii~i 
604-547-9779, 
3 BEDROOM DOUBLEWIDE. 4 • 
appliances, n/g and wood heat. W, qarge . offers. 635-9194. 
addition and new roof over entire home. 
All situated on a large fenced corner lot." 
with 24x16 shop. (Thornhill) Asking. 638- 
8348 (Days) after 8 a.m. or 638.0237 , 
(evenings) after 7 a,m. 
FOR SALE IN BENCH AREA -~, Bdr,, 
livingroom, rec room, family room, laundry 
room, workshop, 1 1/2 baths, fully finished 
and.ren~/ated home; For:,~o,einfo•cait: 
635-9338.  " ~ ''~ 
NEW CUSTOM BUILT HOME AT 3507 
Gordon Drive. For sale by owners. 
Approx.1850 sq. ft, 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, 
including luxury ensuits with jacuzzi tub. 
Large modern kitchen with island. Natural 
gas fireplace. Mountain views. Large 
windows. Open floor plan, 2 car garage, 
and full basement. Landscaping 
complete, Plus many other features, 
Asking $195,000. Call 638-8809 for more 
information. 
Located in the 4800 block of UcConnelL i i:~i!!~i ~ 
Newly renovated 1 1/2 bath 5 mln. from: -;. i!~i~i 
school. •Asking $140,000 but open : to  ~;  
t " " : \  
2. MOBILE HOMES " :  
14'x68' 1994 bleW MOBILE HOME: 
ready for occupancy 2 bedr. gas heat ~., .~ 
vendor financing available, Also, quality ; 
pads for new homes. Call Gordon, 638;/  
1182 or Mary to view 638-0800. '~,.~ - - 
3 hr. in' e~ceuent condition, appllandes;, 
$23,000. 1978 14 x 68 2 br, kitcllen~m - 
done, new carpet & wall paper. Great • 
condition, $19,000, Will deliver. 1-403;. 
458-6398 . . . .  ~ ~; 
1980 3 BEDROOM 2 FULl; BATHS, 
Asphalt roof $28,000. 1980.2 bedoom, ~ i 
bath, $25,500. 1975 3 bedroom, 1 bath 
new asphalt roof, $23,500, In ex(~elle~lt 
shape. Free delivery 306-694-62821 
Moose Jaw. 
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IDR, 1 BATH, 4 
perfect condition 
~, $32,200, Ph: 
IOMES for sale. 
Quesnel area, 
up.' 1-800-755- 
'. 9943). 
MUUILI:: HUM)" IUWIRL~ 1P' AND 14' 
-i I Wi e, Call Yellowhead Trailer Towing for 
estim~ate a47.8986. 
MT. ELIZABETH 
APARTMENTS 
Special Reduced 
Commuting Rates 
(OAC.) 
Limited Time Offed 
Our"Guests' will receive: 
,Mature Adult Oriented Apartment 
Uving 
.Free Cable TV (inst. incl.) 
,Free Heat, Hot Water & Heate~l 
S!orage 
,Appliances & New Venetian Blinds 
(incl, coin laundry facilities on 
premises). 
.References required. 
FOR APPOINTMENT TO VIEW 
632-2822 
4, WANTED TO RENT 
FAMILY OF 5 LOOKING for 3-4 bedroom 
house preferrably tn town. References 
available. Call 635-6467. 
YOUNG FAMILY OF 3 LOOKING for 2 
bedroom accommodation with yard to rent 
(have well behaved dog.) Call 638.2114 
(days) or 635-6636 [evenings) (Kelly.) 
NEEDED BY AUG, l/95 HOUSE OUT of 
town preferably Thornhill or Jackpine fiats 
area. Married couple, no children. 
References available 635.0860. After 6 
PROFFES~IONAL COUPLE WITH"f0bi' 
children seeking assumable mortag~ and 
or rental unit immediately.638-7770. 
FAMILY OF FOUR LOOKING TO RENT 
or lease 3 bdrm. house, duplex, 
townhouse, Prefer bench area. 
References 635.2717. 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome, Buy and sell. BilrSGLiitar Shop, 
632-4102. Call today. Fax 639.9879, 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Now dealing in Takamine. Bill's 
IFOR RENT1 BEDROOM FURNISHED n Guitar Shop. 632-4102 Call today, Fax, 
,i:i~0i:fihill: ~n0: pets,, References required. 639-9879. ' .. . : 
:~II~:W'~ERFRONT 50~-"AG~" AT LAKELSE groove, 4 sides, 3/4In thick, 121n longer. 
i:/f~l~e,iomth; walk to Furlong 5 min. drive Rustic grade $3.10 per sq.ft. Clear grade 
tsprings, Full k!tchen, $4,15 per sq.ft. Francois Lake I
2496. Woodworking, 1-695-6616 
BASEMENT SUITE. ~ 
~ould apply. N,S. No 
,1 week of July 635- 
- 2000 sq. ft. 
office space. 
4O73 Lakelse Avenue 
Available now. 
Call Dr. Zuchiatti 635-2552 
Summit  Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
Racquetball Courts 
, No Pets • 
Call: 635-5968 
WAREHOUSE 
OFFICE 
SPACE 
FOR RENT 
1,000 - 7,000 sq.ft. 
Prime in town location 
635-7171 
JHALL FOR REN T 
i . :  " K~N COMPLEX " 
: IT !  4119 North Sparks St. 
:l ~ ' : Terrace, BC 
~I<WO have an excellent setting for your 
illreceptlon; central location next to 
J.Heritage Park. We can accommodate 
~' | 120 • 100 people for weddings, meetings, 
:l/etc, Full bar and kitchen provided, bar, 
~l~!t6hding aVailable. Please call Robert 
iiJi'Finlayson at 638.1231 for viewing and 
~a,i,~" , * '" 
PRE-FABRICATED utility and storage 
sheds, joey shacks, garages, and 
snowroofs over trailers. Phone Dirk 
Bakker 638.1768 evenings. 
MOUNT LAYI"ON HOTSPRINGS. Hay 
$3.00 / Ball. Potatoes $ $12.00 / 50 Ibs. 
Call 798.2214, 
GRADS, BRIDES, LADIES.,.quality hand- 
made clothing. Custom tailored to fit your 
figure, Satisfaction guaranteed. ' All 
deadlines met. For appt. 638-7966, 
FOR SALE: 8 FT, CAMPERETTE TRI- 
Star. Asking $55&00 or best offer, Phone 
635.4768. 
2 UTIUTY TRRAILERS FOR SALE $300 
each OBO, Call 635-1956. 
r l i 
BUY OR SELL I 
I Tupperware  KAREN MA'I-rEIS 635-7810 Pacific 
CEDAR FENCING 
' , ROUGH CUT 
I:IX 6,:X 4' ' $1.10 ea, 
1 X6  x5  $1,40ea. 
1" x 6" x 6' $1.70 ea,. 
2" x 4" x 8' $2.90 ea, 
2" x 4" x 10' $3.60 ea, 
2"x4"  x i2 '  $4,40 ea, 
4" x 4" x 8' $7,50 ea. 
Landscaping, Raised 
Beds, Decks, Wall(ways 
& Docks 
6" x 6" $2.40 per linear foot 
2" x 10" 95¢ per linear foot 
Compare our Prices 
DEPENDABLE 
,LOMBER 
Please PHONE FIRSTI 
Box 7 between 8:O0 and 9:00 a,m, 
Hazelton, BC : :  842"5660 
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CTiON ADS 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 5. FOR SALE MISC. 
WATERSPCRT & DIVING SUITSI DOGHOUSE FOR SALEI $100.00 638- 
Excellent selection, great prices. Perfect 8902. 
for waterskiing, windsurfing, Kayaking, 
scuba diving. Call Aqua Fun Divers, 604- LUMBER. SQUARE CANTS 4'x4', 4'x6', 
695-6485. 6'x6', 8'x8'. Prices from $285/1630 BF Dry 
37.5 KVA 3 H/P KOTO Generator with a 
Deutz Diesel on steel skids. Good 
condition. $6,300. Phone 1-604-396- 
7024. 
ONE LATERAL FILE CABINET, 4 drawer 
legal, 63" high, 36" wide. New $1250. Will 
sell for $750, OBO 845-3771 eves. 
Pine, For Info call Beckers Alpine' Cedar 
Products 847.5551. 
BRAND NEW ALUMINUM FUEL •TANK- 
fits MI-size chev. truck, Manufactured to 
fit in front of 5th wheel hook-up flush with 
top of box, Approx. 120 Gal $300 firm. 
Phone 635-7681, 
5. FOR SALE MISC, 
1978 OK CAMPER 8' MINT COND, 
$3500 firm. Must be seen. 1981 Kawasaki 
750, good cond., $1200, 15" Simeon 
barrel racing saddle, $600, 21' Rienell 
boat, under 500 hrs, new top, good cond. 
$12,000, 692-7324. 
LADY KENMORE WASHING MACHINE 
(White) GRC $175 OBO. Call 635.2955. 
WE BUY ANTLERS. ALL KINDS. Will 
arrange home visit. Evening calls are fine, 
Call toll free 1-800-241.5755 or (604)626. 
1938. 
ANTIQUE OAK LONS PAW > TABLE. 
Ught Oak colour. Opens outto over 6 ft, 
Premium condition. $1060,00. Call638- 
8960. 
FOR SALE - ONE ROLL,~ NEW carpet 
3203. Heavy Duty,'speclal foam backed; 
light beige 12' x 4£$656.00 (54 sq. yds,) 
Phone 635.2577. , .... ,, 
CHILD'S SWING(2 SEATS AND glider) 
G.C. $25.00 Baby Crib, pleln white G,C, 
$30.00. Girls bikes $10 - $30 635-5518. 
LARGE BIRD CAGE FOR SALE. Suitable 
for larger bird Like new. $50.00 Bird Gym 
for larger bird. $25.00 635-6609 
• , ~v~ I . . . . .  v... Gain, Stre~s & Fatlgue, PMS, Skin" Sleeping, 
H~F'E ,  INTER t~*~*~N~ ~'  (~1; )  AT IONAL i HalrSalon 
~ ' ~  INDEPENDENTDISTRIBUTOR 1 : '~: " :  Summer Perm Special • I 
I: ~ ! "  Shoa ...................................................... Sss 
, Optional Health and Beauty through Cellular Nutrition [: " . , ' .~"  Med ........................................... ~ i.....860 
' dosef  Kucera, B.Sc. I :  : ! ~  Long ..............................  ............... L.....$65 
5312 Mountain Vista J~ ' l~  ALL HATURAL PRODUGS I '" -~: ; . '  By Appointment Only N(~U$ 
I ~ Cindy Zaporzan .'~. TERRACE, V8G 4X5 r ~  LOOK GOOD, FEEL GREAT NOW! ~ ~'@J)O .~11 '~ 2041 HemlOCK 
Help Wsntedl ~1.  THERMOJETICS, DEPJ~JETIC$ Ig lOO' lU,~: /  Terrace 
I~Y i,e#,e 
lone Nic01son 
Certified Raflexologist, 
Nutrition Consultant and Body Work 
Bus. (604) 635-1919 
Miche le  's 
BODY CARE 
Specializing in: 
Facials, 
Body 'Waxin& 
& Nail.Care 
3992-A Old Lakclse Lake Dflv~, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3V I  
Phone 638-1949 
for information 
Owner: MICHELE CLARK.SON 
Access The Internet From Your Home 
Cruise The World Wide Web 
Use E-mail And Much More 
635-4189 
KITCHEN  
Oikos  Bu i lders  
Rne European Style Cabinets 
Beautifully Installed 
Call us; we'll help you with design, colour &costs. 
Ron & Donne On" 635-5309 
0 
phone & fax 
Residential Construction & Renovations 
J ames  Thomsen 
Territory Manager 
Canterbury Food Service Ltdl 
Three T Industries 
4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1A5 
Telephone 604-638-1017 
Fax 604-638-1012 
M.V. Mistann Charters 
: 
Adve,  ~& Creaf3~e Services ~ ' L.~ 
: ', ~!'ecfi.'ve Me~ges l  . / 
• . T~ ~y!sI£N ".,~I~T" v~.o - '  ~ 
GET~ ~RESI )LTS ,  '..":',('!~" 
CHRIS He' ~ i 638-0977' ; !: 
Will take you and 
your party to the 
best fishing and 
diving locations in 
the Northwest! 
For More Info 
Phone (604)635-9350 Fax (604)635-9350 
Let us take care of your paperwork! 
• Computerized Accounting, : 
.Word Processing ~: ~ . : ~: ",i 
• Filing .Faxing .Photocopying , ~ 
• Relief Clerical Work for Employers:,": '/~ 
Effective Office Services/:/i;i* 
635,5869 
DJ MAIN CONSTRUCTION 
• Custom Housing • Finishing .?,are " 
• Residential Framing • Foundations 
• Commercial Renovations 638'0929 ./.,": 
Tues. =:Sat. 
Phone 635-1745 Fax 635-1748 6 AM, 5 PM 
You've Tried The Rest, WhyNot Try 
PET GROOMING 
(All Breeds) " • • 
Convenient Professional Care " • 
Lor ra ine  Moth  
75 
":  
. )q  : : .•  
fine dinin9 at 
Terace, B.C. VSG 4A6 
.~ ' /umo 6?y6 ' - ,~ot  ? 
Educational Toys For All Ages 
~ ' °  Posters "Books 
.Games~ -.Puzzles 
/ r z .>~l  and more ~ "' 
Skeena Mall 
fla/f aV' AG is here! 
~ We now carry a full line of AG haircare and styling products. "Made in Canada by 
Canadians, 
It 
SALON BARBER SHOP for Canadians 
4644 Lakelse Ave.Terrace, BC 
635-5727 
izts~utralt 
M=~, . ,~  . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . , ,  .I O u~ • nl p~ 
"n J=m.~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , . . . . .  D =am - m I=Mrl 
=====================  -'~: ". g.N-  
" 5: ! "-i• !': 
iain coast  Chipper,,  
~,_ __tRervteasi . . . . . . .  T 
Chips Stumps to Mulch withMinlmum!; ! 
Lan eDamage~, i :  : :;:~,,:<. 
FreeEstidi&teS:; ;/:;",i, ~ ~ : '<~ ~: .... " ~. ;: ; '~',: 
~'~:~;*~L- i: ': • ~:/•~] 
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5~FORSAEEMISCi'~;!!~ :~  I 
ROXTENSOUDMAPLE;.FURNTURE i' , 8,~AI~_~ I=t'lD ~A/l= 
lar . . . .  • , . . . . . .  - . ..,-., . . . . v , ,  ,.,,...,. ge china cabinet & hutch, Large dining ,~ ,, 
room table w/6 Chairs Coffee/end tables. 1985 CHEV CAVALIER 125,000 kin, Sun 
Excellent opportunity :to buy quality roof, tape deck, 6 cyl, auto $3,000 Ph 
fumiture. Nord Heinner Piano to view 638-8927 eves. 
phone 635.4534, 1966 MUSTANG COUPE WHITE/RED 
BIRCH F, LOORING;T & G, end-matched, interior: r Restored, new motor, no rust. 
Inventory clear.out saleI,We've changed Auto, 302, $7500,00, OBO. 1,604.695- 
the dimension of our flooring, Old stock is 6561~ ' 
to be sold atdrastically reduced prices 
starting at $1.95 sq. ft. Francois Lake 1993 CHEVROLET 4 WDR, P.U. 20,000 
KM, $12,700,638.1636. 
CTI()N 
dishwasher, • counter range,, hood 
IBM COMPATIBLE 386 COMPU~h 
8. CARS FOR SALE 
1977 PONTIAC TRANS-AM 400. 
Automatic, excellent running condition 
$2000 OB0 635.2219 evenings. 
1992 HONDA CIVIC 4 DOOR sedan still 
on warranty, Red. $12,595. Call 638.8171 
dlr#9662. 
1990• HONDA CIVIC 4 SPEED 
Halchback. $6,495. Call 638.8171 
dlr#9662. Woodworking Ltd, Phone: (604) 695- 
6405. -. 1978 VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE in 1990 HONDA CIVIC DX Hatchback 5 
DEU COFFEE SHOP EQUIPMENT, 8ft. good condition: Fuel injected motor..Pull speed, cassette. $7,995, Call 638.8171 
dell cases, pop cooler, peseta machine, cassette. Asking .$9500.00, Will take • dlr#9662. 
8 hole dipping cabinet, hotdog cooker, horse trailer In trade. 1.604-692-7427. 
pizza oven, warmer .... wall oven;". .... :, '~ " "' ' ,,, 
We're  Here  to  He lp .  = 
a, ,  ;c 
• Victor Cavalheiro and Steve Butler work as a team to 
help youl Together they have over 50 years of sales 
experience. Come in today for all your 
personal/commercial vehicle needs. 
[ ]  1 ] ] i~  
TERRACE 635-4941 KITIMAT 632-4941 
OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS PLEASE CALL 1-8OO-8MCEWAN* 
l i  I I II 
color monitor. 51/4 & 3 1/2 Disk Drive. 
Colorado tape back-up system included. 1 
Meg, Ram Keyboard mouse. $1500.00, 
Call between 9:30.6 p.m. Mon.Fri. 635- 
2387 or 635.3157 evenings. 
i i  
6. WANTED MISC. 
TIMB~:R WANTED - WILL LOG your 
property, any amount considered 
Spedalize In select logging. LDL 
Contracting 330-4342 or Ph or Fax 330- 
4433. . 
WANTED TO BYA 1989 OR NEWER 
mini van, Two wheel dr. 7 passenger. Call 
635-6940. 
mlV l  i 
7. FOR RENT MISC. 
i i i  ,i 
CAMP CALEDONIA ON TYHEE LAKE is 
renting space for group gatherings. 
Accomedations for 60 people with many 
water and sport activities. Spaces 
available $100 day including. All facilities 
except canoes $5 day, Laundry $10 day. 
Call registrar at 847-3885. 
8. CARS FOR SALE 
i 
1980 MAZDA GLC 2 DR. HATCHBACK 
$500 OBO 638-8329 after 6 p,m. 
1988 OLDSMOBILECUTLASS Supreme. 
E,C,, fully loaded, 48,000 kin, new tires, 
$10,000,00 635-6862. 
, , ,=  
~ BCYCNA 
BRITISH' 
COLUMBIA. 
AHD 'YUKO~ 
COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPERS 
• ~OCI,'kTIO N 
"'- II1 I 
1977 CADILLAC COUPE DEVILLE 
$900.00 635-7756 after 6 p.m. 
1971 7./28 CAMARO 350 LTI 330 hp, 4 
speed M21 4:11 Posi.trac numbers 
match. Excellent condition 847.6120. 
9, TRUCKS FOR SALE 
Need a Company Car, 
a specialized truck or 
a whole fleet? 
Whatever  your  bus iness  vehic le  
needs, I have the knowledge to 
find the vehicle'and the plan to 
suit your requirements. 
Norm Flann 
635-4941 
i-eOO.SMCEWAN 
I (,~oo.scz~) 
J JMcEwan [H,,, el 
II T . . . c .  =r-"-'~ I
Hwy.-16 West Terrace 
$25o These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon word~ and reach more than 3 miffon readers. 
TO PLACE . .AN .A..D~C_ALL.THIS PAPER OR THE. BCYC.NA-A-.T-(804)669-.9p~9 ......: -..~,;0'0each-addit~natworcl 
II iiiiiii ii ~ ~11 
AUTO BUSlNE.,%S PERSONALS 
BOND MECHANICALLtd. THREE PRE-CFYblondes 
Engines from. $995 . 6 have exciting personal 
months to pay', 6year  photostosharel Free;.di~ 
::. :~ 20,000 war~nty, Bultdlng creet info call tollL'~ee~ 
.... .engines for28yeam:872- ' 1(80b)93..KAREN orwdte: 
: ~,0~i;;: ,8-8,-TDays., -:..i ~Kai'en, :B0:< 670'-~GB'. 
C~'[~AENG[NES Ltd Kelowna; BC-V1Y 7P2. 
:..: QualitY rem_anufactured I Adultsi 
engines6 cyl from$1,O45. [ ~  
'V8 .from. $1..,165.~ 6yr.q 
120,000km limited war- I PP. " 
ranty. 58o..1o5o'or t-80o-I, nity, Start a new business 
665-3570. 12345.114 or convert your existing 
Ave, Surrey BCAA Am ]ncomeTaxBusinessto a 
proved . "  : ' " U & R Tax Depot, A mar. 
TR . . . .  = . . . .  ' ket le~der In.income tax 
Tr U,CKSI_ TBUC.KS= prepara'don providing: 24 
ucKs~ unoose ~rom 
$2,000,00011ghtdutybuok years expertenoe, a 
invento~. ~We beat the 
compe~on, Call. collect 
Fleet/kbase DepL Brad, 
R0bl or Peter: 594-2277, 
D#5370. 
:. ~BU$1NE$~ . . 
OPPORTUNITIE~ 
GOVERNMENT'ASSIST. 
ANCEPrograms.Govem- 
ment aid, -assistance, 
grants and loans money 
available. For new or' ex- 
Istlng business. Call 1-800-- 
505-.8866. 
proven operating system, 
on-going support, exclu- 
sive territory, low entry 
'ees, fulltralning, discount 
~naneing, ourproven mar- 
(eting plan, increased via- 
bility, low royalty skuo- 
ore, large network. For 
~anchise info call; 1-800- 
665-5144. 
EDUCATION 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
dght now! Free job place- 
ment assistance. FOr In- 
forTnatlordbrochure call 
68%5456/I  -800-666- 
8339. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Vancou- 
verofferscorrespondencs 
courses for the ¢ertifi~te 
of Counselling Studies to 
begin June 30. Fore bro- 
chure phone Toll-free 1- 
800-665-7044. 
BE A Successful 
Writer,..and write for 
money and pieasurewhi[e 
learning how, You get in. 
dMdual tuition from pro- 
fessional writers on all 
aspects of wr]Ung - ro- 
mances, short erodes, re. 
die and "IV s~ipts, art[. 
cles and children's stories. 
Write, call or faxtoday for 
cut Free Book, How To 
Be A Successful Writer', 
Toll-free 1.8D0-267-1 829, 
Fax: 1 (613)74.9-9551. The 
Wrltlng School, 38 
Mc,aJ~urAve. Suite2351, 
Ot[~wa~ ON, K1L 6R2. 
MAKEA Diff'erencot Train, 
upgrade, retire in a pew. 
erful new profession. Be- 
come a Certified Master 
HypnoUst/itypnothorapisL 
Free info~al]on package 
Alandel School & Cllnlo 1= 
800-661-2099 Ext,260. 
WESTERN CANADIAN 
~ chool of Au~oneedng, ext course July 31-Aug, 
12/98. Fore free brochure 
call 1(403)777,9388 or 1, 
800-252~313 or write to: 
83t 5.40 St, S.E., Calgai-y; 
COMPUTERIZED E&I- 
BROIDERY Business. 
Ourl/complete package 
lndUdes:'all equipment, 
computer Softw.~r4, train- 
lhg and support. Fore to- 
tal Investment 0f$49,600,, 
you can enJoyhighretums 
In the Computerized Em- 
broidery Business, now 
avallab[ein youraraa. Call 
• Denlsin CalgarYat 1-800. 
661-9089. 
CRUISE VACATIONS 
Franchise and ctuisesales 
agent opportunities avail- 
able. Train at sea. Unique 
fully automated franchise 
System: Large terrRodes, 
f inancing' available. 
Gordon Froese (604)731- 
5546, i-800-66,5;,18~2. 
' START YOUR ow~ fro. 
grance business for un- 
der $200, Free details - 
send large SASE to: 
Tos~na International Fra- 
grances Inc., 20207-5 
Ave. S.W.I Edmonton, AB, 
,TSP 487. 
B.C, FOODCOURTS Mrs, 
Venally Pizza & Italian 
Foods. Franeh[slng since 
1983~iw~ over 86 Idea- 
• tions'ioffering opportuni- 
'des for Langley, Vernon, 
Wil l iams Lake and 
, Pent~¢ton.Tojoinourteam 
of successful fran chlsee,s, 
contact Nlk Jurkovio 
1(905)823-8883. 
NEWESTBUSINESSOp- 
portunlty, Productsforthe 
envtrsnment. Income po- 
tentlal $5,040, per week. 
For more Information or 
presenfatlon Ioc~ffons calh 
Ron Bidewell oolleot 
i 
EDUCATION HELP WANTED 
LANGARA COLLEGE in VANCOUVER ISLAND 
Vancouverisnowaocept- I Ford Dealership looking 
lng appl!~t[ons,f~ritstwo I ,for: qualified .Ford. Pa~, 
year R~;,~'~ati0n Facllttles l. Service., sales pem6nnel. 
Manag~(~ent :P~Egi;~zr~ : t  P i~6 reply'w~'i'esume:. 
Theprogram foc~es•oo I Gaff Baxandall Ford, 360 
thedestgn, operation and I Old Island Highway. 
management era  wide I Courtenay, V9N 3P3" 
:vadetyofre~eationfacil[- I A']-rENTION'CnH~=, 
+des. App y now for Sap I LORS, TherapiSts, Medi- 
z-, u ~vu",H,~,--u,=,u- I fesslonal Sales Consult- 
FOR SALE MISC. 
BUILDINGS FROM FU- 
TURE,O20xSOorS2Ox38 
or A20x36 $5,975. 
Q25x34 or $25x2.8 or 
A25x24 $5,230. 030x44 
cr $30x40 or A30x38 
$7,626. Including Ends, 
Sliding-Doors, • GST & 
Freight to  Vancouver 1- 
800-668-5111. 
STEEL BUILDINGS; 
"Cheaper Than Wood', 
Quonset-Straightwall 
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
wewon't be underSold. 
Se~ca and satisfacSon 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-8DO.565.. 
9800. 
=NEED A TRAILER?" 
Horse, stock, llama, car 
haulers, equipment and 
cargo trailers. Call us: 
1800-320-62,,[8,Aut~ Mile 
Trailer Sales Ltd, Vemon, 
B.C. 
SAWMILL $4-,895. Saw 
lumber to any size. Largo 
capacity. Low-cost ship. 
ping anywhere. Free in. 
formation. SilvacraftSaw- 
mills, 6625 Ordan Dr., Unit 
B-2, Misslssauga, Ont, 
L.ST lY,2,1-800-578-1363. 
SPAS[ SPAS! Spas[ 
Canada's largest whole-- 
sale company now offers 
unbeatable prices direct 
to you, Complete 5-per- 
son Spa $2699. Over 60 
Spas available. Call 1-800. 
998-6312. 
STAMPS,ALL Collectors, 
used, assorted, all Cana- 
dian. Beatthe rush. Peek- 
ages of 26, For more fn- 
formatlon send S.A,S,E. 
to M. Be~et, P.O. Box 
96, Port Colbome, Ontario 
L3K 5V7. 
KARAOKE- MR. Enter. 
talnment, Canada's larg. 
est karaoke dealer, has 
the largest selection Of 
singalong tapes and re- 
lated karaoke products, 
Call nowfor our free cata- 
logues 1-800-661-7464, 
"TRAMPOLINES: FAC- 
TORY Direct"Excellentfor 
family furl; Save$$$ Parts 
and service Oll all makes. 
1-800-683.2281 or 
J.(604)222 i263. :- 
ants, Motivational Speak- 
ere, Teachers. New ca- 
reeropportunity. Excellent 
income, paid expenses. 
Information: Alandel 
School&Clinic1-800-765- 
6661. Established 1980. 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
CABINETS IN Stock, 
countedops/Van~es also. 
Kffchen Craft Factor~ ot 
lot. Cash &Carry Ca] )in 
Warehouses: *"4278 
Lougheed, Bumaby 298- 
9277"*19700 Bypass, 
Langley 534-7273 --800 
Clove~ale Ave., Victoria 
475-1159 *'561-11th 
Ave., Campbell Privet287- 
8787 *"1868 Spell Rd., 
Kelowna860-.6638 ""2580 
Bowen Rd., Nanaimo 756- 
9229."'12111 Bddgeport, 
Richmond 279-~9691. 
"3566 Massey, Prince 
George 561-2240. 
MACHINERY 
MIGHTY MITE Beam- 
Sawmill Model EI212W, 
electric 75 HP, 575 V. All 
elecbie, Hydraulic, cuts 30' 
long, excellent cond~on, 
7 years old. $25,000 in- 
cludes spare parts. 
(604)695-64051 
MOBILE HOMES 
FACTORY DIRECT. %he 
Ulf~mate in Modular and 
S[ngleWides".Tradeswel. 
corned. Quality Manufac- 
tured Homes I--800--667. 
1533. 
IT'S TIldE to move up, 
way up. Unique two sto- 
rey CapeCod style homes 
nowavallabie. Explore~e 
posslbllilIes. Trades wel. 
cornel Noble Homes, c~ll 
collect 1(403)447"-2333. 
PERSONAL 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC 
Answers. Call your I~S~ 
chlc friends. %900-'51- 
3783 UVS I on .t 24 hours, 
$2.99 per minute 16-h 
Better Living Through 
Awareness", Friends of 
1,000's. 
NORTHAMERICA'8 Pay- 
ohio source, Why welt 
when we have the ~.~.vers 
you need now, Go dire~ 
to the source and Sp ml: 
live to the top psychic ~ h= 
the coOn.by[ Call• t-830. 
628.43431599than $'2,80/ 
rain. Vlsa; Mastercard, ' 
PERSONAL 
PRE'ci"Y GIRLS wfll talk 
to you. Exdtino and per- 
sonal. Major ~rds  ;ac- •. 
cepted...Only $29.95.per , 
Call;" 187iyrs. 1-800-390~":- 
8339:4p.m. t~ 2a:rn. ::: .... 
TAROT. NUMEROLOGY, 
Auras, Clairvoyance. Uve, 
personal p,~,ychics. As 
seen onTV. Lookintoyour 
future. 18+$3.99/Min. 1- 
900-870-2778. 
RARE GIFTED Psychics 
will guide you in all as-, 
pacts of love, success, 
money, difficult decisions. 
Take control of your des- 
tiny! 18+. $3.99/min. Call 
now! i:900-870.2778. 
B,C. & ALTA Fishing re.- 
ports for saltwater, fresh- 
water, lakes & dyers, Up 
to date 1ides and weatfier 
reports for B.C. coastal 
waters. Call 1-900-451- 
6611. 
SHOW TALK is a cenba] 
registry resource centre 
for Talk Show Topics. 
Send us your story, We 
file your case for $3,/ 
month; Box 303, Aylmer, 
Quebec. JgH 5E6, 
REAL ESTATE 
YOUR OWN RV lot on 
Shuswap Lake from 
$24,900. Deeded land, 
sandy beach and c.~tyserv- 
ices.Call 1 (604]679-3323. 
CRESTON-OASIS of the 
Kootenays. EnJoyma[nt~ 
hence free living in luxuri- 
ous CresMewEstatev~w 
condo's. Contact 
Countrywide Preferred 
Prope~es Ltd., P.O. Box 
2248, Creston, B.C. VOB 
1GO. Phone: (604)428- 
9040 or Fax: (604)428- 
9041. 
2 PLACERMINING Pmp- 
erlJes in the At]in, B.C. 
area. One creek ready to 
mir~e. Good ~bln and 
shops. Reports available. 
W.C.P. Ltd,, Box 4909, 
Whitehorse, Y.T. Y1A 
4S2_ 
SERVICES 
WETAKEThe FearOUtof 
ICBC. Major ICBC injurY , 
ctdms. Joel A. Wener, blal 
lawyer for 25years. Call 
free 1-800.665-1138. 
Cont[ngencyfees. Simon, 
Warier & Adler. 
VACA~ON 0POT~ 
PENDER ISLAND In the 
beaulJful GulflslandsB.C, 
A 100 acre farm offers 
secluded cottages with 
trout lake, crops, m, ead- 
0w~, forests and wildlife, 
Get pampered with old 
fashioned meals and 
charm. Float plane and 
boat dock.. Pd~d from 
$120/person including 
meals. Reservations 1- 
800-626.5955, 
DS 
| 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1987 FORD EXTENDED CAB, 4X4 300, 
6cylinder, 5 speed, canopy, $8,995, Call 
638-8171 dlr#9662. 
1987 PLYMOUTH ,. VOYAGER 7 
Passenger. 4 ~linder, 5 spd, am/fm 
cassette, G.C. $6,950.632-3227. 
1989 JEEP YJ. 6 CYLINDER 72,000 km. 
Standard, cassette/ stereo, tilt, soft & 
bikini top, carpeted back and bench seat, 
with trailer hitch. Asking $8500.00. In 
Dease Lk. But will show in Terrace. 
Christine 771-4114 or 771-3403. 
:. • . :x,- 
Be SECURITY FORD 1979; ,THREEquartef - . :.: 
ton; fully equipped; Call: 845.2256; ... .  / . . . .  i 
1987 CHEV SUBURBAN 4:<4 fully loaded, . . . .  il 
350 EFI Traile~" packagm 149,000 kms~ 
Excellent condition. Phone 846.9534. :;~ '- ' 
1985 FORD F150 XLT EXTENDED cab. 
5,8L V8. A.C., Box Une~', Immaculate. 
Must Selll $6,200.00.635.9543. " . . . . . .  
1991 CHEV S-10 EXTENDED CAB. 4X4, 
4.3 Litre, V-6, auto, fully loaded. $13,995. 
Call 638-8171. dlr#9662. 
1992 FORD EXPLORER XL AUTO, a/c, 
cruise, power door Iocks= windows, 
mirrors. $20,595. 638.8171 dlr#9662.. 
Northern  In fo rmat ion  Sys tems 
Computer accounting system specialists 
~ , ~  - Abacus II Qualified Installer: 
sales, training and support 
- ACCPAC Plus setup & support 
- Softrak add-one for ACCPAC 
~£OUlg l /~  $YST[M~ 
- Networks and communications 
R. Alan Sande, CMA (604) 635-1755 
25 Years Experience 
Specializing in Marble, Glass Blocks and Tile 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 
GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
Ph. 635-9280 
Site 41,R.R. 2, Comp, 18 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 
CANADA LTD.  
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD 
. Marine Radios 
. Telephone Systems 
' . Repeate! Systems 
50"02 eo l " . . . .   oi . . . . .  638-0261 
/ rd /~ ,~tH~' Phone for experienced and Speedy Service 
"'- DELIVERY 8= EXPEDITINGI 
Se~cel ,,~ 4 • . . ,# / I  
Qrocerlos .,o.o,,,,,oo. IR_"-IIR..O.K N 
IB r i co$  ~ ~  ~r~ ~.Je U l . ,e  %. ,e~ U I J  
Restaurant  & ' 
Refreshment Anytime 
~gen~.,o,: Anything UPS-CANPAR 
Sor~,~ c=.o, Anywhere 
Cargo Vans 
Cube Van .1  Ton  ,-)- .(." 
J 
k . J  (,~,~) D¢sktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
d 9 ~ Bus,n~slm,.geDesign .Sm,,llVolumePublishins 
/ Computer Tutoring 
COZY CORNER 
F IREPLACE 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
R4al & Barb LaFrance 
3?56 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N9 
(604) 635-6477 
IB Igl 
VICTOR P, HA WES 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
RUSS HAMER TRUCKING & 
TOMCAT SERVICES 
• AUGER 
• BACK FILLING & LEVELING 
• PICK-UP SWEEPE 
• BACKHOE 
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 
638-1657 
, r= ,  
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VEHICLES SALE •RENT TRADE IHC DRESSER ECO-VAC POWER CLEANING. RELIABLE SITrER NEEDED for 2 girls in OPPORTUNITIES THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST of 
1986 ROYAL INTERNATIONAL. 5 th TD7G 6 way blade, IHC TD8G 6 way Comm/res/ind. Furnace, duct, chimneys, Birch Hill area. Afternoons Men - FrL FOR SALE IN HOUSTON Mall: well Latter-Day, Sants, the Mormons. Fact or 
w/oven,Wheel 40washerft,, 2 oofDryer,We, 24 furnaces,Burner Ra gefully winch.blade" JOhnlHC TD8Doer6450Cway6WaYbladeblade$23,500.and 'insulation removal. Ph. 632-4669. • ReferencesPlease phOnerequired.635.1621 after 5:00 p.m. established 75 seat dell.lunchroom, notion, Shadow or Reality. Phone .847- 
winterized, microwave, Queen bed, much winches arches & Brush rigs available for TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES Backhoe, Uconsed for beer and wine. Steady 5758 for recorded message. 
more. 635-5874. above machinery. Phone 374-5054 or 12"-16".24", Augers 6"-9".12"-18", BUSINESS OPERATIONS MANAGER/ clientale. Serious enquiries only, Call 845- PRO-LIFE. EDUCATION :available to= 
NORTHERN LiTE CAMPERS. 9' 6" 579.9791. Sweepers, concrete breaker, pallet forks, controller needed for GM dealership. 3623. general public, videos; pamph eta, lending 
tracks, 5 ton dump, backfilling,: levelling, Applicant should possess solid FOR HERBALIFE PRODUCTS OR library, dealing with human life issues 
queen to fit full size PU. 6'10" and 8'4" for IN STOCK, NEW FARENOLOSE HAY clean up, 638-8638/mobile 638.3808. accounting experience while being a business opportunity call indapendant such as abortion and euthanasia. Student 
Import PU. Also, Duuble Eagle Boats. rakes. Rotary 5' mowers/brush cutters, strong leader with excellent interpersonal herbalife distributor Lorraine Andrews at enquiries Welcome. Call 635.3646. 
Nechako RV, Vandarhoof. 1-604-567- Used 1 ton Stackhand and Stackmover, 19. LOST & FOUND skills. Automotive xperience an asset, 845-2370. . . . . .  
2820 or 1-604-567-2937. R15. MF Round balers, 9' ID Mower pt, 3 point , apply by resume only to Attn, Bill, Box 
'76 20' FORD MOTORHOME E,C. hitch mowers. Farmhand rake AC-W45 FOUND: ON GRAD NIGHT, ONE WRIST 478, Houston, B.C, V0J 1Z0. OWN YOUR CWN TRAVEL AGENCY; St. Matthew's Anglican 
$7500.00, '89 21 1/2' Yukon 5th wheel. Tractor with 3 point hitch. New 3 point watch. Call 638-1782 to Identify it, ° REQUIRED COOKS/ PRE COOKS in Full training and support. Full.time, part. Church 
time, home or office. Low overhead, high 4514 LakelseAve. hitch blades. Antique rebuild Surrey, 2 DESPERATELY SEEKING PEPPERI Desse Lake for e: busy high volume profit. Naw Expansion, establshed by 
hitch.E'C' 635-2190.A'C" Microwave. $12,500.00 with shoP.loader,bUilta steaISUlky'S'at MF-165D$5500. PhoneTract°rs.I.T.With Black female lab cross. Bright orange restaurant. Must be experienced, reliable - Ph. 635-9019 
company with• over 500 offices, turnkey . : -  Emergen¢le=: 638.1472 • 1984 CROSS COUNTRY CLASS A 847-2519. collar with Smithers tags. 635.5225 or ,and well organized. May ~be some psckage. $14,995. Many.traveibenefits:. Past0r:TheRev.DeanH0ughton 
motorhome. 30 ft., R.bedroom model. 635.9333. subsidiary housing for 2 peoplb 
Built-ins, microwave, blender, vacuum, JOHN DEERE 450C TURBO DIESEL, FOUND 1 EARRING 10K-GOLDwith opal comparitive wages or salary. Information Umited availability. Exclusive provincial . . . . . .  Deacon: The Hey.Jim Cain . . . .  
coordinator. $100,000.. Call T,P.I. Canada Come Worship With us $36,500. Will consider newer 5th wheel in 9300 backhoe, 4 in 1 bucket, log grapple near pet shop on Kalum St. 635-2388. Christine 771-4114. : Inc. 1-800-757-8580. ~ 
trade. 842.5420. $22,000. Double arbor sawmill 54" and ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY needs. " , Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
36" saws, 18 ft. Hydraulic arriage and 20, PETS & LIVESTOCK classy models, dancers, and escorts. Catl' ESTABLISHED 25"YEARS -OWNER .( /Holy Eucharist 
retiring Industrial Supply Sales; Welding.& Su'nday School & Nursery. 1978. ONE OWNER 8'9" Frontier edger-diesel power $10,000. 604-624- Nowl 1-604-635-1555: Machine Shopwlth fenced~yard, Wili Sell ~ : ~ a~/allal~le ". ~:: ' 
Camper, Fridge range & oven, furnace 5454, PET LOVE DOG and cat grooming. CERTIFIED .DENTAL ASSISTANT complete or Separately; With or without Wedne'edays 7:00 p.m 
toilet compartment with porta pattie 1989 FELLER BUNCHER 1187 C Joanna635-3772 required. Please send a resume to the , land & buildings, Inquire: P,O. Box 799, • . . . . . . . . . .  
$3500.00. Phone 635-7989 after 6 p.m. Haricena head. Whole machine is in THE TACK STORE. Now open. Harness, Burns Laka Dental Clinic, Box 169, Burns Houston, V0J 1Z0. Phone (604J 845.2499 
1987 PROWLER REGAL 27.5 FT. 5th excellent shape. Nc 1.604-698-7359 eva. saddlery and gifts. All you nee~ 4 kms. Lake, V0J 1E0, : or (604) 845-7419. 26. PERSONALS 
842.6656.cablewheel'hook'up'NC' awning,like electriCnew. $18,500.jacks' stereO,oBO 16. FARM PRODUCE 9363,°ut of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road 846- GRACE L.YYN DAYCARE IN Hazelton FINALLYI A HOME BASED BUSINESS JEHOVAHS' WITNESSES IS THERE 
has an opening for a qualified child care for busy business minded people, Dlanne: 
1985 - 27' PACE ARROW CLASS "A" WANTED TO BUY: 50 TON good quality SUPER BEAUTIFUL POMERANIAN worker, the successful applicentwill work something :;a, bout' the Watchtower- that; 
motor home, Fully loaded. Motor (454) hay; Houston area; Phone: 845-3411. No Dogs everal colours, show quality at pet in a team setting providing quality child 8796.638"1349 Mary: 638.1349 Florence: 638. makes you uneasy but don't knowwhat it 
only 3 1/2 yrs. old. Excellant condition, calls after 9 p,m. please, prices. Excellent companions. Please call care at a licensed centre. The preferred - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~  is? If so, you are not alone. Phone 1.847. 
1.604-692-3722 Let it ringl applicant Will have an under 3 Certificate; -~  ~ ~ ~-1  4354 for recorded message,:,:•: ~
$35,000. 635-2697. 18, BUSINESS SERVICES MAGNUM BOARDING KENNELS- NOW minimum requirement is Basle E,C.E. Relail Business for Sale I m ALCOHOL IS~-THE problem, many 1991 21 1/2' TRAVEL LIGHT 5TH Wheel 
with hitch and awning. Sleeps 6, Many AI-rENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why open: Dogs and Cats. Located on 30 Certificate. Position commences Sept; 
extras. Available Aug. 4th. No Saturday pay high accounting fees for your book- acres; Large indoor heated runs and references,lst" Pl aSeto GraceSUbmitLynnreSume'Daycare,Withc/o ia Terrece, II , ANONYMOUS.PhonahaVe found help with635.6533;.ALCOHOLICS~; 
outdoor exercize. Call: 845-3170, Wrinch Memorial Hospital, Haze/ton; B.C Service available June 15 in Smithers and~ calls. $12,900.00 842-5899. keeping needs? For confidential, (Houston, B.C.t (;hihlrea's wear store LOVELY LADIESFROM NEWESCORT, 
1984; OKANOGAN 21 1/2 FT. FIFTH professional bookkeeping esrvice, Manual V0J 1Y0, by August 15. For more ]254sq.fi.ofprimemllla¢¢ioa. Pdnce George.Call,now toll ireeJ.B00- 
Wheel. all the extras, immaculate or Computer ca11635.9592. WANTED - PUREBRED FEMALE information, please contact Wanda RalilivelysmaUinvesfmentrequired 910.9929. 
condition, with 1984 Ford F150 super cab. UNCONTESTED DIVORCE SERVICE, Golden Retreivar puppy- 6 wks, 3 me. Plishka at (604) 842-6948. ' to lake over Ibis appodunity. : MYSTERIESI, UNLOCK THEM,.:AND 
Power windows; locks; p-s; p-b;" air resumes, typing. Call C.J, Secretarial, doesn't have to be registered. 1-604-695- WANTED IMMEDIATELY BY LOCAL 
conditioning; low mileage; excellent 636-8006. 6647, Seriaus enquiries to file #120 -Maka:tomorrow's~dreams come true company, Heavy Duty truck mechanic. • 
condition, Both for: $15,900. Phone and HYBRID WOLF PUPS FOR SALE, Ready Experienced, must be responslble and ~o Terrace Standard, 4647 todayll Gifted live psychics are waiting to 
ask for Don days: 845-2660 or evenings toga June 30. Call 845-3550. able to work unsupervised, i Class 1 tazelle Ave.,Terrm, B.(. V8G IS8 guide y0u to fulfi Iment; happ ness and joy 
at 645.2697. nowl Call' now 1-900-451,3004 ext, 625 ~ 
HI TECH APPALOOSA OFFERS for sale license an easel Fax resume to: 635- - - -~-~=~=~-~=- - - -~  , $3,96/min.18,+Vislonaryg00~(416)955-i 
'8329' 5TH WHEEL LOADED. Washer/ Rainbow Bobcat 2 young mares, wall started, 1 marewell 1303. ' " " , .0677 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dryer/ Generator/ ready. 2 Arc. New Serv ices trained, 2 geldings, good hunter jumper FAMILY COUNSELLOR :TO PROVIDE 26, PERSONALS DIAL A DOLL Escort.So,cos is now 
queen bed, full bath, Awning $10,900,00. Backhoe, ear~ auger, prospects, both over 16 hands and 4very counselling, referrals and court assistanca ' available 1-800~910-99291, ~'i~)!:~ ;,~ 
635-0892 backfilling, levelling, nice foals. All registered stock call to families and individuals in-the ai'ess of 
14. BOATS & MARINE excavating, general clean-up evenings 842-5928, parenting skills, sexual abuse, and family XXX EXOTIC ADULT VIDEOS $19.99 
638-5805 Mobile ENGUSH SADDLE WITH BREAKAWAY violence.•The objective of the program is plus sh!pping..;18 +; Send for:list, Reply 
Box 53 - 2831 Shaughnessy St Port 1974- 24 FT, FIBERFORM BOAT; 4 Cyl 638-O153 Home Message ironsl lea/hers & girth. $300.001 Sheryl to • strengthen native families and to Coquitlam, B.C. VJC3HI. :~; ~ ~ 
Ford. $7500 (abe) Call: 845-7202, 692-3553. reduce the incidence of native childrens 
entering icare. ;Qualifications: include STEPHEN, NOTHINGWILLBE Thrown 
1990 150 HP. MARINER OUTBOAT "~ WANTED YEARLING STEERS AND counsellingtraining and experience and away.. ' :  it~justmlght:ha~eto/ooka'iittle. 
Motor. Had new Motor installed last year. heifers. Call Kelly at BC Uvestock Stock an awareness of native culture. Some neater.: If it takes:a Whi e; Stephenand 
U,G.C, Located at Kens Marine (Terrace) ~.ZZZ===ZZZZZZZZZZ=ZZ=.~ Yards. 604-441-3511. 
i !  H travel to North Coast area native .Larry ConandWof,~Mikeand~'MAW, 
$4000 Murray 632.6711. I, Look ing  fo r  i~ ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A commUnities~ls •required. First nations ',and A.,J.i.arp theie' fGr.'y¢l~;i',t'_o0. And 
warmblcod mare inspection this.fall in :, Counsellors .are encouraged to eppty ' others, frielldsand family,:woul~ welcome !9..1/2FT,.BAYLINER VOLVO inboard- :.: Ch i ld  . . . . .  Care?  ,:~ iSn~i~h~rt~nlfYl~Ua .  " ' ' ne~/s"-:and!-piomise'i~:fO:~,l~p,. your; Outboard; Iow'hou(s. $10,500. Calh 845- Skaena Child Care Support t~ e~dY°~s~m.e, : , :  "~ 
2772 or 845-7325. ~1"1 i'!' ~ w.~,,,o o'-  ,o.-= u, ,,J'a,:,C0,,,i),U~,,e"wi,h Cll]aiJtiC,tl0n;-.11 . Program can.help you make the " and'exp'eriehce: No phone calls - selected confidence. Our aimsafid~our/dobm: will! 
• " .always be open.foryou, here~or~wherpver;:. 27 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT ON trailer, right choice for your child. For 847-3204. applicants: will ba contacted for .an YOU a!'e.i0v d'ancJ I ked,"re's~c!~d.'and! • 
Volvo diesel. 280-drive. 140 gallon fuel  information on choosing care 9 YR. OLD ARAB MARE BAY 15 hh Inte~ew. Submit resumes by July 18, 
tanks. Full-length convertible canvas top. and available optons, call trained, proven broad mare. Grand 1995, to: Theresa Nelson, Executive ~.dmlred' wanted ahdihe"ed~.~Oh 'your :, 
Cruises 25 mph loaded. Costs 50 c/mila H Coco at 638-1 113 ( Champion at Smithers 1994. $3000 OBO Director North Coast TribalCouncil, 100 
to operate, VHG radio, depth-finder, A free service provided by the Holly 846-5583. West1 St. Avenue, Prince Rupert, b,C. 21; HELP WANTED We Would love to hear thest0ries: Ksty, 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre MUST SELL 1995 ANGLO ARAB foals. VSJ 1A8, " , ; DIET:'CENTER;;THE,BES1;dUST GOT,: compass, downriggers. Offers? Klaus H and funded by the Ministry of H 
638-8854. ~< - bett erlll .,$[Jccessi'tO.:gol";:New;. long. 
i,, Women's Equality. i~ Big Bay co t.greycott, very pretty Bay filly . . . . . . . . .  .. d st'ahce " " : :  pi0g~a'r~."' :Pl:ofe~slonal 
BAYLINER BOUNTY COMMAND Bridge ~,*..,,.,,,,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,, $1000each. OBO. Holly 846-5583. LOG GRADER/QUAL ITY  .... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ . . . . . .  ~ c0unselli~ig an~l:mUei:L0se Welgllt/'feel: cruiser 28 tt, 6in. x 10 ft. Twin GM 305 CI BRAZILS NATIONAL DOG. "Fila greatat mall ; order pricesl:3;600.431.: 
on Volvo 80 legs, low hours. Trim tabs, ' Brasilleiro" Guardian of the Home," pups 
swim grid, baitweU, hot & cold water, D RYTOP available to approved home only, 1-604. " CONTROL PERSON : : ..... . . . . . . . . . . .  .,.. 9446 ;.-.. ~.~:,!-?..,, ...~,~.~;, .-:~ _ . . :  
shower, 4 burner stove with oven, fridge, 694-3378. This position involves the coOrdination o f  dryJand 'sort .,: ..HO~.SINGLESiTERRACEITAWAJTS your: 
i., ,cal! 1~900-451:3560:ext. 1285::$~,99 per 'i cabin heater 2 VHF radios, C.B,, 2 GUTTERS 8 YR. 15.2 HH QUARTER HORSE and dump facilities to provide maxitfium effiClerlCy of.men ,~ -" mindte~:M~si be'18;ye~r~:P~'~l f ' ,~02.~;  
sounders, stereo, intercom, sniffer anchor Gelding. Calm, gentle, experienced in and equipment. This person wil lactively grade Iogsona  , : 954;7420: ~. :~,,:;i~- .:;:~",~'~:,:i~ :~:?~;~ 
and windlass, inflatable dingy, trailer, 3 dressage. Flat and jumping Up, to 5'6"' daily basis., while monitoring dry land  sort and :bush'~. 
fire extinguishers and more. Recent new used ion 4-h Pony Club, C1 level and ' UVE, ': GIFTED PSYCHICSt! "LOVE, ~ 
upholstery and carpets. This is a "must schooling $3000. 695-6422.  processingoperation. :~ , , , ,  .... ,~:-, ' Vloney,•!futurel •1.900.451.~530~,ext:1165~! 
see". Market value 32- $35,000. Steal it 'Requirements: ~: ,. ,~. . , :  ;:..; ~3.99,,per~mtnute,;Mustbe;18.years;i 
for $24.995.00. May consider trades. Ph. HORSE TRAILER. NEW FLOORS, new " " ~ro'ca 602:954:~7420 " " ~ ~"- : : : . ,  ?~. 
635-2292 Days or 635-6779 eves. tires, wiring redone, removable divider. • Minimum, 2 years working on adryland sort or ina quality .~ .,.,,:...:, ,.,~ .... .., • :: ,,?; .... ;~:~-,:~.:,:~.~ '.  
Specializing in 5" continuous good shape. Asking $2500. Phone Val or control p o s i t i o n . ,  i 
1501979hpGLASTONEvinrude O.B.CARLSON+ 55 mph,16' SKI3 props,Beat steel or aluminum gutters. Garland at 845-7243. • Interior log scaring ticket not necessary but '~l~reference :'..: ::~, ~.-HEAVENLY PSYCHIC-.. 
ski bar. celkins trailer, new clearccat. A Installation. repairs & GOOD BROKE GELDING. 5 YRS. 15.1 . may be given to candidates with one . .  ii:i':: i;:i~ - .  : :4;4~ ':d~# ~+ r ;~/:.•:.iANSWERS . .,: 
steal at $7200. 847.8642. cleaning, hh. Bay, sound. No vicss$2700.00. ;6 Must be familiar with interiorgrading, sortlng"~nd i~uckihg -~- : Ca!!y0ur Psych C Friends at 
1-900-451-3783. 21' CAMPION HARDTOP, 188 HP Merc SERVING TERRACE 604-694-3521: specifications. ; " : : ; ;  ' " " ,: LIVE 1 on1 24 HouRS : 
leg, 10 hp Honda, VHF Radio, & K IT IMAT CKCpups. REGISTEREDsilver, white andSIBERIANblack; 5 femalesHUSKY Preferential consideration Will be given to those:having~,~ .... .... •;, '~,., ' : ; ,~,2~gbper, mir):;~8-~:~•~!/~ 
Downriggers, Stove Fridga, Set to fish. Roofing and Siding and 3 males. First shots and Tattoo's; Call experience in:thd following areas: boonll coo/;dination, lshlp i' ~', i . . . . . . . . .  ,:Bettor Uv ng ; .. ~. ;- 
$14,000, 567-9470. Installation and Repairs 846-5109 after 6 p,m. tending' or bucking. ~ Through AwareneSs" 
151/2 HOURSTON GLASSCRAFT 75 Ca l l  S teve  638-O838 PONY CLUB PROJECT: Anglo.Arab. This is a Camp ;l~sition, Sa la ry i s  'deperlda.nt' 'oi~ - -: FRIENDS OF'I,0OO'S--~,~ -. 
merc. Many extras $7500. OBO 632. .. Nine years old. 16.3 hands, Exceptional experience and qualification. _ I ~ . . . . . .  ' 
2430. disposition. Started over jumps.' Good .~:, . . . .  " --.~ 
12 FT. LUND BOAT & TRAILER $1500. basic training. Hauls. bathes & loads. Call Apply to file 16 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave,,. ~!-,,...~ t., .... ~,:~.. ., ........ :,%~.~ ~,:,,. .,: 
Firm. Phone635-7681. ,after 6:00 p,m, 1-604-695.6385, Terrace, B.C. V8G 158 i~i ARE YOU SAFE~ 
SUPER NICE HIGHLY TRAINED PONY,- ' 
No bed habits. A real gem for little people. : ' ' " '-, ~'~'!.'~!~" ~':'' ~ "i~ TERRACE~TRANSITION ,~HOUSE 
SUMt ER very gentle. 1-604.692.3722. Let it ringl 23, WORK WANTED 23. WORK WANTED " ::; ~fers:, ~4,, hou~%afe'~ s~oker ~t0 
,, , - - ~V~men with or without children, Yot~ - 
can call; Even justt o talk;. T . SPECTACULAR 21, HELP WANTED RENOVATION8 , DONE . RIGHT. :: EXPERIENCED WHEEL LOADER~- . . . . . . .  ' •--~. ~-~ .,~ ~-.~,~ ~ 
, ,E - . . . . . . . .  • " :~ ",~! 
.SALE  time or ~t l=hn==n"  WANT TO WORK? Full part time Basements, bathrooms,, cedar decks,: operator seeking work around Terrace ' . . . .  • ~ ~:'lJ~ttering~'is~nGt:b!l~l~ ,, 
positions, available with elsctrolux fencing, trai/er floor, bathroom repairs, Area, 635-2413. | It la not o.k, for someone > :~ 
4R ........................ SOLD ........ 950 Canada. Phone 535.3056, eta, You name it. References; free FALLEn AVAILABLE SAWS, ;TRUCK, | . . , ,  : :~  ~tO'hltyou~!~:i :
8R ...................................... 1450 D8K OPERATOR REQUIRED estimates. Please call Lenny 635-9492, need accomodatiori; , :.Will ;relocate ~ I J~ i:~:,~, ~ii~ior h~si~you ::~ ~ r =. "'j =~ 
9.9 Four Stmke.,..,SOLD ...... 2350 Immediately. Must be experienced in KEEFER LANE FAMILY DAY CARE has contract or day rsteon contact, Gary 627- 
9.9 Rope Short .................... ] 799 Road Building. 638-0303. permanent or summer spaces avellable. 8419. .... ~,~: ; ~ I •: . . . .  . or scare you" ',~ : 
• " 635-1391.for p e-school children ....... CLASS 1 DRIVER LOOKING FOR worl, .~' Ji "'r. "'~'.~ . emare.~safe'" You Car)'b'~safo;":.places -~i~'! ' .~!.i " 
9.9 Rope Long .................... 1850 ARE YOU READY TO HELP Yourself and Some ~uipment experiell~ 635.i i26. =~- 
48 S.RL. Long ....... SOLD ...... 3400 help other people? We have the perfect 24.' NOTICES BABYSITTER AVAILABLE FULL-TIME in , ,nn ,~,  :..! ~ /~, , ,  u , "" ' ' , " , ,~; , " , : ~, : ,~, ;q" i  ; ~ 50 Electric Long ..., SOLD ...... 3800 opportunity for you. $1600,00]month, 
NEW FOUR STROKE Perfomance guarantee. No experience my home. Pr~-s~hool'and up, 638.7972 j HOUSE.'635~6.447 
15 ...................................... 2450 after 5:30 pm. 
EL= =IC necessary. 635 .2165.  THORNHILL " ; • 
LOVE "LTD, WANTED: DELIVERY DRIVER8 . IN : 24. NOTICES I 24 HOURS A D,~Y i 
Terrace/Kitlmat area. Must have reliable COMMUNTTY , . . . . . . . .  
145 Cow Bay Road vehicle, to work days, nights & weekend.~. "" ' " 
624-3113 Send reeume to Box 105 Terrece CHURCH I 
Standard, Contractors need not apply, 
HYDROLIC LOG LOADER OPERATOR Sunday Service 10:45. 
, , .  , ,C , ,N , ,~  CARTER required 804.923.1028. " AtThe Thomh|l|:Co~untty Hall ~ 
196922,7 CAT. F.B. CNV22 IN. Koehrlng BARTENDER/COCKTAIL WAITRESS ~ ....  , 
sawhead, new motor, rails, rollers, June ROOFING & SlDIN(~ required for Mt, Layton Hotsprlng in the Teens & Adult~B~ble Qasses 9:30 
94, new main hyd, pump, March 95, .... lounge798.2518, 
$140,000,00 Fax 604.692-7920, Ph. 604 .  RESIDENTIAL EXCAVATOR & CAT OPERATOR 
698.7353. & COMMERCIAL wanted. Please reply to Box #6~do 
WHITE WESTERN STAR TRUCK, gravel Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Terrace, - 
and long log rlggtng, Case 650 B Crawler Serv ing  the Nor th  West  B.C,, VSG 158. 
Ioader, 41nlbucket, log grapple. U-built 847-4116 tratler to haul above, all three $55,000, J at home, easyl No sellingl You re paid 
Meiklem 846.9179, direct. Fully guaranteed,, No experience 
. , necessary, Call, 24 hrs,,, 1,504-641.7778 
GOOD TANDEM LOG TRAILERS: B,C. Fax  (604)847-2664 Ext: 665 H.24. :' . : : /  .... "-':'~., : 
Certified', Phone', 835-2212,-, Equipped 
with so working scales, or Phone: 846, Dallas Carter 
7857(Henry), :::_ ,: , .  Smithers, B.C. ""'"' . '  ! -:!'~,! !~ !': ! ' :  ,I, !~:~:! :i :;=' ,,'~!!.' ~:!:!:"!! - 
: : ': ' . .  
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AREER ' , •  :. 
.professional 
average commission! 
IRSTYL IST  , . _ . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . ,  H A  PEPJV[ANENTPARTTIME/ON CAll ACCOUNTINGCI.ERK - i - r"  I DevelopmentCanada ressourceshumalnesCanada / "  | ,a , i Human Resourcea Developpement dos ] , 
We require on experienced clerk for vacation relief and peak periods I | I 
General office duties, D Base, account reconciliations. 
I Abilily to wor~ Aexible hours is required. : Students Are Open Please forward your resume wil~ handwritten cover letter to 
A Venema , • [ _l 
Don Hull & Sons Contracting Lfd. : For Bus,ness Th,s i I 
' Summer. " /1 
' [Terrace Community Access Program l Students can work for any business, large / I 
or small. Many students already have spe- | I 
I Upgrading/Job c°ntinued career c°unselling ' .. Training [ cial training that could benefit you. /!/I, • Program CaI ,  the Canada Employment Centre for , -  
' |  :upgrading • " • l Students= / [  
' |  . computer skills ' : i 635-7134, l oca l  220 .  
I . work experience * .:• | 
I access t° °ther NWCC pr°grarns i / I 
• I Apply now ! I 
! L to InterConnect at 635-7995 l - . I 
" " funded by Skills NOW " I a s t: u d e n t .  • . Canad /l 
' ! I l , - ,  INTERCONNECT l m - -  m. .  - -  - -  - -  ,,= =, , .  m .-- am.  LI 
I 
Employment opportunity is available for a Planning Coordinator for the new 
Community Health Centre in Kitimat, 
The Planning Coordinator is responsible through the Kitlmat General Hospital 
Executive Director to the Project Building Committee for matters relating to the 
planning, construction and equipping of the Health Centre; 
The successful applicant will have relevant post secondary education and 
experience tn the health care industry. 
Communication skills, self motivation, administrative and planning skills, team 
odented and computer knowledge and experience are required assets, 
A competitive salary and benefit package is available, 
Individuals interested are invited to submit heir resume by July 12,1995 to: 
R. Robertson, Director of Personnel Services 
Etimat General Hospital, ! 
• 899 Lahakas Bivd, ~imat, B.C. V8C 1E7 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY  
~'rE, 202 - 46~0 LAZELLE AVE.  
. . . . .  TERRACE, B.C.  V8G IS6 REGIONAL DIRECTOR, wESTERN REGION v .o ,e :  t~  ~,5.~3,, 
PAX: (004) 635-2315 
~ KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY STE. 202 -44~30 LAZELLE AVE, TERRACE.  B,C. V80 156 
PHONE: (604) 635.23"/3 
FAX: (604) 63s-231~ 
Prifice Rupert, B.C. 
Northwest Community College is looking for an, 
innovative •and creative ind ividual tofill the position of 
Regional Director for our western region. The area 
encompasses Prince Rupert, the Queen Charlotte 
Islands and other north coast communities. Reporting 
to the President, the •Regional Director is a senior 
member of the management•team of theCollege: 
Working with the ,team of College pe;sonnel yo.: 
will be res'l~0n'si~le~f~r~theeff~ctive Util zati0~of flnar~- 
cial, material and human resources to achieve all the 
College's goals in the region. The successful applic- 
ant will have senior job experiences in a post-second- 
ary setting, preferably in B.C. and a proven record of 
implementing organizational •change in a collegial 
manner• An understanding of coastal resource based 
communties together With First Nations experience is 
req uired. 
Excellent organizational and communication skills 
coupled with relevant post-secondary education and 
post-secondary teaching experience is necessary to 
fill this role. Travel in small float planes is re.quired to 
commute to island and coastal villages. 
We thank .all applicants for their interest, however, 
only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Resumes should be submitted by July 19 to: 
Competltlon 95.046M 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726,Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
( 
Sales Agent 
forB.C.'s   
Long-distance 
Telephone Company / .  
zZ~'t 
, I J  
JOB POSTINQ*!~ '~ " 
PosmoN: COUNSELLOR 'STOPPING VIOLENCEAGAINST W( 
FUNDED BY: MINISTRY OF WOMEN'S EQUAUTY 
TERMS: - Full time 35 houm per week : * i ....... 
- Complete benefit package . . . .  "~ ~:.-~ ! i i  :- 
. $17.75/hour 
• Covered under the B.C.G.E.U. ....... 
COUNSELLING MANDATE: ~ :": :/i;':;~!i~';~i?i I: ~" 
This service provides access to all we,men.including ab'o[[glnal ~em~n:~'w0men, with% 
disabilities women of colour, prostitutes lesbians, immigrantwomen, fde~'ly Wbmen'i p~oP" 
women and women in isolated areas who have expe'rienced sexuaJ assault, violence in 
relationship orchildhood abuse. . • 
QUAUFICATIONS: 
Minimum Grade 12 with extensive related work experience and padicipation i continuing 
educatisn, and/or post secondary education through undergraduate degree/college 
diploma programs. Preference given to applicants with combination ofboth. 
APPUCANTS SHOULD POSSESS: 
.Ability to work in a team setting, 
-An analysis qf violence against women 
.An undemtanding of the social, political, economic, impact and dynamics of abuse 
and the priority of ensuring the safety of women and their children 
-Knowledge of community resources and ability to work with same. 
-Skills in assessment end individual/group counsellng. 
.Familiarity with issues such as depression, self esteem, self wodh, etc, 
• Ability to keep accurate and current records and files. 
-An understanding ofstatistical monitoring and presentation. 
-Must be familiar with procedures and requirements of the justice system. 
-Employment conditional pending the results of a criminal record check. 
Resumes will be accepted until July 14, 1995 and should be addressed to: 
Hldng Committee 
202- 4630 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC, VSG 156 
Career Opportunity 
THORNHILL 
MOTORS LTD. 
is now accepting applica- 
tions for an automotive 
sales person. Applicant 
must have no less than 
grade 12 education. Sales 
experience is a definite 
asset. Apply with resume to: 
Sales Manager 
Thornhill Motors 
3026 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 3V5 
Applications will be accept- 
ed until July 15, 1995 
The Skeena 
T he only 100% Brit ish Columbian-owned business in lhe industry, Marketplace Westel brings a uniquely BC approach to business Weekender 
communications. A subsidiary of BC Rail, we have almost 
40 years of telecommunications' experience in this province. V ~  ~ 
This is therefore an excellent opportunity for an accomplished . - 
commerclaISales Agent o w°rk on °ur behalfln the Terrace area to i : pe~S~)~ ~ AdS 
To feature on our shortlist you will need: •to be a top performer ~ " r " '  ' '  " 
in sales with a track record to preve it A to be well experienced Adaling 01u fo 
with the BC business customer, an intimate knowledge of the , r : C mn r 
Terrace-Kltimat-Sndthere marketplace • to be a high energy " ~. • 
individual who is results driven and thrives in soliciting bustrzeso : . . . .  ' ~J~ nghs 
in a fast-paced, competitive environment. : Sl 
"~ '~ : ; r :  ~ To respond to Ads- Call 
Please forward adetailed r~sum~, quoting reference number . .  ; ~ 
Vi fesTet .  
4932 ~I  
1-900-451-4733, Ext 21 
Only $1.99 per minute charges will 
appear on your monthly phone bill 
Mud be t 8 years o[ age or older. 
4932, by July 14, 1995, to: Human Resources Manager , 
Weetel Telecommunications Ltd., P.O. Box 2130, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B 3TS; fax (604) 990-2020. Please nole only shortlisted 
applleants will be contacted. 
TELECOMMUNICAT IONS LTD 
.. ~, . B.C,'s Dynamic Telecommunications Solution 
4AD~ 
/ISlC 
- - .  : .  
AUXILIARY SUPPORT WORKERS : •~ 
EMPLOYER: Ksan House Society 
LOCATION: Terrace Emergency Shelter 
POSITION: Auxiliary Support Worker - 2 Union Positions , 
TERMS: Rotation Schedule - Weekends involved. 
$10.23/hr. plus $.40/hr. in lieu ofbenefits & shift 
differential. 
QUALIFICATIONS: ~ 
Minimum Grade 12 
,SSW or HSW Certificate and/or relevant practical " 
experience. Should ha.ve or be willing to obtain ~.:J 
• Survival 1st Aid Certificate, 
~ APPUCANTS SHOULD POSSESS: 
• Good knowledge of community resou,'ces. 
• Ability to deal with residents In a professional 
manner and complete confidentiality 
• Good interpersonal and communication skills. I 
• Familiarity with proverty issues, native culture . . " 
and the Gain Act would be an asset. I 
• Ability to handle stress I.• • 
• Ability to work as a team member. 
• Ability to assist men and women in crisis. 
Successful applicant must be willing to submit to a criminal. 
record search and sign oath of confidentiality . . . . .  
Resumes with cover letter will be accepted until July 7th, 
1995 and should be addressed to 
Emergency Shelter Coordinator 
Ksan House Society 
202-4630 LazeIle Ave. 
Terrace, BC. V8G 1S6 
For additional information please phone Leila Burton at 
635-5890. 
Proposed start date is July 14, 1995. 
Looking for a new career challenge? Ready to prepare 
yourself for the next level of management? Why not 
invest your talent in supervising our muMdisciplinary 
design group, while taking the opportunity for personal 
growth and skills'diverslficatlon as our new Plant 
Engineer? 
Endako Mines Division, a major integrated molybdenum 
mine, is part of the Placer Dome Group. a world leader 
in global mining. With gold, silver and base metal 
production activities throughout 16 countries, Placer's 
international reputation for technical excellence is well 
established. In order to meet he corporate goals for the" "i 
future, we're committed toinvesting In people whose 
skills and abilities reach beyond the traditional range of 
mining.related disciplines. 
~• .... Plant Engineer 
Qualifications: 
: Mechanical or Electrical Engineering degree : 
Minimum of five years experience, preferably in 
an industrial setting 
: Strong communication and organizational skills 
Eligibility for membership in the Association of 
Professional Engineers & Goosclentists of B.C. 
Responsibilities: 
: Supervision of the multidisciplinary design group 
Design aspects of equipment and facilities 
modifications and installation 
, Assist I,I the preparation of a capital budget 
• Feasibility studies for equipment purchase or 
improvements 
' • Supeivision of on-site contractors to ensure 
~ ma!ntehance of engineering standards 
; .~ Pension and Stock Purchase plans : 
" r'~ ~ ~' Flexible benefits package . ., 
~: • Moving expense assistance provided 
C0mmunlty aspects: " 
"(Most employees live In Fraser Lake, populat on i 
• 1500, located two hours west of Prince George 
• Ideal area for outdoor activities uch as fishing; 
hunting, boating, skiing, hockey & curling 
Schooling available from play school to Grade 12 
If you are an ambitious and energetic self.starter in 
search of a diversified working environment please 
forward a detailed resume outlining qualifications and 
experience, In strict confidence, by July 24, 1995 to'. 
Chuck Hennessy, Plant Superintendent, Placer Dome 
Canards Limited, Endako Mines Division, Endako, B.C, 
VOJ 1LO. 
;1 '  
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FOU ATION 
~Fhis .Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
:'~ommunity recreation projects and programs including the 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
~.:. : For information i;ali 635-6948 or write to 
~i'-; Rick and Paul KingFoundation, 
,,..: RO. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
~,iThe Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non-profit 
!iS~0ci~ty and is registered as a char ty with Revenue Canada. 
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
!ICOURT BAILIFF SALE 
Pursuant to commercial rent dislress the bailiff will offer for sale the goods 
: and chaltels of: 
Century Fitness Inc. presently Iocaled at #375-309 2nd Ave. Westin the 
C ty'0F PrinceRupert. ' ' • , ,, . , . 
A c0mplete list of invent0ry/gym equ pmenrwill be provided Io persons 
?'interested in submittlng a bid. An appointn~ont to view' can be made by 
Contacting the undersigned.. - - 
-Sale will be by Way of sealed bids and must be foiwarded to the bailiff's 
office no later than 12:00 noon Friday lhe 7th day oF July, 1995. All sales 
are on an "as is, where is' basis. No warranties or guaranlees aro implied. 
'The bailiff reserves the right to ad ourn Ihe sale without notice, The highest 
:.offer'not necessarily accepted. , . i 
, .... : - ' .  32 LEGAL NOTICES ,,-- '/: .... 
- Province of Ministry of  
Britiah Columbia Forests 
" P c 
NOTICE OF PRE-HAR~EST SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
FORANAREATG BE LOGGED 
NoUco . 
Eech of the fallowing areas have a prol~sad Pre-Harveat SIMcuifure Pmacd~on th•t ~11 apply if 
approval to log the a~ea is obtalnsd fro~ the Ministry of Fermi& The proposed pre~:dption will be 
available for viewing until Augu=t 1S. 1995, et the address noted below, during regular working 
hours, 
,To ensure consideration before logging commences, any written comments must be marls to B.D. 
Downle, Dialdct Man=,ger, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, Bdtish Cdumbla VSG ILt, by the 
Timber Sale Ucenos Cutting Cut Location Area Amendment 
Uosnce Number Parmit. Block - (Ha) (YesjNo) 
TeL  A48428 BONNEY LAKE,  B.C, 23.0  Yoe  
- , . . .  . 
"=: -., i _ ~-. - _ "- - 
Name of U~nce Holder 
iNVITATION TO TENDER 
BC Parks invites tenders for the maintenance of several 
high use areas including a small campground and picnic 
area within Nisga'a Memorial Lava Bed Park in the Nass 
Valley. . 
Information about this opportunity may be obtained by 
phoning John Trewhitt, Area Supervisor, at (604)798-2277 
or by writing BC Parks, c/o 101-3220 Eby Street, Terrace, 
BC, V8G 5t(8. 
A mandatory site viewing will be held at 10:00 am, July 6th,• 
1995 at the Lava Lake PicnicSite within the park (100 km 
north of Terrace). 
Tender packages are.available at the Nisga'a •Tribal_ 
Council Office i n New Aiyansh or at the Lakelse .Lake Park 
Headquaders Office on Hwy 37 at Lakelse Lake. 
~.~:~)i::::!':- ~: The deadline for submitting proposals is 2:00 pm July 11thl 
:~:;.:,."~ " For fudher information iegarding this sale please contact the undersigned. 1995. ' 
:,~,:~: :, : . . - 
.... ":'- CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF SmViCE$ 
i;::,!:::; .  :582-  309 2r id Ave.  West  " '. ' "'. Province of  Br i t i sh  Columbia . . . .  
;:: ~-:, Prime ~uper~, B.C. , ' Minist (¢,04) 624-47~4 ry of EnvironmentLands and l~arks 
~': 26. PERS N LS 
i~.!;~:: COMPANIONS' CLUB, FREE members 
..... list, "Personal Introductions". Meet 
: ' ~r~:; '1 someone special Why by alone? Send I ! 
~name, address, age, telephone number to ,-/-.:, ,': I !~ :;~i~: file #400 Box 2560, S ithers, B.C 
~:C:::'*:'SWF ATTRACTIVE;: '42"YRS"OLD::"' " ..... " ' 
,.: . . . . . . . . .  ~ ;J,:, :~, " - - . ,~ , .  ~:'i)::::"': Enlovs " walking, reading, danc ng "": ' ' '::'-., ',.- " "~:~:' 
"~:.;~-. i~::-camplng, seeking companionship of like J:l" n IF  
':~q~!mlnded male 40-48. Please reply to RIB ~=:" 
: :#18.4647 Lazee Ave. Terrace, B.C V8G , ;7i2-:~; " " " ' r  : :~ ' ,  
lS8 w,~'pi=ure and le~er. ~/~:!~ 
:!: I PSYCHIC AHSWERS ' ~:i II ";.F,,,: '.::~. ,.. .:: :~,::,. 
.:~' :' i UV! & PIRSONAL I~UrlID #1 IN ¢ANAIM ~.-..: .~ : -:-: :: 
;. :'.. I IWANLY-UYI TALK LIVE i ON 1 "~:::-?" 
: :  I uo . r t  ~ ,~ .ccmugl 
:" : I ¢& IU l l  ~ I~1¥C111¢1 , , ,~  
::-. I 1-9OO-451-40SS ' ~:~ 
:~ ' I 24u1~. $2.tt/m1=.11~ ..-:~.~.-j 
:; 27. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
'. ENTER NOW THE TOUCHI~D BY 'il 
/!. MAGIC contest before Midnlght July 31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
:: A Chance to have a Real Ufe Cinderella "'::' 
! Ball. For Information call Wa~/ne/Lynne at ~!~,~::.~ , :Dream •.' Catchers : . ,• -  " : . . , ,  ........ ):,::.:: ..... :: 
Process 4 Gallery at 1-604-692-3434. ~-:;~:, -- 
- -  1 #' ' # : '  " Leather ' n '  Gifts ' 
:- . CALUNG ALL CAMPERS TO FUN faith ~i~!!i~'g~i, Native Jewellery* Beads • Bones 
i. and fellowship at Camp Caledonia on - ~ • Gemstones • Leather (AssL Colours) 
Tyhee Lake, Spaces in Junior, Seniorand : /•  Natural Native Scents :'?:h 
. Family camps. For Jnformation call 847- - Variety of Stock or Custom Orders ; ' 
3885 or 847.9881, 
Congratulations Massimo , "~;: - - 1 ' ::" -' .:':::~ 
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i i 
I, LAWRENCE ALAN SCARBOROUGH 
wlfl "no longer be responsible for debts 
incurred by Debra Susan Scarborough as 
of May 29, 1995. signed Lawrence Alan 
Scarborough. 
33 TRAVEL 
~OTICE TO ADVERTISERS AND 
readers: When purchasing airfare through 
private parties, pisses be aware that 
airline companies may ask for appropriate 
Identification when boarding and may 
deny boarding privileges. 
Srltl~ Columblt Forests 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE TO BRIDGE CONTRACTORS 
SEALED TENDERS on the forms and i~ the envelopes 
provided; accompanied by bid bond or bank draft eedeflned in the 
Conditions of Tender, will be received by the Regional Manger, 
attention Engineering Section, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Smlthers, 
B.C. up.to 2:00 p.m. local time, July 19, 1995, and opened in. 
public at that time and date. 
The contract Consists of supply and construction co~l: lete 
including approaches of Km 18.3 and Km 18.9 Creek Bridges in ;: 
the Kalum Forest District. The work entai s the construction of 
23.0 m long and 20.0 long steel plate girder bddgeswith pi;ecast 
concretedeck panelsfounded On the concrete footings on the 
rock. .;.. 
Tender documents complete with envelopes, plans, 
specifications and conditions of tender are ava lable for the sum of 
$30.00 plus 7% P.S.T. AND 7% G.S.T. for a total of $34.20, from: 
Regional Manger, Prince Rupert Forest Region 
Engineering Sectioh 
3726 Alfred Avenue 
Smithe~, B.C. , , .-; 
V0J 2N0 " ' . . . . .  "--. :. :" 
The documents may be viewed at the Regional office the 
Kalum District Office between the hours of 8:30• a,m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday through• Friday,, .except holidays. PaymenL for 
contract;documentati0n; Shall be imade by certified cheque or 
money order, made ~payable -to :the Minister- Of I=iliance and 
Corporate RelaUons;All purchases are non-refundable. . :;': 
~ All inquires/should be made, to the.  Regional Structural 
Engineer, S,S. Tehara,'P, Erlg~? Smithers~ B,C.,: ph0~e 847-7~,50, 
NO tende~:S shall be C0nside:ecJ having any qual~ing oiause ' 
: whatsoever and the lowest Or any tender will riot necessarily be 
': accePted. - ..... , :i, :~i: ' : ' ': :: .... " " 
Smithers, B,C . . . . .  i.: :: .-~-:::,~: ' 
..... "i" : !Regional  Manager 
File 11250-8955 :., .. 
,. ,:" ; . ,  ,.::..:. :.,~ 
Not icE  OF  PuBL ICHEARING :if:: 
NOTICE "S/;ereb;:-gl~n;:i/at:"a:::;ib:ic:~:~:~ng 'li*":~:'~i~l:t~ ay,., 
July 18/1995, at ~e o~s  of the Regional Di§lriot ofKIlimai-Stlkine, 
300- 4545 LazelleAvezue;;Terrace, B.C., commencingat7:30 D.m, to 
receive representation from,a!!persons who oeem their interests to be 
affected b~,.the • pi'0po~dby!~-i~ ' :  ' r = '~  " ' ' : '== ' "= 
. . . . . .  . . . . .  ,,? 
1. Regional Distdct Of Kitimai-St!klne, Th0mhil! Ofllciai SettlemeniLplan 
Bylaw No..:1.32, 1979,'Amendment Byla~ No.-374,'11995.- ? ~ . " 
2. Regional Dzstnct of Kztlmat-Stlkine, thomh!ll Zoning By!aw Ni~,:.194, 
Amendm.ent By aw No.,375,3995. ~- ;,., ,:,i.: ~ / '.:~ ;, : :;..; i~:; : .., 
~-xcepz kqans {)lU;:I SIX 
• :: : (i!) LotA, District Lots 840& 990,Range 5,:Coast District; :I.~ -: 
:(b) Amend the text on page 52 of the.ThomhB O~clal"Settlement :! 
::J: ~, ",: P!anregard!ng ihe pattemof lanai U,~s tOl~ e~,o ~d inihe - 
• . QueenswayArea, . . .... ':i: ::, ::/. "!':.,:i! :"~:!"-:~ -: 
• 2. In !he Thorntlill Zon!ng Bylaw, r edesignateLoi 9;: DiSiriC[[ot 99~J. : .: 
:.: Range 5, Coast Distdct,-Plan 124~,.Excep!5133 a~15134;:asi(i;; ! 
!:.., indicated on ~e Sketch 10slow ~qm:the RU2 (M~di~ Demity Rural) 
! ...zone t0 the RMH (Mobile Hdn~e;Park)Zbliei~:~. ;: " :.-L "i .: '."."i!:!: h'.: :' 
:: The amending bylaws aie requir#dbeiore~:pi~deipandonoiihi~i ~: 
" Skeena :Valley Mobile: Home Park. ~ii  proceed:.?.i::.:::,:. •::t;:.:::, !:~: :~:i;(.:-: ;!.- 
the bylaws, if adopted, •will allow u~ ofihOpropet!es in~accei~w,e.:,:;i 
with ~e provisions of the RMH (Mobile Home Park) zone of the Thomhill.,. 
: zoning Bylawandwill direct he Iofig-te~n devol0pmefit inja~(danCe ,! 
with the objectives and policies 0f the Urban ResldenlJa!deslgnati0n of :' 
lhe Thornhill Olficiai:.Seltlemenl.~ii~. :,{:/.ii:/~:;i': .-: ;.:;;:: "::i:ii :: : '  : 
Masslmo Durando has been awarded 
the degree of Bachelor of Laws from the 
Unlverslty of Weslern entre. Faculty of 
Law. ']'he faculty also awarded hlm lhe 
Malcolm J, McKinnon Memorial Award 
for se~ce and support IO feUow sled- 
enls whlle In first year law. Masslmo is 
now arddJng ~th Ihe Prince George 
firm of H~lber Sadier Jen]dns, and,is 
carrendy attending the: bar admission 
course In Vancouver, 
Congraluhllons and best wlsb~ from 
parents Maria andJoe Durando. 
32, LEGAL NOTICES 
i I l l  
CORRECTION TO ROAD I 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS I "= 
E98-O7-8955 & E96-08-895S 
The following Is a correctlonto "=' 
legal  advert isements  that 
appeared June 28th In the 
Terrace Standard. 
AD READ: 
The successful bidder must. 
supply a performance bond of 
60% of the tendered pdce. 
AD SHOULD HAVE READ: 
The successful b idder  must, 
supply a performance security of 
10% of the tendered pflcb, ;' ; ~ " ==': 
m 
i . . . . .  i i 
. . . .  :.-;:: :: h,: " - I  "111 .. ~,.~!:i:::i.:::,7 :;::: - ,  
'~.~.]Y°ucansave50%anOm°rebyusingl : :'. ;.- ;:. :;::'i:,:;'.:.:.! i our:op.quality cleaningproducts// " 
14100% biodegradable ,/Great for Septic Tanks / ., ,, : .... ~ Pl ln 
IVMoney-back guaranteed I :: ' ~ :'~;:~:~:~:: 
.: : : -'(eylaWNo~374;:1'99~5")'; , l,/Al' Containers Re-used & Recycled I ,.,.::'... ,L, ,,, ' " : :  ';': 
Amendment ,," 
(a~w No. 37S, 
:;:~L 
Harmony Clowns 
~,~:  Jake & dacquie Terpstra 
3987 Kerby Street; Terrace. B.C, ~:~;~f~:  
"Gyzmo" and "Pebbles ' ~ ' /~  
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEDDINGS & MEETINGS ~ ,  
Leave ~ D~xatin~ and Clo~l~ to Ust 
WANTE D ! 
People with Vision end Drenmsl 
P l~ureyoum~f2o¢3 years  dew~ the  re•dr  , • . - 
• Wig you allll be putitng In tim~ to collect y~ur ~ Just fo pay the 
' Ulll i ld  Mthou~ m~ly gettlng anywhere? " , 
' I~  your be r~ired b~ don111~e mugh lnmme to ~Joy th= 
=~ra lime.. , 
• Ot  your  job  W~ ef iml r la t~: l  and  your  Incon le  i to l~osd  a l togethar ,  
PROTECT YOUR~ELFI n~r~ a llt~e gme end •fforl ~ • ~ort i~I. 
od can km th~ i~y~ck~ g  In, m We, .- agovang you the I~. 
~ Sine to w~W morn. No reu~ zakm r,K~mP/. 
• • Florence e38 .e l~ N~l le  6,1B-6902 
Steve Lewis ~, j~  Tree'Estimates 
Ph~ 635'5406 " 
"5  year Guaranteed Workmanship 
New Roofs - Old Roofs - Tearoffs 
• We do all the cleanupl 
_ - . , .  _ .  _ _  , , - r -  _ : 
" ! 
Pmfinl~KI Hardwood Rooting ! 
~ ~  . | 
- : : .  ;.:. ;..::~ 
i .  ~Ul i  " - . 
4 = 
P l .S le~ , . - i  " . . '  
;between ~e Ilouis'dt 
except statut0ryholld~ 
. :!i~/ 
:~ :,;i! !:,.-'3 
~.~: , ~.,:~ , . .  , 
FIMAT~S rllli 
i i i I 
Ii REGIoNALDISTI I ICTO~;KI~ I 
I I I  ,~ ' I • I ,  ' " H " J~  
• : " • -  •: 
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Prince George Free Press " 
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++::~::i~+ .:: .to your . j ++ 
i 
+++~+.++++++++ ,++ + . . . .  . '++ + ++° + 
Cony,  
I !,'+Z: ...,+, / +"++++~ + + +:+++ i~+:~ 
. . . . . . .  : ) :  + ~,,o,.+.+ ~,,,o,+,, Prince George Free merritt Herald ...... :i~; :~+~ 
. . . .  W . Tribu M le  ,o+,,o+.+o ,,. ,o, j ~ ................ ~ 100 i Free ad star : ,,,.+o,., illiams Lake ne ~+~:~: 
.~ .+o.,. v' Kamloops Ti~,s w~ B a r r , e r e e k  Yellowhe : ~::~ 
.+ . .  1 /Shuswap M<~rket ' . . . .  , I /Sa lmon Arm Observer ~ .::+ +: 
.... :: +i: : : ~ i Revels~oke T imes/Review:  V' Quesne l  Car iboo Observer  
'~  ' v Clea, water North Thompson Journal : ' 
~:+ v '  Br idge River Littooet News  + +: •+.; ++ ~++++!+:'~ '++!++ii?.++!?.,.:~ii++:;++~++ ~ + : ~++++ .i+ ~ +++. ;~, .++ ; .  : + , ~-:++..+ .... . . .  ; : : :  ....... 
~+ .... Ashcrofl Cache Creek Journal 
I II I I I I r 11  T : : J  . " I"I~.L III ........ Ill.. I II ~ . . . . . . . .  I lip ..... ' ' IF1rP?'l'~"r~|1'J1::::::'::~:~:~:: , , , .H _ I ............................................... I . . . .  • ......... 'I . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .. L;I]I . . . . . . .  j : ~ 
:..,.,-.-+: )638-7283 _ +: 
{>TANDARD,, -   ~ Accepted over the phone, e en er 
i 
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N T  
One Of Five Fabulous Beach Paks From 
Gemma's Boutiques! 
Just Fill Out The Attached Entry Form And, 
Drop It Off At Our Office At 4647 Lazelle Ave. 
NAME: , . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ' " ' ~ .EmenD B i l l  l lma.a  aBRam,  m| . .a l Iammml l .m.aml la . .m a 
ADDRESS:  ~ ~ ......... . . . .  ~ '~I ~'~:~' ~: ' : ' :  : 
PHONE:  " " :~ i~::' i .  | . .11 . . f f i l l .mB. . f f i  ~ .  ~ . . f f i .m.gm.mm ~. f f i . .  m. . f f i l l f f i  ~Bffi ~mml l . .B f f i . f f in f f i .  Bm.Bf f im 
:4{ 
) GRDAutomot ive  Will: 
* Check the: Brakes , aotateth ,~',',---,- 
Safety  Checks  Adj * -  ust H~ 
Lube, Oiii& F Iter C :!:: I hange 
. . . . . . .  '=5 0 ~, .  ...... I I .... ....... i Jus t  I 
the Road & Youl i! i '~i :i i 
lus Tax , .  ) .:,::::: 
f ' o r  : :: : 
I 
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I I 
0 
@ 
\ \ °  / . , .  
PLUS,10 :• 
!o,.i. Plus 1- Solid .Color Stain :t 
" ~ " ~: :~ ~nlque  Durable Oil,Latex FormulaReslsts Fading ChalklngAnd Pe i~ 
~ ~ i UseOa Wood, Stucco and Masonry. Lasts Up to 10 YearSi: : i~  
: Over lOOO Custom Colors Available i ~i: :! : i :~  
,~, : i  PLUSlO PRIMIUMFINISHES 
: Plus'iODeck and Siding Stain:: 
=~== ~,~ ~..i~mi.Transparent, Penetrating, Oil Base; Water Repellant, Durable Pr0tectio~ 
40 Colors Available 
e , ~  I __ 
• " ~ ? : , '  ' !2 !  
l 
I 
LOOKING 
Our  Demo machines must  be sold to 
make wav for new Stock, 
This is your chance to ,pick up the machine 
you want at a reduced price. 
~ Husqvarna 500 - 
Regular $1,699.00 ................... SALE $1,299 ,00  ~: 
# 1 Demo - Husqvarna ~~~ !' :~:: 
~ Husqvarna 1070 .... : 
Regular $1,999.00 ................... SALE S 1:,495:.00 
~ 834DW 
Regular $7999.00  . . . . .  . . . , . . . . . ,  . . . . . . . . .  SALE S649.00  
" " " Regular S699.00 SALE $498.00 
,~ All Butterick & Vogue 
,, ; , :~: ~ / , . , 
Patterns 
Price 
~ TerraCe Pr,n:e Rupert 
k, , . . -"~'~e38-1335 627 7'527 / 
I -  
! d 
( 
t( 
.,e 
i 
We,ve All BeenTour 
, L : :  
ists, / . .  
Be Kind To Our Visitors, I 
~t ~.' -leftbehind"'brlng them along next o 4 i 
~, time. 
The Skeena Mall Merchants are :~ 
happy to meet and assist tourists ~ 
to our town. We offer R.V. parking, i 
Tour Bus parking, wheel chair 
loan, restaurant facilities and great ~: 
= 
gift and souvenir items for those ! 
people you left behind, i 
.= 
Enjoyyour visit to Terrace, and 
to the Skeena Mall. Those folks you : 
k 
I i 
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- p . . . . . . .  " . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4<:,~,.~ ...... ~. ~ ..... ,: . . . . . .  ~ : ~ ! ~ ~ ~  
i'~,.'.':[~.~ :~;;..'.{ .-':4,.,.i .~:~,. , ,.~.'~.,~ .,~,~,. : ;,:. ~{..,, .,..~: 
.,.,..,~,: ~,:,,,,~ "~,~ ~,,,:~ ~ ,~..., ..... :.::~,,.~ ~,~ ~::':q~ ~;~,..,~.,'~. ,~::~'.. ,o~:-. . . . .  :,:~ ....,:,;~,.. 
:C'<"'4~ ~:~ ~,'~';~.~:~> ~:~.,",~::~!4~ ~ ~4'.;'. ~'!!,":~;;&'~ 
.~  ~, . .  
FLOATING 
DOCKS 
• Fast & easy installation & removal 
- • Weather resistant 
10 year guaranteed polythylene 
• No rust or rot 
Environmentally friend y 
~,~.  
"~,:~:,;~ ....... ~ .......... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~..~ . ,~.{~ • , ~ .,~ ~,~'~ . .~ 
• ~, , ,~  ~:~,~ . ~ • ~ . . . . . . . .  ,~ ..*~ ~, ~,.., ,~ , , .~  
:. : .~'~i:. ,~:~ ~ "°, ~ ~' , . ~,, $,' -;.~ ~ 
! '  .; . .~ , , .  . ,  ! 
. N0rthwestMechanical Inc. : 
.......... 5239 Keith Ave. 
• i,i~:::::! : : ' i : :  635-47700R 635-7158 
i '  
ON SALE NOW! 
Woodcraft Stains 
- -  : " "  , : . : . . : . . - . : . . - . . :  : ...:...: -. ~ • . . . . . .  
Melamine Pair 
. : . : .  : 
" , , . . . •  ; : ' ;  i . ; "  ":" 
:TERRACE INTERIORS i  LT :D  ' 
: :  ,~6h O:  t-" & : ,e [ l$ : ,4 ,ver~u$;  i-e~'r'_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~c_:e  : : : : : :  : : : : :  : : : :~35;-i5600~ ' 
I 
TOUGH 
4 WD ATV 'S  
FOR TOUGH 
The Canadian :. ' 
Wilderness can be a " 
pretty rough/~iace,:/JUst 
. :  . . . .  ~ _e  _ ' _ : - ! '~  .L : _ :~_  '_ J : : : l  
TheB ig  Bear  will take ' 
you places no truck could 
ever go. ~: ~ ~ : 
~,~, 
S/ 
Rugged 4-wheel drive ATV's 
provide performance you can , 
depend on; . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
'YAMAHA ' 
I 
Now when you  purchase  a T imberwo l f  4x4,  Kod iak  4x4  or  Big Bear  
4x4  rece ive  asan  added bonus ;  
WARN 2000 LB WINCH 
KEN'S MARINE 
Ken' Gibson Trevor Gibson 
4946 Greig Terrace 
i :  
SOME PLACES 
HAVE ALL THE 
CITRONELLA th/~O / 
CANDLES,,,,,,,,,,,,, ~ U/0  off 
TWIN PACK PILLOWS: 
Cozy polyester h~- soft cover I00~ cCt~ 180 lhteod (o~, l )~ i~ 
ou,,, .,,,,_____ 2 4.9 8 
19.98 
ACRYLICS: UPPER:CANADA NATURAL LINE: 
L~er&tumblemt ~m~Oi Shampoo&Condoners, • 1 I t ) ,  
~hd~l~,ff~Z~e..,,,. LV/OoH: Hand & no~(r~, BodyPo~r....o i I ,¢, pr'.~ 
COLORS: 1/2I,i. 
ALLWILD 1 / 
FL0WERS EDS,.. t / 
DUNG BUDDY'S. ~o,,~, 
Mode ~h ¢om~ed zoo mnnure &~/. 
Wf111~2~, • .. 
Reg, Sil.98ru~$15.98,,,,,,,,,,,Nq 
d~ . . . . .  
- : y  
wings of ' "  
,OFF,,,.::: 
GEMMA'S BOUTIQUES 
., " .[ ' : . : " :  
• "On Demand"AlI-Wheel Drive . AM/FM Stereo 
i," Digital Clock . Tachometer 
~, Dual Side View Mirrors . Intermittent Wipers 
,~ Rear Wiper &Washer:: ~.. ;~  ,~* Child Safety Locksi: 
• •Fold Down Re 
• All Season Tir 
• Tinted Glass .~  . . . . . . .  -~:  
• Remote Hatch Release : 
:Wheel:Covers 
MudFiaps 
Based on 48 month lease. 52500 Down+ 1St Payment.  Security & Taxes TPP $9.599.  
f '&~,  , 
+:.:2 ,, 
: ;2  ~};: 
: ~b:!; 
~: X:!:! 
- -  i I I I~  l VIImUW ULUl  IW~I w t I l~d l lWWUm3 I I ra ,  3 v l  , vvv  
I i i i 
SUMMERTIM E WITH RC~I  
++o ++~++:++++"``+++++++++~+++b++++++++++:++~+:++`i++:++++++~++:++++++~+++++++:~+` l 
[RCA 4-HEAD VCR[ RCA2-HEAD VCR ]RCA 4-HEAD VCR 
" k ~ '  | +HI'FI Stereo Sound / HI-FI Stereo Sound =,~,,. I ~  v " ' ° = ' l  HI-FI Stereo Sound 
/ RCA 31 INCH COLOUR TV RCA46 INCH COLOUR TV 
1 " - . Color TPAK PLUS ~ ,Picture in Picture - 
I ~ ~  .5  Jack Monitor Panel ~ ,Audi0/Vide0 Jacks :. :| : ~  • VHP Picture Tube  ~ .SleteoSound 
• / : ~  +::,::'~:0,., ~ t^~^^nn 
+ + O0 ~ ~1~ :e :  $4179 O0 999- 
I RCA 27 INCH COLOUR TV RCA 20 INCH COLOUR "13/ I 
I ~ ~ ~ .Fully Remote Control I 
I ~0  P+ Re+t0 ~ ~  00n~0re.n 0+,a, I 
I E ~ I .  Color TRAK PLUS . ~'~i~k: '~  ~ &k ~ &k ~ I 
I / 'Br°adcastSler,° S+~O0.. l ~ = J  ~ I I IUW I 
I ~ .Mui t i language "g~~l  ~ ='111.~ l 
KONDOLA S FURNITURE AND APPL IANCES 
4525 Lake lse  Avenue 635- -4511 
Ter race ,  B .C .  1 - 6 0 0 - 4 7 9 - 4 5 1 1  
1 
• "1 
:;!: :+ mor  
: -  
~. . • 
~i' +, :S top  in+each  
away:  fo  r th  e 
n tho f  Ju ly  
she 's  gOB , i l e  :: e . .  
ue has  put  : :!~; + 
-~g on  Sa le .  
week  and  
: up~50 '~oOFF '  
r - - - - - - - - - - - :~q 
I ~ v  /+ OFF I 
I one regular priced item J 
J one+ p pcou  on er customer,, J 
I coupon expires Saturday I 
1 " July 8/95 ' .  
i .~ - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - l l  
"SUN-MAR" - Composting Toilets 
The perfect solution for your 
cottage, cabin or summer home. 
• NO Septic System 
• NO Chemicals 
Save The Environment! 
, Recycle Back To Nature 
Several modelsavailable~ ' '~ 
including non-eledric, 
• ,~ ~: : * i : i : : f : !Week  wi l lbe  someth ing  FREE: 12 Page Color Catabg 
(: " ~f!'+'?'f:~:~/i'+:~ new and speotaou  la r .  SUN-h~.R CORP. 1-800 
"'~~~Gl~sSlipperBr~dal I N°rthwest Mecha'''''' '''`" I 
Bout ique  & Ladies+~Fas,,hi°ns . . . .  I 5239 Keith Ave .~  ~ " +: I 
~ ++o~.-~=o,,~ +' ' :""':~ "~-~~J~ I 635-4770 m 635-7158 " ~ ~':-:: ~': 
• ' ', ": • ' ~ ,,,, . . . . . .  , .::i.~f, I 
+Canada's Largest Volume[    Carpet Stores I 
i+ERESTFREE :: ':-:.~ 
'!:;~')i!!:i: !~?~ii::?i!b:>'t::'.".i :: :. " : :. ::::...i;;;::}:;,':'~t~i:?:: 
: :  . . . .  + Y+ : : . ,+ :  : , , .~+ 
::2?:: ii++~++)+++(!::+~+:++~+!++?:i++ +i :!+ti':~?}~ + ~i~ + 
• .: + ':,:: 
- : . . . :  , *  
4 
• ,e °. oi', u 
c,,>~,',\o,~ ~, 
CHECK OUR HOT PRICES! 
WE'VE GOT "EBI ALL BEAT 
% 
/ :  " 
o + /.s zt'e**os, 
#7 - 4717 Lake lse  Ave . ,  Ter race  I~O~~0~'  . . . .  - 
(Old Uquor Store Location, 635 7700 O+./e+,,. Mon. - Thurs.: 9 am - 6 pm Friday: 9 am - 9 pm m 
Saturday: 9 am - 6 pm Sunday: Closed 
O U S  B I tA .N 'D  N/EV IES  
i:!.:.i:(!~,:.:McMahon Canada • Bar rymore  • Domco • Tarket t  
ii!!i!:,i!iii' Sta inmaster  • XPS  Trev i ra  Po lyester  
• In ternat  
End., R¢ 
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V 
Optional 
nmg Equipment 
tan lines, when you can have deep, 
'al looking colour all over your bodv? 
200 Minutes Only 
s33's 
Buy now for those cold winter 
months ahead/ 
• Stand.up Tanner 
NO STRIPES/ 
• Friendly, Courteous 
Atmosphere 
, Convenient Location 
NZ 
and Hours 
Keep that overall healthy look year-round. 
Call for complete information and appointments. 
:4652 Lazelle Ave. 
!: Terrace 
• ' .,_,~ - -  ,~ .  - . .  ~ • ¢ . . . . . .  ~, ~ . , ,  
~ " '=~,~,~a;~ "~ - ~ . ~ - - "  . - - .~_~, .~, .~,_= .. 
FACTORY DIRECT 
I 635-4997 
- Picnic Flatware 
Spring Clearance Sale On Now! 
DISCOUNTS ON: 
Bricks, Blocks, Masonry 
Chimneys, reinforcing Steel; 
Cement, Lime, Grout, Sono 
Tubes., Blasting Sand and Many 
Other Construction Supplies, • 
• AlsoAvailable Sand and Gravel. 
SPECIALS ON 
~ : ~  PatioBlocks _ ~'~V V~I  
• ..~:: . . . .  Sq 
g~ Septic Tlnk - ~ ~aa cn  
,o.~.o, ~- / , ' I^~N 1 
CEMENT "". ~ e d ~ n g l e  V V ~/ I 
$8=501a== 24X~- -$~'~,50  , :l 
; - . , . - ,< ,  
~- ,  ;... '~ . ' rpe 
- ~ ' ~ '  . ' .  :~ :>q: )OF lushUb l ,~ '~.~.  ~ " ~ T  / Tr iangle : '  
S-'lt R'.[[I~[~][~ ¢ ~'.~<;t~,.,,. ~ ~/ . .~  Cross 
I 
I ~ i~  ~ -".-, " Diamond 
"~"'~/'~Caved Diamond G~ ~a~ :~,~ 
SPECIAL PRICE ON PAVING STONES ~"~""~="~"~" 
'r 
FULL SIDE HALF 
~--~ :;~ ~.:~ ~ 
Garden Waft 
Slopestone ~ 
Callus for a soeclal price on readymix 
concrete for any project large or small/ 
RETAINING WALLS 
NOW AVAILABLE 
638-8477 
SKEENA CONCRETE 
PRODUCTS 
From Our House to Yours. , 
Here are just a few fabulous SelectionS::i•ii~!], 
youill find In our new"Summer on the j 
Algarve' catalogue. • •: . . . .  I 
Removeable, 0ne:piece:lid'!/!:;i:i:il iI!:•II: ! 
makes this roomy picnic imsket- 
very easy'to pack "and Onpack~:; ,~:i 
an( 
reg 
hor 
"off 
Lightweight and sturdy, this 
picnic cutlery is convenient to 
pack and easy:to cle; , 
set. • . . . .  i,;:i~: I 
~,~ ~ 
!i~:ii 'i 
, ,  ? 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive, Thornhill, Terrace 
i! 
. : :  .% ' ,  - 
Hardwood handles and 
stainless steel set these • 
tools apart from the ordinary, 
19" long handles stay cool 
and have leather thongs for 
convenient storage..Our:3pc 
set includes spatula;' foikl 
tongs, The 4pc set has a 
brush in addition: 
3pc set $45.00 
PlUs So Much Morel 
I ",. 
" ,. , -. : . 
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The Highli .hts of Summer 
~ner have 
"~y, healthy hair 
~ake you glow 
[0% °n 
~loured Highlights 
or Any Hair 
Conditioning 
Treatment 
The Head Shed 
638-8880 4615A Lakelse Ave. 
[ 
G> 
SKEENA ANIMAL HOSPITAL 
TOM SAGER, DVM 
Now Offering Evening Appointments 
3333 HWY 16 EAST, THORNHILL 
ACROSS FROM THE FAIRGROUNDS 
APPOINTMENTS OR EMERGENCIES 
635-6491 
1-8OO-635-4VET 
J 
Monterey Bacon Burger 
"Get out and get into our new Monterey Bacon Burger. A specially 
seasoned patty, sizzling real bacon and a slice of genuine Monterey Jack 
cheese, topped with white onion, crispy lettuce and ripe tomatoes. 
It's only here until July 30th, So come v i s i t ~  
your nearest A&W today. And add 
a tasty new flavour to r life. 
Since 1956 
46'16 Keith Ave, Terrace 638-0100 
© 199SA&W Food Services of Canada Ltd. 
HOT FASHION 
COOL STORE 
• Terrace • Prince Rupert 
.. Smithers • Campbell River 
~ooe#~Ae ~ooQ~EAn ,;OOD~eAe 
Eagle Aquatred Wrangler Aquatred Wrangler AT 
Wet Traction Dual Aquachannel Great value for 
Per formance Wet Traction your light truck 
F rom$155,95~95/~, ,4  FromS 1 1 0=952~ 5f10R14 From$120.95 ,95 /75R,4  
~n ~e~. ,~t¢ our ~o N/l[ 
~R/2 
Price 
51.99 
54.99 
56.99 
HAZARD PROTECTION 
V'FREE 60 DAY REPLACEMENT 
See retailer for details. 
I 
•'.:DOI 
AirM 
I 
Jr" 
I)le 
les 
1. Lube, oU change and filter air pressure a( iustrnent. 
replacement. 6. Battery in.' ection and cable 
2, Topping up of all fluids, including tighteninl 
brake, differential, 
m 
transmission, 7. Inspect front and rear brakes and I 
power steering. . clean as required. I 
3, []elt i~tenlr~, as required. .8, 4 litre Jug of windshield wast=er fluid. I 
4, Four wheel tire rotation. Oiler ~ for most ¢~ ~1 ,¢~ t,u~ at p=c:q~. | I
5. Tire Inspection foi cuts, snags, end ~ tetade~ until kgust ~h, 1995, j 
GOOO~EAR 
Invicta GS 
Premium 
All Season Radial 
Fr0m$93,95165/~,3 
'Based on the purchase of 4 ight ruck tires. Cash back only available 
on Eagle ~uatred, Invicta GS, Wrangler AT and Wrangler Aquatred. 
Earn Double Air Miles t~avel miles and 1/~r Mile for eveP/$8 spent 
on Goodyear tires and mechanical services. See participating retailers 
for details. Tire Sale and Double Air Miles end September 2, 1995. 
Earn AIR MILES • ~ 
I 
i J ~ 
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i HAIR'SKIN "COSMETICS 
SUMMER STRESSED ' ' ~ i : '~  ~i-', ~ ~ ~'  
Want to re-energtz e and silkensummer:stressed h~r? ~e.  :~0me i n 
for your fiee Beau~ at the Beach Summer Hair care chbck: ttp2 
We evaluate your hair for shine; elasticity, stl~etigtil and porosity, 
And we'll recommend the nourishing; deep-conditiOning treatment 
that will make your hair shine and swing With new !lfeLThen -to : 
make sure it stays Salon fresh' we'll design.yOur pet'~nalized home 
care regimen,The Check Up iSfreea~d our treatmen~ re an 
exceptional value.Your hair Will thmkyoiii 
. . . .  . 
I L - - - - - - -  - - , ~e~ ~',:'~'~ , ?: : ..... 
I Hair' Gallery 
4711DKeithAve., Terrace ' . 635 3729 
Put  Your  Windows on  
The  Best  Dressed  L i s t  
• . i ' t l"l 
' ' t l ' ~i:il - 
Find out what top 
designers have 
known for years... 
For fashionable goo{ 
looks and superior " 
performance, 
LouverDrape custom 
vertical blinds are the 
window covering of 
choice. 
~i ;~ :" ~: ~:::~%~* '~J.~.~ ~ " ~ ' ~ ~ , ~  . . . . . .  ":~;~...,.. ~:':~ ~,,~..~ '~"~ . . . . . . .  :~~'~  ~ '~"::';~""" ~':'~ ,,~ ; !~ 
TO SAVE ,.;i N@d.Enter ti~=,s :/ 
Quality, ~ • :  i 
Custom,made ~ . . :  
AvailableMini Blinds..in ~~-_= i.,".'i~ : Ir,~WASAKI" ' " " ~ 
90 Designer r, 
, ', i 
Colours. i i i ~, ~., ARCTIC CK 
THE ORIGINAL ~ ~ ~ k'~ 
GOLDEN TOUCH ® ~ ~  ~ ' 
I • 
I 
, 9:9 HiP. Evi Ta~ 
AIsoa  FREE designer valal 
wand, auto rotate or Louver gro 
The Colour Connection Designs 
By Appointment 635-7466 4925 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. r~h ~O~a O ' t /O  
i 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
i /Q  
7: ,  
• • ,~ • ,4  ~ : ~ [ 
J 
• 2,7 Litre, 150 t-I~ ~'--,~ts 
60140 SP ~it Recune o~" 
• 5 speed overdrive Manual 
• Rack and pinion Steering 
t ,. -Tachometer . ~ ,~i i;i~i 
L: Digital Clock : ,  .... 
US MUCh ~°re l "  "r; i :TOD PI T D E/~ 
v.", u.e,  790 HP 
j Multi-Point Electronic.Fuel In'e ' 
~ ~ Power-Va" ., ] ct, :;;: ., rlable As , ; Steerin.a ~ s!st Steenng ~ 
!:i~:ii:?:!~ M/FM, S!e-eo.With 4, .... 
~ili/'.ur, vers S,de A,rbag i: il;iiii!,ii!i~iii!~ 
3:Digital Clock 
:~i ;!Plus Much More! ~, 
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'KE NWO0 D ! ~POWERAMPL IF IER  II GRAPHIC  EQUAL IZER K~C-525 W. J~C-Q74 : 
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.-resents/, 
923 Ford Cu tom Coupe ~" '~ 1 .~ • ~o, (br,,00~)-.~x..wor • ~r,-~o,oo.r=ion T 180Wx2 (110Wx2 at 0 .8% • Gold plated RCAtormlna ls  ;~ lil 
THD,  4 ohms,  l kHz)  • 120wxlch  or 60wx2ch 
• 2 ohm stable (Stereo) lual lz  ,~  ~ 
• Dual 5 -Band Graphl0 E( 
• Tr i -mode Operat ion ~ . 
• G01d plated terminals ' • '  
- G01d plated Line out  j J 
KAC-425 KFC-HOT10 , 
i:~:"~i:~i:i~i!;:~i!:.~!::,~,: .! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : :.~i,i~ ~.~:,:;:~;~:=::.:. ~ : ' - . . :  : : :  : : . . . . :  . . . . . .  . . i 
~', ~ l l  mlP I  ° 150W Peak  ~J  ~ r ll 
MonolithlclC,'%mpw/BTL ~1~ I~1~1[ I  " i ~ I I 
250 mm (10") COMPONENT ! 200 mm 18',) COMPONENT I I  
See & hear  the Ult imate Demo Car! ~ . , , w o o ~ R  , .  . . . . . . .  KFC W2500 - II ~., :SUBW00FER I i  
40speakers • 11 amplifiers~ - ~v, , .o  I KFC'W2000 ~ II 
2,620 Watts of clean power 
LocatiOn: TNJ Sound Systems Date: July 22/95 
E,,~ERZ£NCE THE POWET? OP 
Bl ip  CA A UPI  
HIGH POWER CD PLAYER RECEIVER 
KCD-4OO3 
25Wx4 h igh  power  ~ 
1 RCA Pre -out  
18 FM,  8AM presets !  ; 
. . . . .  Source  Tone  MemOry  
." Ouad , ,b i t  DACs  w i th  DPAC I ,Tw inoversamCleanp l lngP lUs  Dr ve  , and  8 x .~ : 
HIGH POWER CASSETTE PLAYER 
RECEIVER 
KRC-101 . 
' " 25Wx2 h igh  power  ' 
• ~ Hard  Permal loy  Tape  
' Head '  ' ~ ~. 
. . . . .  - lS  FM,  6 AM presets  ~11 
• Bu i l t  in  fuse  & co i l  fo r  eas ie r  -Seek  Tun ing  ~1~ 
ins ta l la t ion  . :: * PRP  (P r io r i ty  Rad io  • ' 
. ' ' P reset )  : : ' i 
HIGH POWER CD PLAYER RECEIVER ~ 
Detachab le  Faeep lace  
( Inc lud ing  car ry :ease) ; :  ~ ~  
-A l l  the  features  o f  KDC-S003 DdS l J~Dt l : rab led ,Syste~m ' !i: ~ 
p,ua: * L , ?;b -. 
MULTIPLE  CD PLAYER W/FM'  MODULATOR & 
IRELESS REMOTE 
I ~ ;~'~''~" ' ~ .  . . . . .: '.~?. . . . . .  ". :,:~'~ " ~ J  - Connects  d i rec t ly  to  your  FM an enna 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - Wi re less  remote  cont ro l  
~.~.~  i with power on/o., 
t rack /d isc  scan ,  
• p lay /pause ,  d i sc / t rack  
• Ident ica l  to  KDC-CeO3 but  w i th  repeat ,  d i sc /magaz ine  
bu i l t - in  PM modu lator  
random p lay  ~ 1 ~  
iii v " 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR KFC-HQ162 KFC;Q132 KFC-HQ102 KF0-6954 
- go ld  P la ted  Pre -outs  . : i  
ALL INSTALLS THIS IViONTH ONLY, l
check  out the  Leaders  in Car  Aud io  Today!  Don ' t  Forget  About  Our  Home Aud io i  
TNJ Sound Systems 
Jason Kevin 
638-1200 
I 
1-800-638-1252 
Downtown Terrace 
• i ~L : :~!: .~ i -  : ¸  
:L ¸!!'¸77 ~:! !i::i/i::i:i;:(~!,!/7;/?~.~! ~;::: ¸¸  :: : :" ; :  ::~: ? :7~ : : ;7  7 :; i ~ : : ~/~ : i 
' ~ i  ~ i ~L I -~ .  ; '  • 7 .~  . . . .  ~ i ~ ~ i~i :~ : 7~ .~ !::~ ~:ilL:ii:i i?:!7!!' ¸ 1%¸¸!:/ii:iii:i!!i~!ii:i:!!i~; ~i 
i i~ !¸i 
